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Welcome to Lukad: An Online Journal of Pedagogy 
 

Rodrigo D. Abenes 

Editor-in-Chief 
Lukad: An Online Journal of Pedagogy 

 

On behalf of the Lukad Editorial Board, I would like to welcome you to our 

inaugural issue. Lukad is the official biannual open access journal of the Philippine Normal 

University – South Luzon (PNUSL), Philippines. It is a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary and 

multidisciplinary journal of pedagogy that seeks to publish research articles, monographs 

and book reviews across different topics within education with special emphasis but not 

limited to the following: (1) Technology and Livelihood Education; (2) Pedagogy; (3) Culture 

and Heritage; (3) Sustainable Education; (4) Critical History; (5) Literacy; and (6) Local 

history. 

         The word lukad was chosen as a name for this journal because the PNUSL is 

geographically located in the coconut basket of the Philippines—Lopez, Quezon. Lukad is a 

Tagalog term that refers to both the process and the product. Lukad as a process is typically 

referred to as the copra-making process. It is thus attributed to the process of removing the 

dried coconut kernel from the coconut shell. This process involves a meticulous and 

laborious way of extracting the coconut meat. This process, according to Avila (2018), 

undergoes 12 stages. These are paghahawan (farm cleaning), pangangawit (dislodging), 

pag-iipon (gathering), paghihila (hauling), pagtatapas (dehusking), pagbabaak (splitting), 

paghahanay (piling), pagtatapa (heating), pagtitigkal (scooping), pagsasako (bagging) and 

pagbebenta (selling). With this process comes the product called lukad, a term that is 

synonymous with copra. Lukad, therefore, can be considered as a process and a product. 

         Departing from its telos (end or purpose), however, lukad is more than copra-

making. The real telos of lukad is to obtain oil.  Coconut oil is used for food (cooking), fuel 

(biodiesel), animal feeds and industrial-based applications for cosmetic production. As a 

result, lukad is a series of extraction of kabuo (coconut). This extraction can be obtained 

either from a dry process or a wet process. The dry process is copra-making, whereas the 

wet process uses paggagata (process of emulsion of coconut milk) and from the gata 

(coconut milk), the oil can be obtained naturally or mechanically. Naturally, the oil will be 

separated from the water by the fermentation process. Mechanically, the oil can be extracted 

from the coconut milk by the extreme heat of the centrifugal machine. The coconut oil 

extracted from both the dried and wet process can be considered both as finished product 

and as raw materials depending on the telos of the consumer. 

https://lukad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/volume1_issue1_editors_notes_abenes_June2021.pdf
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         These complex lukad processes have been a century-old industry in the Quezon 

province. This industry has evolved into not only a source of income, but also a way of life.  

As a result, life as a means of subsistence cannot be divorced from its philosophical, 

sociological, historical, psychological, and political contexts.  It is from this that the Lukad 

Journal takes its mission. This mission could only be realized through decentralization, 

decolonization, and democratization of pedagogy by grounding it with indigeneity, 

livelihood, industry and innovation. This pedagogy, therefore, is not just an art of teaching, 

but it could also be used as a form of social theory. Lukad attempts to establish a pedagogy 

that is neither solely an art of teaching nor exclusively a social theory, but rather both an art 

of teaching and a social theory. 

The maiden issue of this journal is a testament to its aims. In its attempt to establish a 

holistic pedagogy, the journal was able to have contributors from various disciplines and 

specializations. 

The first article is that of Lita A. Bacalla (2021) of Cebu Normal University. With its 

aim to develop a regional language model for model analysis, her article examines the 

verbal affixation of the Cebuano-Visayan language. Using qualitative with purposive 

sampling design, it found out that the Filipino language is similar with Cebuano-Visayan. 

However, the former has fewer middle attachments or infixes than the latter. Like any other 

language, Cebuano-Visayan has also been used in daily activities and public spheres such as 

religion, education, livelihood and culture for it is impossible to separate language from 

culture. The model that was created finally helps language specialists to study or analyze 

their own native language or dialect. 

The second article is that of Rohaiba B. Radiamoda (2021), a PhD student from 

National Sun Yat-sen University of Kaohsiung, Taiwan and an Alumna of University of the 

Philippines – Cebu.  It is titled “The Impact of Neoliberalism on Philippine Public Education 

and the Aid of the Special Education Fund'' and looks into the impact of neoliberalism to 

Philippine Education by critically examining the state of Philippine public schools in a 

macro level and the role of Specific Education Fund (SEF) in micro level. This study has 

shown that the contradictory neoliberal ideology with the chronic and systemic corruption 

broadens the gap between the rich and the marginalized. 

Beajourne Sirad A. Ramirez’s (2021) essay titled “My Experience!/ Your Experience?:  

The Banality of Evil in interpreting the Martial Law Experience” is the third article.  It uses 

Hannah Arendt’s banality of evil in understanding the conflicting narratives and 

interpretation of Martial Law years. To understand the events that transpired during those 

times, the narratives of Mijares, Manapat and Encarnacion Tadem were utilized. The 

Banality of evil is a product of Arendt’s documentation of the trial of the Nazi official, Adolf 

Eichmann, in Jerusalem. This banal evil operates on the inability to think of a person, the 

economic root for such evil to prosper and the rise of private concerns in the society rather 

https://lukad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/volume1_issue1_editors_notes_abenes_June2021.pdf
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than the public concern. Ramirez argues that these descriptions can be applied to the Martial 

Law years as expounded by Mijares, Manapat and Encarnacion Tadem. These only show the 

destruction of public life in the Philippines as the favored few sought power and material 

gain at the expense of other people. Along with the destruction of public life, the conflict of 

interpretations about the events that transpired during those times will continuously 

materialize. 

The fourth article is that of Dean Edward A. Mejos (2021) of the University Santo 

Tomas Graduate School titled “Loving as Knowing in Jean-Luc Marion’s Notion of Love: 

Some Reflections on Teaching Philosophy”. It is a starting point for a more detailed 

philosophical research and part of a large phenomenology research project. Mejos reflects on 

the notion of love by Jean-Luc Marion’s notion of love may enrich the pedagogy on teaching 

philosophy by adding a deeper and rich understanding of love, rather than simply treating 

it as emotional or irrational. Philosophical teaching of love, accordingly, can also foster a 

deeper self-understanding, which can in turn also encourage more mutual appreciation. 

This has been so because love can be a new way to see and a requirement for knowledge for 

love is a process which enables others to comprehend and drives others. It creates the 

conditions for the other, without any condition or limitation, to appear from himself. Love 

also opens up the self to the other. 

Jayson L. De Vera, Marisol D. Andrada, Alwielland Q. Bello and Mary Grace D. De 

Vera’s (2021) article titled “Teachers’ Competencies in Educational Technology Integration 

on Instructional Methodologies in the New Normal” is the fifth in this journal.  It examines 

the competencies of new teachers in integrating learning technology. This is anchored in 

Philippine Professional Standards for Teachers, in areas that focus on the positive use of 

ICTs. The study used a mixed methodology design for research. The result of the study 

suggests layers to be improved not only by teachers but also of our education stakeholders 

like that of the Teacher Education Institutions (TEI), and the Philippine government. The 

authors recommend further professional development in the integration of technology in the 

development, assessment and management of online learning environments for novice 

teachers. The TEIs must strengthen their curricula to provide pre-service and in-service 

teachers with a holistic educational integration of instructional methodologies. The 

Philippine government, on the other hand, must provide teachers with resources to prepare 

training materials like ICT rooms, technical support technicians, laptops, and Internet 

connectivity. With this, the study concluded that the current situation of our country's 

education system requires a greater push and optimism so that we can make progressive 

changes. Teachers should consider personal initiative, welcome possible ways to improve 

the current system, and become part of our country's reforms that help to raise awareness 

and meet challenges and efforts. 

The sixth article is that of Rodrigo D. Abenes and Jerwin M. Mahaguay titled “F. P. 

A. Demeterio III: Simula sa Pagbubuo Hanggang sa Pakikibahagi”.  It gives us as an 

ambiance of being observers and listeners of a few mentor-mentee conversations. By using 

https://lukad.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/volume1_issue1_editors_notes_abenes_June2021.pdf
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email interview as a method, the paper looks into the Demeterio’s personal account on his 

own intellectual and praxiological development. Abenes and Mahaguay periodizes this into 

four stages: (1) Formative Years (1969-1994), (2) Academic Radicalization (1994-2008), (3) 

Academic Filipinization (2008-2014) and (4) Radical Humboldtianism (2014-present). Based 

on the correspondence, the authors conclude that there is a need to embrace the philosophy 

and practice of education of Humboldt in order to strengthen research for knowledge 

production as the main driver to socio-economic development. 

         This maiden edition of the Lukad Journal would not have been possible without the 

help of its Editorial Board. Our sleepless nights from conceptualization to implementation 

have paid off. Allow me also to thank the members of our editorial advisory board: Dr. Roel 

V. Avila (Executive Director & Provost of PNU South Luzon) for his continuing support; Dr. 

Marie Paz E. Morales (Director for Publication of PNU & Editor-in-Chief of Normal Lights), 

Dr. Jove Jim S. Aguas (Editor-in-Chief of Philosophia), Dr. Roland Theaus DS. Pada (Editor-

in-Chief of Kritike), Dr. Adonis P. David (Director of EPRDC), and Dr. Inero V. Ancho for 

assisting us in journal management and processes; Dr. Lordinio A. Vergara (the Vice 

President for University Relations and Advancement of PNU) and Dr. Ronald Allan S. 

Mabunga (Vice President for Research and Quality Assurance of PNU) for guiding and 

inspiring us with planning up to launching. I would also like to express my gratitude to Dr. 

Bert J. Tuga (President of PNU) and Dr. Feorillo Petronillo A. Demeterio III (Director - 

URCO of DLSU) for supporting us in our endeavors. 
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Paglalapi ng mga Pandiwa sa Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya: 

Modelong Estruktural at Sosyolingguwistiko 
 

Lita A. Bacalla 

Cebu Normal University 
bacallal@cnu.edu.ph 

 

 

Abstract 

This study examined the verbal affixation of the Cebuano-Visayan language 
towards the development of regional language for model analysis. It 
undertook the following: collect the corpora of verb affixes; analyze and 
categorize verb affixes according to focus, actor, goal, place, instrumental, 
causative, and benefactive; and develop model for analysis of the verbal 
affixation that can be used in other local languages. The design is qualitative 
using purposive sampling. The data gathered were descriptively analyzed 
according to the focus of the verbal affixes in light of sociolinguistic 
influences. It was found that the Cebuano-Visayan language is similar to the 
Filipino language. The former, however, contains less middle affixation or 
infix compared to the latter. It was also found that like any other language, 
Cebuano-Visayan is used in daily activities or domains such as religion, 
education, livelihood, and cultural aspects of the speaker. The language 
cannot be separated from culture. Finally, the model generated is of great 
help to language researchers specifically in studying or analyzing a native 
language or dialect in their locality. 

 

Keywords: affixation, Cebuano-Visayan, model analysis, sociolinguistic 

 
Panimula 

 

Ang wika ay ginagamit ng tao bilang kasangkapan sa pakikipagkapuwa at 

pagpapahayag sa kaniyang kaisipan at saloobin. Bawat wika ay may sariling pekyulyaridad 

at kakanyahan. Isa na dito ang wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya.  

Ang Wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya ay isa sa mga pangunahing wika sa Pilipinas. 

Ang wikang ito ay mula sa Indonesia subgroup na galing sa Austronesian na pamilya ng 

mga wika na dating tinatawag na Malayo-Polynesian na isa sa pinakamalalaking grupo ng 

mga wika sa mundo. Mayaman sa panlapi ang wikang ito kaya hangad ng mananaliksik na 

masuri ang paraan ng paglalapi dahil sa pananawagan ng Akademyang Binisaya sa mga 
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mananaliksik na magsagawa ng pag-aaral sa mga panlapi sa Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya dahil 

may humigit kumulang na 3,000 na panlapi ang Wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya.  

Mas maraming panlapi ang Wikang Sebwano kaysa Tagalog (Bacalla, 2019), 

malaking ambag ang pag-aaral na ito na makatulong sa hakbangin ng pag-istandardisa ng 

wikang ito. May nagtangka ng mag-aaral hinggil dito ngunit ito ay nasa wikang Ingles at 

halos ang mga nag-aral ay mga dayuhan gaya nina Bergh (1958), Wolf (1966), Zorc (1977) at 

iba pa. Sila ang mga dayuhan na nag-aral ng estruktura ng wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya 

ngunit ang kanilang mga paliwanag at termino ay nakapadron sa wikang Ingles.  Sa 

kasalukuyang pag-aaral ni Lusares (1996) ay kinuha ang mga salita mula na nalikom ng 

salita sa Diksiyonaryong Bisaya ni Woff at inaaalisa. Ganoon din sa pag-aaral ni 

Tanangkingsing (2009), ang mga salita o mga pangungusap na inalisa ay mula sa nakasulat 

na panitikan sa Bisaya.  

Mahalaga ang pag-aaral na ito upang makatulong sa kasakuluyang pag-aaral ay 

kumuha ang mananaliksik ng mga salita o termino batay sa gamit ng nagsasalita ng wika at 

ayon ito sa iba’t ibang domeyn na hindi ginawa sa ibang pag-aaral. Bukod dito, dahil ang 

mananaliksik ay taal na nagsasalita at nakauunawa sa nabanggit na wika ay naniniwala na 

mas mapalawak pa ang pag-unawa at pagsusuri sa Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya. Ang mga 

nabanggit na pag-aaral ay may kaugnayan sa kasalukuyang pag-aaral na nagsisiyasat sa 

gramatikang Sebwano. Sa kasalukuyang pag-aaral ay sosyolingguwistikong dulog ang 

ginamit upang masuri ang paglalapi sa konsepto ng baryabilidad kung paano ito ginamit sa 

nagsasalita ng dalawang lalawigan. 

Makikita na kadalasan sa mga pag-aaral ng wika tungkol sa mga panlapi ay 
nakapokus sa pangngalan at pang-uri gaya ng mga pag-aaral nina Oreiro (2016) at 
Martelino (2016). Kaya nilayon ng mananaliksik na ipokus ang pananaliksik sa paglalapi ng 
pandiwa sa Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya.  May mga pag-aaral din sa panlaping Sebwano ngunit 
pahapyaw lamang ang pagtalakay at pangkalahatan ang paliwanag. Sa kasalukuyang pag-
aaral, sinuri ang mga panlapi sa paraang paglalarawan ayon sa paggamit ng wika ukol sa 
makadiwang panlaping Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya. 
          

Isinaalang-alang din sa pag-aaral ang sosyolingguwistikong pananaw na ang wika 
ay isang panlipunang penomena na nagiging makabuluhan ang anomang pahayag, aksiyon, 
at salita ng isang indibidwal kung paano ito nakakonteksto sa loob ng lipunan at sinasabi sa 
ibang indibidwal o grupo. Ayon kay Sapir (1949), ang wika ay isang instrumento o 
kasangkapan ng sosyalisasyon na ang mga relasyong sosyal ay hindi iiral kung wala ito. 
Ipinahayag niya na ang wika ay gumaganap ng pinakamahalagang tungkulin sa lipunang 
sosyal dahil ang wika ay sentro ng pakikipagtalastasan at ginagamit din ito bilang 
instrumento ng pakikipagkomunikasyon upang magkaroon ng malinaw na 
pagkakaintindihan ang bawat isa kung kaya ang wika ay hindi dapat na mawala.  
  

Sa pagsusuri ay mahalagang kilalanin ang wikang ginagamit sa lipunan. Ayon sa 
inilahad ng Komisyon sa Wikang Filipino (2012), anoman ang pundasyon ng wika, 
kailangan itong isakonteksto ayon sa nagbabago-bagong kondisyon ng lugar, panahon, at 
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kaugalian. Nagsisimula ito sa mga tíla payak na konsepto ngunit maaaring lumitaw na 
mahigpit na konektado sa usapin ng relihiyon, tradisyon, kasarian, nasyonalismo, uring 
panlipunan, identidad, at ibá pang tagatukoy ng mga kondisyong lilikha at lilikha ng 
kaibahan. Sa kasalukuyang pag-aaral sinuri ang wika at iniugnay ito sa kultural na aspekto 
sa pang-araw-araw na paggamit sa wika lalo sa paggamit ng mga panlaping makadiwa. 

 
Hindi maiiwasan ang pagkakaiba ng wika sa kabila ng pagkakapareho ng lalawigan 

dahil sa ito ay dala ng pagkakaiba-iba ng kinalalagyan ng mga lugar na kinamulatan ng 
mga taong nagkakaiba rin ang wika. Isinasaad ni Pinker (2007), na ang isang tunay na wika 
ay patuloy na itinutulak at hinihila sa pamamagitan ng iba't ibang mga nagsasalita sa iba't 
ibang paraan. Sa bawat lugar ay may iba’t ibang paraan sa paggamit lalo sa pagkakabit ng 
mga panlapi sa pandiwa sa kanilang pang-araw-araw na pakikipagtalastasan. 

 
Pinatunayan din ito ni Labov (2006), na ang pag-uugali sa wika ng mga indibiduwal 

ay hindi maaaring maunawaan nang walang kaalaman sa mga pamayanan na kanilang pag-
aari. Mahalagang may sapat na kaalaman sa wika na ginagamit ng mga mamamayan sa 
tiyak na lugar upang magkaroon ng malawak na kaalaman tungkol dito lalo na sa 
nagsasalita ng wika.  
          

 Ang pag-aaral na ito ay mahalaga bilang isang modelo at maipabatid ang 
kahalagahan ng mga panlapi sa mga salitang pandiwa na ginagamit ng mga Cebuano. Ito ay 
magsisilbing tugon sa panawagan ng Akademyang Binisaya na magsagawa ng pag-aaral sa 
panlapi at sa paglalapi sa Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya. Ito ay malaking ambag din sa 
ortograpiyang Sebwano lalo na sa pagtuturo ng Mother Tongue-Based Multilingual 
Education (MTB-MLE) sa rehiyon. 
 
Layunin 
 

Ang pangunahing layunin ng pag-aaral ay masuri ang paglalapi ng mga pandiwa ng 
Wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya tungo sa pagbuo ng modelong pagsusuri sa rehiyonal na 
wika. Tiniyak na makalikom ng mga korpus ng mga pandiwa na nilalapian, masuri at 
makategorya ang paglalapi ng mga pandiwa ayon sa pokus at makabuo ng isang modelong 
pagsusuri ng paglalapi ng mga pandiwa na magagamit sa ibang wika. Walang masyadong 
pag-aaral sa larangan ng gramatikang Sebwano at nagsisilbing tugon at hamon sa Komisyon 
sa Wikang Filipino na magsasagawa ng pananaliksik ng katutubong wika. Ang modelong 
nabuo ay malaking tulong sa mga susunod na mananaliksik ng wika lalo na sa mga mag-
aaral ng katutubong wika o diyalekto. Hinikayat din silang magsaliksik ng kanilang 
katutubong wika at diyalekto upang mapreserba ang kanilang kultura sa tulong ng pag-
aaral ng wika.  
 
Metodolohiya 
 

Ginamit ang kwalitatibong disenyo ng pag-aaral. Layunin nitong maipaliwanag ang 
isang penomena sa paggamit ng wika kaugnay ng sosyolingguwistikong kaligiran. Mula sa 
nakategoryang mga paglalaping makadiwa ay nagbibigay ang mga tagatugon ng mga salita 
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sa ibingay na talatanungan at pagkatapos muling kinakategorya ang mga salitang nilalapian 
at ihinahay ito. Ang pamamaraang ginamit ng mananaliksik ay deskriptibong paglalarawan 
sa pag-aanalisa ng pandiwang nilalapian sa wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya. Inisa-isa ang 
mga panlapi na ginamit sa salita at binigyan ng interpretasyon. Purposive sampling ang 
ginamit sa pagkuha ng datos batay sa layunin ng pag-aaral. Ang krayterya sa pagpili ng 
kalahok ay mga taong nasa komunidad na taal na nagsasalita ng wika. Ang paraan ng 
paghahati ay 20 mag-aaral na medjor sa Filipino, 5 na nasa edad 18 pataas, 5 guro na 
nagtuturo ng diyalekto, at 25 na nasa edad 40 pataas mula sa mamamayan ng lungsod na 
kumakatawan sa bawat domeyn sa edukasyon, relihiyon, hanapbuhay at kultural.  

 
Ang pag-aaral ay isinagawa sa mga Lungsod ng Bohol at Cebu sa Rehiyon VII sa 

Ikalawang Semestre ng Panuruang Taong 2019-2020.  Ang binanggit ay kapuwa magkatulad 
na lungsod sa bawat lalawigan upang madaling matumbok ang pagkakatulad at 
pagkakaiba. Ang mga taong nakatira sa lugar na ito ang pinagkunan ng datos batay sa 
kanilang pang-araw-araw na gawain sa buhay. Nagmasid at nag-interbyu ang 
mananaliksik. Nagbasa rin ng ilang mga babasahin at akdang panitikan sa lugar bilang 
suporta ng pag-aanalisa ng datos. 
 
 
Resulta at Pagtalakay 
 

1. Korpus ng mga Salita mula sa Iba’t Ibang Domeyn 
 

Ang mga salitang makikita sa talahanayan ang mga pandiwang salita mula sa iba’t 
ibang domeyn tulad ng relihiyon, edukasyon, hanapbuhay, at sa kultural na aspekto batay 
sa kinaugalian at nakasanayang ginagawa. Ang mga halimbawang ito ay korpus ng mga 
salita na kinategorya. Ito ay bahagi ng kabuoan ng mga salitang nakalap at kumuha ang 
mga mananaliksik ng   sampung bahagdan (10%) lamang mula sa mga nakalap ng mga 
korpus ng salita sa Lungsod ng Cebu at Lungsod ng Bohol. Ang mga nakalap sa mga 
korpus ng mga salita, pinili ang mga salita batay sa kanilang pang-araw-araw na 
kinagawaing gamitin ng mga Taga- Bohol at Cebu. 

 
     Talahanayan 1 
     Kategorya ng korpus ng mga salita mula sa iba’t ibang domeyn 
 

Relihiyon Edukasyon Hanapbuhay Kultural 
dapuga tan-awa Habwaon giinom 
dagkoti sulata pag-ihaw pag-atras 
gihalad na-realize Hugasan mosayaw 
gipanaad tubaga Giguba pag-atras 
giprusisyonan mi-exam pag-ihaw mosayaw 
gisangyaw mi-decide pag-ihap singkahi 
hatagi ipangutana Gipalit magjeep 
higugmaa magbantay Maghaling pagkanta 
himayaon subaya Bagahon magtaxi 
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ibayaw bansaya Andamon pawngon 
ludhi mangeskwela Trapohi mamista 
magadayeg kantaha Lagoon pusta 
mag-alagad magtuon Gibitay pagsayaw 
mag-ampo magtudlo Manginhas paghalad 

 
Sa pagkalap ng domeyn sa relihiyon ang mga kalahok ay mga taong naninilbihan sa 

simbahan tulad ng katekista, lay minister, at mga deboto mula sa dalawang lalawigan. 
Hindi maikakaila na ang mga Sebwano ay napakarelihiyoso dahil sa kasaysayan. 
Tinagurian ang lalawigan ng Cebu na “Cradle of Christianity” dahil dito unang pinakilala ni 
Ferdinand Magellan ang Kristiyanismo taon 1521 sa lugar dala ang banal na batang Hesus 
na si Senyor Santo Niño (Pangan, 2016). Dahil dito, naging tanyag din ang Cebu sa 
pagdiriwang ng kanilang kapistahan tuwing buwan ng Enero na di-mahulugang karayom 
ang simbahan dahil sa dami ng tao.  

 
Ang mga Bol-anon naman ay iba ang paraan ng pagpapakita ng kanilang 

pagkarelihiyoso sa pamamagitan ng kanilang panata. Naging tatak ng ugaling Bol-anon 
kapag piyesta ng kanilang lugar ay uuwi talaga dahil sa kanilang panata na tumatak sa 
kanilang isipan mula pagkabata na habilin ng kanilang kanunununuan na ang panata at 
pagdalo ng piyesta ay isang tungkulin na huwag kalimutan sapagkat sa lahat na gawain ay 
huwag kalimutang magpapasalamat sa Maykapal lalo na sa biyayang natanggap. Sa 
Diyosesis ng Bohol ay maraming pari na mga Bol-anon.  Mayroon ding mga sumikat na mga 
paring Bol-anon bilang mga kabilang sa “The Singing Priests”.  

 
Ayon sa mga Bol-anon, ang pag-uwi sa piyesta ay mga bagay na hindi nila maaaring 

iwaglit bilang pagkatao dahil ito ay nanalaytay na tatak Bol-anon kahit na sila ay kukutyain 
para sa kanila hindi ito para sa ibang tao kundi sa Panginoon. Dumadadalo sila ng novena, 
misa, prusisyon, at nagsisindi ng kandila tuwing piyesta. 

 
Ang Cebu City ay isa sa mga sentro ng edukasyon sa bansa. Ang kilalang Cebu 

Normal University ay naging Center of Excellence sa Rehiyon VII. Kaya naman, sa domeyn 
ng edukasyon sa pag-aaral na ito, ang mga mag-aaral at guro sa Cebu Normal University 
ang naging kalahok. Sa pagpili ng kalahok ay ang mag-aaral na tapos na sa pagkuha ng 
asignaturang Sugbuanon’ Binisaya ang pinili dahil ang Cebu Normal University ay may 
asignaturang Pinulungan’g Binisaya at Katitikan ng Sugbuanon’g Binisaya. Sa Bohol naman, 
ang piniling paaralan ay ang Bohol Island State University Main Campus na matatagpuan sa 
Lungsod ng Tagbilaran.  Pinili sa pagsagot ang mag aaral na may asignaturang 
Lingguwistika sapagkat wala silang asignaturag Binol-anong Binisaya. Sa tulong at suporta 
ng Pangulo ng Pamantasan ay sila ang nagbigay kung sino ang mag- aaral na siyang naging 
tagatugon. 

 
Sa domeyn ng hanapbuhay ay unang kinunan ng mananaliksik ang kulturang 

popular sa hanapbuhay ng dalawang lalawigan na siyang naging tanyag at sikat kapag 
binabanggit ang lugar. Sa Cebu, ang litson ay isang food icon. Tumatak sa isipan ng mga tao 
ang litson bilang espesyal na pagkain sa Cebu. Sa Bohol naman ay kalamay ang tampok na 
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pagkain. Ang pinakamasarap na kalamay ay mula sa Bohol.  Kinuha ng mananaliksik ang 
mga salita na ginagamit sa pagsasaad sa paggawa ng mga espesyal na pagkain na ito. 
Tiningnan sa mga nakalap na salitang ito kung paano ginamit ang mga panlapi. Tinanong 
din ng mananaliksik sa pamamamagitan ng pakikinapanayam kung paano nila ginagamit 
ang mga makadiwang salita sa bawat lugar. Kasunod na kinunan ng datos sa hanapbuhay 
ang iba’t ibang uri ng trabaho ng mga karaniwang mamamayan tulad ng pulis, 
mangingisda, sales clerk, nurse, guro, kasambahay at mga maybahay. 

 
Ang panghuling hanay naman sa pagkakategorya ay ang kultural na mga salitang 

mula sa kanilang nakasanayan at nakaugalian batay sa tradisyon ng bawat lugar. Ang 
tradisyon o kulturang pinakita ay mula sa mga nakasanayang gawain ng mga tao sa 
dalawang lalawigan kung may piyesta at kung paano sila magdiriwang kanilang piyesta, 
katulad ng “Sinulog” na ipinagdiriwang sa Lalawigan ng Cebu at kinikilala na “Mother of 
all Festivals” (Lorenciana, 2014).  Ito ay sosyo-kultural na gawain ng mga Sebwano.  
Isinisigaw nila ang mga katagang “Pit Senyor” o “Viva Senyor.” Ito ay kumbinasyon ng 
dalawang salita o coinage ng salitang Sebwano at Kastila. Ang “Pit” ay mula sa salitang 
“sampit” o sambit, at ang “senyor” ay mula sa salitang Kastila na “king” o hari.  Ang mga 
katagang ito ay nangangahulugan ng pagsambit sa batang Hesus o Banal na Bata na si 
Senyor Santo Niño na didinig ng kanilang mga dalangin. Ang “Viva Senyor” ay ang 
pagpuri naman ng banal na bata sa lahat ng mga biyayang natanggap at bilang pasasalamat 
sa mga kahilingan na natupad mula sa kanilang pagsambit o pahingi.  Ang mga Sebwano ay 
may kaniya-kaniya gawain bilang paghahanda sa “Sinulog”.  

 
Ganoon din sa lalawigan ng Bohol, ang “Sandugo” ay may malaking kaugnayan sa 

kasaysayan ng Bohol. Ang sandugo o blood compact nina Legaspi at Sikatuna ay isinagawa 
bilang tanda ng kanilang pagkakaibigan. Kaya binansagan ang Lungsod ng Tagbilaran na 
“City of Friendship” sapagkat ito ang tunay na paglalarawan sa mga Boholano o Bol-anon— 
palakaibigan. Sa pamamagitan ng pagsayaw at pag-alay ng kanilang patron ay isinasagawa 
ito sa Lungsod ng Tagbilaran. Bukod dito, ang mga Bol-anon ay taon-taong nagdiriwang ng 
“Tigum mga Bol-anon sa Tibuok Kalibutan” o “Pagtitipon ng mga Bol-anon sa Buong 
Mundo.” Ito ay sinasalihan ng lahat ng mga Boholano na galing sa iba’t ibang panig ng 
bansa. Ito ay ipinagdiriwang sa lalawigan sa buong buwan ng Mayo. Araw-araw, mula 
Mayo uno hanggang sa katapusan, ay may piyesta sa iba’t ibang lugar sa Bohol.  

 
Kaya ang “Tigum Bol-anon” o “Pagtitipon ng mga Bol-anon sa Buong Mundo” ay 

pinamamahalaan ng mga Bol-anon na nagtatrabaho mula sa Florida at sinusuportahan ito 
ng mga opisyales sa lalawigan ng Bohol. Sa Lungsod ng Tagbilaran isinasagawa ang 
pagtitipon ng lahat ng mga Bol-anon na umuuwi sa Bohol galing sa iba’t ibang panig ng 
bansa at ng mundo. Sumasalamin ito sa katangian ng mga Bol-anon na palakaibigan at 
mahilig sa pagtitipon-tipon at kumikilala sa kanilang kalahi at tinatawag nila sa kanilang 
diyalekto na “paisana o paisano” na ang ibig sabihin ay kababayan o kaibigan. Hindi sila 
nag-aatubili na kilalanin ang bawat isa lalo na kapag alam nila na ito ay Bol-anon. 

 
Ang mga pagkakategorya ng mga korpus ng mga salita ay malaking tulong upang 

madaling makuha ang sosyolingguwistikong paliwanag sa bawat salitang nakalap sa bawat 
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lungsod. Madali ring mauunawaan ang tatak ng bawat lugar at paano ginagamit ang 
kanilang diyalekto sa kanilang pang-araw-araw na gawain sa buhay. 
 
 

2. Mga Makadiwang Panlapi Ayon sa Pokus 
 

Pokus sa Aktor o Tagagawa ng kilos 
 

Kapag ang salitang- ugat ay kinakabitan ng mga panlaping nasa aktor pokus ito ay 
nangangahulugang ang pokus na aktor ang magsasagawa ng kilos ng pandiwa. Ang mga 
halimbawang salita ay mula sa iba’t ibang domeyn tulad ng edukasyon, hanapbuhay, 
relihiyon, at kultural na aspekto. 
 

Ang hulaping –a  
 

Ang panlaping -a ay ginagamit lamang bilang panlaping nasa hulihan. Ito rin ang 
panlaping natatangi na panlapi na wala sa wikang Tagalog. Kapag ikinakabit ang hulaping 
–a ay nagbabadya ng pag-uutos. Ilan sa mga halimbawang salita na may hulaping –a. 
 
Ang hulaping –a 
 

Panlapi Salitang-
ugat 

Sugbuanon Binol-anon Kahulugan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
-a 

agak agaka agaka gabayan ang 
isang tao maaring 
matanda o bata 

kuha kuhaa kuhaa kunin ang isang 
bagay  

paminaw paminawa paminawa pakinggan ang 
sinasabi 

sulat sulata suwata pag-uutos na 
isulat 

kaon kauna kan-a kainin 

adto adtoa adtua puntahan  
tubag tubaga tubaga pag-uutos na 

sagutin ang 
katanungan 

putos pusta pusta balutin ang isang 
bagay 

sayaw sayawa sajawa sayawin 
ihap ipha Epha bilangin ang 

isang bagay tulad 
ng pera 
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Ang hulaping -a ay panlaping nagbabadya ng pag-uutos at panuto. Gaya sa salitang 
agaka mula sa salitang agak na paggabay kapag kinabitan ito ng panlaping –a ay nagiging 
agaka na nangangahulugang gabayan o tulungan ang isang tao. Katangian din ng mga Bol-
anon at Sebwano na tumulong sa kapuwa kahit saang sitwasyon tulad sa lansangan. Tulad 
ng mga matanda at bata na makikitang nangangailangan ng tulong kahit na walang nag-
uutos na “agaka” ay awtomatiko itong tutulungan. 

 
Ang pangalawang salita na kuhaa ay mula sa salitang kuha na ang ibig sabihin ay 

kunin. Nangangahulugan ito na kunin ang bagay na maaaring malapit sa inuutusan at 
malayo sa nag-uutos. Katangian ng mga Sebwano at Bol-anon ang pagpapalagay sa kausap 
na alam na ang ibig ipakahulugan sa sinasabi kaya lumabas ang mga katagang “kuan ba” 
“kato gud” na nagbabadya na yong sinasabi mo ay alam na. Kaya ang kausap o kinakausap 
ang nag-isip ng mga bagay na gustong ipaunawa ng nagsasalita. 

 
Ang pangatlong salita ay paminawa na nangahulugan na pakinggan. Ito ay mula sa 

salitang- ugat na paminaw na nangangahulugan na makinig. Nagiging pamaniwa kung 
nilalapian ito at nangangahulugang pakinggan o pag-uutos na kailangang makinig sa 
sinasabi. Ang salitang ito ay madalas ginagamit sa bahay, paaralan at simbahan.  Ang 
salitang ito ay nagsasaad ng pag-uutos kapag nasa bahay o simbahan. Ngunit kapag nasa 
paaralan ay ginagamit ito bilang panuto. Katulad din sa salitang sulata na nagpapahayag 
din ng pag-uutos na isulat ay maaari ring panuto sa loob ng silid- aralan.  Makikita na ang 
pagkabaybay ng salita ay may pagkakaiba ngunit magkatulad pa rin ang kahulugan. Sa 
Sebwano partikular sa Lalawigan ng Cebu ay sulat (l) ang gamit dahil nasa sentro ang lugar 
at urbanized ang mga taong nakatira rito. Ginagamit minsan ang suwat sa Cebu nang 
pasalita ngunit sa pasulat, konsistent ang paggamit ng (l).   Madalas gumamit ng (w) o 
suwat ang mga Bol-anon na konsistent sa paggamit ng (w) na titik sa pasulat o pasalita. 

 
Ang panlimang salita kan-a ay mula sa salitang ugat kaon na ibig sabihin ay kain.  

Ang salitang kan-a ay nangangahulugan na inuutusan ka na kainin ang pagkain. Kung 
titingnang mabuti ang ay kinakaltas ang titik o o nawawala ang ponemang o. Nagiging kan-
a at pinapalitan ng gitling (giyun) sa salita. Katangian din mga Sebwano at Bol-anon ay 
mahilig magkaltas ng mga salita o ponema ng salita. Ang pinakadahilan sa larangan ng 
lingguwistikang larangan ayon kay Catalina (2016) ay bunga ito ng euphony na ang ibig 
sabihin ay madaling bigkasin at kaaya-ayang pakinggan ang salita. Ayon kay Tirol (1998), 
isisaad sa kaniyang pag-aaral na walang makikitang mali sa paggamit ng o at u na mga 
ponema sa salita kapuwa ito tama. Lahat ng pagkagamit kahit na magkapalitan ang o at u sa 
pagkabit ay wala itong pagbabago ng kahulugan.  
 
Pokus sa Bagay o Layon ng Kilos 

 
Ang mga panlaping ito kapag ikinakabit sa salitang- ugat na pandiwa ay 

nagpapahayag na pokus sa bagay o layon ng kilos.  
 
Ang mga panlaping ginagamit na pokus sa isang bagay o layon ng kilos ay ang mga 

panlaping -on/-hon, gi-, at gipa-. 
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Ang hulaping –on/-hon 
             

Ang panlaping on-/ -hon na ginagamit sa mga salita ay tumutukoy kung ano ang 
gagawin sa isang bagay. Ang hulaping –on ay ikinakabit sa huling bahagi ng salitang- ugat 
samantala ang hulaping -hon ay ikinabit sa hulihang bahagi ng salita na magkatulad ang 
gamit ng dalawang panlapi sa bawat salita at magkapareho rin ang kahulugan.  
Makikita sa talahanayan ang mga halimbawang salitang nilalapian. 
 
Ang hulaping –on/-hon 
 

 
 
 
-on/-
hon 

Salitang- 
ugat 

Sugbuanon Binol-anon Kahulugan 

gisi gision Gision punitin 
palung palungon Pawngon patayin 
putol putlon Putlon putulin 
tahi tahion Tahion tahini 
tuyokun tuyokon Tujokon ikutin (pagpapaikot) 
pikason pikason Pikasun hatiin, paghati ng bagat 
higot higton Higtun pagtali 
andam andamon Andamun ihanda ang mga bagay 
guba gubaon gub-on sirain 

-hon prito prituhon Prituhun prituhon 
baga bagahon Bagahon bagahon 

  
Ang mga salitang nasa loob ng talahanayan ay nagpapahayag na ang kilos na 

gagawin ay para sa isang bagay. Ang panlaping hulaping -on at -hon ay magkatulad ang 
gamit ngunit magkaiba ang gamit kapag ikinakabit. Ang panlaping -honay ikinakabit kapag 
ang salitang- ugat ay nagtatapos ng patinig at ang salitang- ugat ay may glottal stop. 
  

Halimbawa nito ay ang salitang gisi o punit. Nagiging gision o punitin ito na 
nagpapahiwatig ng bagay ang gagawan ng kilos.  Kasunod ang salitang palong o patay. 
Nagiging palungon sa Sebwano at pawngon sa Bol-anon na nangangahulugang patayin ang 
isang bagay tulad ng radyo o apoy.  Kung titingnan ang anyo ay may konting pakakaiba 
dahil kinakaltas sa Binol-anon ang patinig na /u/ at ang /l/ ay naging /w/ sa Binol-anon 
na diyalekto. 
 
Panlaping Makadiwa na Pokus sa Lugar ng Kilos 
  

Ang mga halimbawang panlapi na ginagamit sa pokus sa lugar ng kilos o lugar na 
pinagsagawaan ng kilos ay ang mga panlaping –an, –han, gi- + -an. 
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Hulaping -an at -han  
 

Ang panlaping -an at -han ay nasa pokus na lugar ay nagsasaad ng lugar na 
pinagsagawaan ng kilos. Ang -han na panlapi naman ay ginagamit sa pandiwang 
nagtatapos sa patinig na walang glottal stop.  

 
Makikita sa talahanayan ang mga halimbawang salita na ginagamitan ng -an at –han. 

 
Hulaping -an at -han  
 

 
 
 
-an 

Salitang -ugat Sugbuanon Binol-anon Kahulugan 
silhig silhigan silhigan walisan 
higda higdaan higdaan higaan 
lingkod lingkuran lingkuran unuupuan 
dagan daganan daganan takbuhan 

hapa hap-an hap-an dapaan 
  
-han 

lampaso lampasuhan lampasuhan lampasuhan 
karga kargahan kargahan kargahan 
limpyuhan limpyuhan limpyuhan linisan 

 
Ang unang halimbawang salita ay mula sa salitang- ugat na silhig o walis. Nagiging 

silhigan kapag nilalapian na nangangahulugan ng lugar na isasagawa ang pagwawalis. 
Halimbawa, pangungusap na “Silhigan ang salug o sawog” o wawalisan ang sahig. 
Kasunod ang salitang higda ay nagiging higdaan na kung saan ay nangangahulugan ng 
lugar na hinihigaan. Ganoon din sa salitang lingkod o upo. Kapag ikinakabit ay nagiging 
lingkuran. Ibig sabihin ay lugar na inuupuan. Sa salitang daganan naman ay 
nangangahulugan kung saan ginagawa ang pagtakbo. Mula ito sa salitang- ugat na dagan o 
takbo sa Filipino. Katulad din sa salitang- ugat na hapa o dapa. Nagiging hap-an na 
nangangahulugang dapaan. 

 
Nabago ang anyo ng salita dahil may pagkakaltas na naganap sa patinig na a sa 

dahil sa prinsipyong euphony- ang pagkakaroon ng dulas sa pagsasalita at kaaya-ayang 
pakinggan ang salita. Sa konteksto ng Bol-anon ay ginagamit nila ang salitang hapa sa 
paglalarawan na ginagawa ng mga aswang babae at nilalagyan nila ito ng pangalan ng 
lugar na “Hapahapa Beach” kung saan sa lugar na ito dumadapa ang asawang babae para 
hindi makita ng asawang lalaki sa pag-aabang kung ang asawa ay may katagpo na kasama 
sa lugar na ito. Katulad din sa hulaping –han kapag ikinakabit ito sa salitang- ugat tulad ng 
lampaso ay naging lampasuhan na ibig sabihin ay lugar kung saan ginanap ang 
paglampaso. Katulad sa salitang limpyu ay naging limpyuhan na nagsasaad sa lugar na 
lilinisan. Pinapakita ang pagbabago ng kahulugan ng mga salitang- ugat kapag ikinakabit 
ang dalawang hulaping –an at –han. 
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Pokus sa Instrumento 
 
Inilalahad sa bahaging ito ang mga panlaping makadiwa na pokus sa instrumento.  

Ang mga panlaping ito kapag ikinakabit sa salitang- ugat na pandiwa ay nagpapahayag ng 
kasangkapan o bagay upang maisagawa ang kilos.  
Ang mga panlaping ginagamit na pokus sa instrumento ay ang mga panlaping unlapi na 
ipang-, pang-, pam, ig-, at iga-. 
 
Unlaping ipang- 
 

Ang mga panlaping gaya ng ipang- -, pang-, pam, ig-, at iga- ay nagsaad na bagay na 
gagamitin sa gagawin na kilos. 
 

Unlaping ipang- 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
ipang- 
pang- 
pam- 
ig- 
iga- 

Salitang
- ugat 

Sugbuanon Binol-
anon 

Kahulugan 

bunal        ipangbunal ipangbunal bagay na ginagamit bilang 
pamalo 

laba         panglaba panglaba panlaba  
limpyu      panglimpyu panglimpy

u 
panlinis 

tanom      pangtanom pangtanom pantanim 
pirito          pampirito pamprito ginagamit lamang sa 

pagpiprito 
laba           iglalaba iglalaba kagamitan na ginagamit sa 

paglalaba 
sudkay igasudkay igasudkay ginagamit sa pagsusudkay 
lugit igalugit igalugit ginagamit sa kilos na 

paglulugit  
 

Ang mga panlaping ig- at iga- ay ginagamit bilang pokus sa istrumento ng 
isasagawang kilos. Halimbawa ng salitang- ugat na laba ay nagiging iglalaba na 
nangangahulugan na may kagamitan na gagamitin sa paglalaba. Gumagamit   ang mga 
Sebwano at Bol-anon ng damit o gamit na ginagamit lamang kapag naglalaba. Sa paglalaba 
ay gumamit din ng mga kagamitan sa paglalaba na kung saan gamit din sa paglalaba ang 
washing machine sa Cebu samantala sa Bohol ay gumagamit ito ng tradisyonal na paraan 
ng paglalaba. Dahil katangian nila na matitipid at masisipag na tao.   

 

May pagkakatulad ang ig- at iga- sa kanilang gamit ngunit kapag ikinakabit sa salita 
ay may kaunting pagbabago tulad ng unlaping ig- na inuulit ang unang pantig ng salitang- 
ugat halimbawa iglalakaw mula sa salitang- ugat na lakaw ay inuulit ang unang pantig ng 
salita. Samantala ang iga- ay idinudugtong kaagad nang walang nagbabago. 
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Pokus sa Kausatib o Dahilan ng Kilos 
 

Ang mga panlaping makadiwa na pokus sa kausatib ay nagsasaad ng pokus sa 
kadahilanan. Ginagamitan ito ng unlaping (ika-), (gipa-), (ipa-) at (gi-+an). Makikita sa 
talahanayan ang mga halimbawang salitang nilapian na ang pokus ay kausatibo o dahilan 
ng kilos. 
  

Ang mga panlaping ito ay nakakatulong na madaling matumbok ang dahilan ng 
kilos at ito rin ay nagsisilbing hudyat ng nagsasalita na gumamit sa panlaping ito. 
 
Panlaping ika- 
 

Panlapi Salitang- ugat Sugbuanon Binol-anon Kahulugan 
     ika- lipay ikalipay ikalipay ikinatutuwa 

guol ikaguol ikaguol ikinalulungkot 

ulaw ikaulaw ikauwaw ikinahihiya 
 
Ang panlaping ika- ay panlaping tinutukoy sa kadahilanan ng kilos. Ang unang 

halimbawang salita ay ikalipay mula sa salitang- ugat na lipay (saya) ay nagiging ikalipay 
ikakasaya na nangangahulugan na may mga bagay o kilos na nagsasaad ng dahilan ng 
pagkakasaya ng tao. Ang salitang ito ay mababanaag na katangian ng mga Bol-anon na 
gusto nila palaging masaya at gumagawa sila ng kilos na ikakasaya ng kanilang kapuwa. 
Iba naman sa mga Sebwano, mahilig din sila ng kasiyahan tulad ng pagdalo sa mga party at 
mga entertainment sa mga lugar na puno ng kasiyahan. 
  

Kasunod na salita ay ang salitang ikaguol mula sa salitang- ugat na guol (lungkot) 
kapag kinakabitan ng panlaping ika- ay nagiging ikaguol (ikalulungkot). Ang salitang ito ay 
madalas nararanasan ng mga Bol-anon at Sebwano sa iba’t ibang dahilan. Halimbawa, ang 
mga Bol-anon ay ikanalulungkot nila ang mga bagay na nagdudulot ng kapahamakan ng 
kanilang kapuwa- tao. Tulad ng mga balitang tungkol sa pagpatay sa kapuwa-tao ay labis 
nilang ikinalulungkot at ayaw rin nilang maranasan ito kaya idinadaan nila ito sa 
pagdarasal. Sa mga Sebwano naman ay ikinalulungkot nila kapag may mga pangarap sila sa 
buhay na hindi natutupad. Kaya nagsisikap sila sa pag-aaral dahil partikular sa kanila ang 
tagumpay. Ipinagmamalaki nila kapag nakapagtapos sila at maging matagumpay sa buhay. 
Labis din nilang ikinalulungkot kapag nabigo sila. Pinatunayan ito sa pag-aaral ni Lagahid 
(2016) tungkol sa personalidad ng mga Sebwano na nagsasaad na may pride o garbo ang 
mga Sebwano kapag nakapagtatapos sila ng kanilang pag-aaral o sa mga kursong pinag-
aralan. Ang pangatlong salita ay ikaulaw o ikauwaw sa mga Bol-anon. Ito ay mula sa 
salitang- ugat na ulaw (hiya) at nagiging ikauwaw kapag kinakabitang- ng ika-. Sa Sebwano 
ay ikaulaw at sa Bol-anon ay ikauwaw.  Sa katauhan ng mga Bol-anon sila ay mahihiyaing 
tao ngunit kapag naging malapit na sila sa taong nakilala ay unti-unting nawawala ang 
nararamdaman na kahihiyan. 
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Pokus sa Benepaktibo 
  

Ang panlaping -an, gipa-+an, gi+an/han, hon, hi+-a, hi+-i ay mga panlaping 
ginagamit sa pokus na benepaktibo. Mapapansin na ito ay mga panlapi ginagamit na 
kabilaan sa unahan at sa hulihan ng salitang- ugat. 
 
Hulaping –an 
 

Ang panlaping –an ay nagsasaaad ng paggawa ng kilos para sa ibang tao o hayop. 
 
Hulaping –an 
 

 
 
-an 

Salitang- ugat Sugbuanon Binol-anon Kahulugan 
tugot tugotan tugotan payagan 
dagmal dagmalan dagmalan hampasin 

butang butangan butangan lagyan 
usab usban usban baguhin 
dugang dugangan dugangan dagdagan 
patid patiran patiran sipain 

 
Ang unang halimbawang salita ay ang tugotan na nangangahulugang payagan. 

Mula sa salitang- ugat na tugot o payag.  Kapag kinakabitan ng panlapi ay nagiging 
tugotan. Kasunod ang salitang dagmalan mula sa salitang-ugat na dagmal o hampas. Ito ay 
maiuugnay na gawaing para sa hayop. Samantala sa pang-araw-araw na paglalarawan ng 
mga Bisaya, ang dagmalan ang gawaing labag sa karapatang pantao. Iniiwasan ang kilos na 
ito dahil maaari itong humantong sa pagkakulong kahit sa hayop isasagawa ang kilos o sa 
tao.  

 
Sa pag-aaral, napatunayan na may anim na pokus ang mga panlaping makadiwa sa 

wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya ang aktor, gol, lugar, instrumental, kausitibo, at 
benepaktibong gaya ng wikang Tagalog na mayroon din pokus ng mga panlapi. 
 

3. Modelong Pagsusuring Esktruktural at Sosyolingguwistiko o Modelong ES 

Sa pagabubuo ng isang modelo, may mga elementong dapat isaalang-alang. Ang 
mga elementong ito ay ang mga taong nagsasalita sa wika, pangalan ng wikang ginagamit o 
diyalekto sa bawat lugar, lokasyon, mga kaugalian at nakasanayan, mga tradisyon sa bawat 
lugar. Ang hakbang sa modelong nabuo na nasa ibaba. 

Wikang Suriin         Diyalekto        lingguwistikong aytem          Awtput       Balidasyon 

Mula sa ginawang pagsusuri at pagbubuo ng tuntunin ay nakabuo ng modelo sa 
pagsasagawa ng pagsusuri ng wika. Ang modelong nabuo ay magsisilbing gabay sa mga 
mag-aaral na magsasagawa ng pagsusuri ng wika sa tulong ng sosyolingguwistikong lapit. 
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 Magsisilbing lunsaran ang nabuong modelo sa ibang mananaliksik na nag-aaral ng 
mga entnolingguwistikong wika sa bansa. Ang dalawang diyalekto ng Sinugbuanon’g 
Binisaya na Sugbuanon at Binol-anong Binisaya ang pinagkukunan ng datos mula sa 
pakikipanayam at pagpapasagot sa talatanungan. Gamit ang sariling diyakleto sa 
pagbibigay ng tanong at pagsagot. Mula sa iba’t ibang domeyn ang mga salitang kinuha. 
Tinutukoy ang panlaping makadiwa mula sa lahat ng mga panlapi sa Sinugbuanon’g 
Binisaya.  

 Sa kabuoan, ang bawat lugar ay may taglay na kaibahan kung paano ginamit ng mga 
tao ang mga salita batay sa pang-araw-araw na pakikipagtalastasan. Naapahalagahan ang 
sariling wika na sumasagisag ng pagkakilanlan bilang indibiduwal. Higit sa lahat 
naiuugnay ang wika at aspetong sosyal ng isang lipunan na hindi namamalayan. 

Natuklasan 

Ang mga korpus ng mga salitang nilalapian ay kapwa magkatulad sa dalawang 
diyalekto ng Sinugbuanong Binisaya na Binol-anon at Sugbuanon. May mga salitang 
nagkakaiba ng mga ponema at may pagkakaltas dahil ang wikang Binol-anon ay 
monosyllabic samantalang ang Sugbuanon ay polysyllabic. May kaunting pagkakaiba sa 
paggamit ng mg salita batay sa kanilang nakaugalian at nakasanayang gawin. 

 
Kinategorya ang mga panlaping makadiwa sa Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya ayon sa 

pokus, panahunan, at gamit sa mga pahayag. Sa pag-aaral, napatunayan na may anim na 
pokus ang mga panlaping makadiwa: ang aktor, gol, lugar, instrumental, kausitibo, at 
benepaktibong pokus.  

 

Magiging tulong ng pag-aaral ang pagbuo ng isang modelo sa estruktural at 
sosyolingguwistikong pagsusuri ng paglalapi ng mga pandiwa na magagamit sa mga 
susunod pang pananaliksik. 

Kongklusyon 

1. Ang pagsusuri ng makadiwang paglalapi sa Wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya ay 
kaakibat ng wika at kultura. Hindi maaaring ihiwalay ang wika at kultura dahil kusa 
itong lumalabas ang dahilan na hindi namamalayan batay sa kung paano ginagamit 
sa pang-araw-araw mula sa iba’t ibang domeyn tulad ng relihiyon, edukasyon, 
hanapbuhay, kultural na aspekto ng taong nagsasalita. 
 

2. Kapwa magkatulad ang mga panlapi sa dalawang diyalekto ng Sinugbuanon’g 
Binisaya ngunit magkaiba ang mga ito sa pagbaybay dahil sa pagkakaltas at 
pagpapalit ng mga ponema kapag ikinakabit ang mga panlapi. Katangian din ng 
wikang Sinugbuanon’g Binisaya ang madalas na pagkakaltas dahil sumasalamin ito 
sa katangiang taglay ng tagapagsalita at ginagawa din ito batay sa prinsipyong 
euphonic o euphony na nangangahulugang ayon sa dulas ng bigkas at kaaya-ayang 
pakinggan.  
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3. Sa pagsusuri ng wika ay nakabuo ng sariling modelong pagsusuri ng paglalapi ng 
mga pandiwa na dumaan sa mga hakbang na makatutulong sa mga guro at mag-
aaral ng wikang Sinugbuanon’ Binisaya tungo sa paggamit at pag-estandardisado ng 
wika. 
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Abstract 

 
Neoliberalism remains to be a dominant ideology adhered to by most countries 
despite prevailing studies that demonstrate its aggressive assault to various 
aspects including public education. This paper analyzes the deficiency of the 
Philippine government’s investment on public education and notes how it is 
symptomatic of privatization, a dimension of neoliberalism that raises 
inequality and neglects the underprivileged majority. This study seeks to 
examine the extent of the impact of neoliberalism to Philippine education. 
Through a document review of reliable news articles and other relevant 
documents, this paper also examines the state of public schools in the 
Philippines including the role taken by the Special Education Fund (SEF)– a 
mechanism managed at the local level to provide supplemental funding to the 
insufficient national budget for the education sector. This study adds to the 
existing literatures which assert that the inadequate investment of the national 
government to the education sector, considered to be indicative of a 
neoliberalist agenda, has resulted in the deterioration of the quality of 
education in the country. The ultimate gauge of the government’s commitment 
in providing quality education services to its citizens is primarily through the 
investment they dedicate for it. Moreover, the misuse of this insufficient 
funding worsens the unfortunate educational situation of the country. An 
interesting avenue for future research is recommended to explore further in the 
political-educational nexus, on a theoretical and methodological level, which 
this study attempts to understand. 

 
 

Keywords: local government unit (LGU), neoliberalism, public education, 
Special Education Fund (SEF) 

 
Introduction 
 

The western neoliberal ideology has changed the operational framework of many 
countries worldwide. According to the neoliberal ideology, market economy functions in a 
most efficient manner thus removing the need for state intervention. This economic reform 
has been accepted worldwide as it profits the ruling elite politicians at the expense of the 
underprivileged majority. It poses an alarming setback on the bulk of the state’s population 
as it raises inequality and undermines democracy, social justice and equity (Navarro, 1998; 
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Hursh & Martina, 2003). This market logic is disadvantageous to the general public since the 
direction of the economy is controlled mainly by the private sector (Stone, 2016).  

The interference of this market logic in the making of educational policies and 
curriculum can be explained in Karl Marx’s structure-superstructure concept. Marx argued 
that the economic base shapes the superstructure, and that the superstructure maintains and 
legitimizes this economic base. As the neoliberalist politics and economy continue to shape 
the educational policies, the education in itself serves to advance this market-driven 
economic agenda. The institutions that are built and the philosophies we adhere to are all 
determined by the economic structure of the society.  

To effectively implement the right to education of every citizen in the country, the 
government must ensure that a sufficient proportion of the national budget is allocated to 
education and that this fund is to be used effectively and equitably to achieve quality 
education for all. In the Philippines, it may be true that the Department of Education 
(DepEd) is granted the highest budgetary allocations of the State’s national budget, however 
data as of 2013 revealed that the Philippine government education expenditure only 
comprises 3.4% of the national GDP (World Bank Collection of Development Indicators, as 
cited in Trading Economics, 2021). The UNESCO prescribed the allocation of at least 4% to 
6% of a country’s GDP to provide quality education for all its citizens (UNESCO Global 
Education Monitoring Report, 2016).      

  This deficiency in the allocation of funds is a symptomatic trait of neoliberal 
consequence where privatization diminishes government support on education (Shizha & 
Kariwo, 2011). The public sector itself underwent considerable ‘downsizing’ as governments 
pursued an agenda of commercialization, corporatization and incremental privatization 
(Peters, 2012). The amount of funding and resources committed to an area directly affects 
the development, quality, and services it offers. Thus, it is argued that the government’s 
investment on education can be noted as the most significant aspect to the success or failure 
of its delivery of quality education. 

In order to provide additional funding to public education, Republic Act No. 5447, 
otherwise known as the Special Education Fund (SEF) was created which is derived from an 
additional 1% tax on real property. The Philippine public basic education schools have long 
been suffering from the deteriorating quality of education due to a number of reasons: lack 
of school infrastructures, facilities and textbooks, poor teacher to student ratio and poor 
learning environment (Kritz, 2019). With the resources from the SEF that are intended to 
address these concerns, the local government units (LGUs) are responsible to supplement 
the national budget for the education sector. 

This paper examined the extent of the impact of neoliberalism to the Philippine 
public education. It also discussed the state of public schools in the Philippines that is 
described to be deteriorating. Furthermore, it analyzed the role that the SEF has played in 
response to the effects of neoliberalist policies, and the arguments on misuse that has 
perpetuated its nobility.  
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Methodology 

Methodologically, this paper relies on available documents from government 
websites and other reliable sources. Relevant secondary documents and published extant 
literatures and studies that critically engage on the Philippine educational system, 
corruption, neoliberal attacks on education and the case of the SEF were reviewed and 
analyzed to provide a clearer understanding of the topic at hand. 

Results and Discussions 
 

A. Impact of neoliberalism in Philippine education: A story of budgetary constraints  

 The public education sector of the Philippines is a victim of the disadvantage 
brought by neoliberal policies.  It may be true that the education sector has been granted the 
highest budgetary allocations from the General Appropriations Act (GAA) consecutively in 
the past years; however, despite the nominal increases, the amount is actually ‘going down 
compared to inflation’ (Luistro, cited in Quismundo, 2012). Since neoliberalism advances 
privatization and limits government spending, the State has continued to fail in meeting the 
standard prescribed by the UNESCO wherein at least 4% to 6% of its national GDP is to be 
allocated for education. Fig. 1 shows the countries that belong to the ASEAN in relation to 
its government expenditure on education against its GDP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. ASEAN countries expenditure on education vs. GDP 

Source: Index Mundi, 2016. 
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The 2018-2019 results of the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
conducted by the OECD sparked debates as the Philippines’ dismal rank was evident in the 
study. The Philippines ranked last in Reading and second last in both Mathematics and 
Science. The results concretized the deficiencies of the education system in the country. It 
served as another wake up call for the Department of Education as PISA results clearly 
defined that our education system is neither globally competitive nor at par with 
international standards (Punongbayan, 2019). This was the first time that the Philippines 
participated in this international assessment. 

 

 

Figure 2. Performance in Reading vs expenditure per student (2018) 

Source: OECD, PISA 2018 Database, Tables I.B1.4 and Figure; 1.4.4 as cited in 
Schleicher, 2019.  

 

Fig. 2 shows the Philippines having the least public expenditure per student and 
being the worst ranked country in Reading. The 2013 Philippine government education 
expenditure against its GDP is marked at 3.4% (World Bank Collection of Development 
Indicators, as cited in Trading Economics, 2021). The country’s government expenditure on 
education has declined from the 3.81% GDP in 1998 to only 2.65% GDP in 2008 (Index 
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Mundi, 2019). Thus, with the accumulated lack of budget for education in the country for 
years, it has not kept pace with the rapid increase in school-age population resulting in the 
declining quality of basic education in the Philippines.  

The K-12 Program implemented by the Aquino Administration is further said to 
have privatized education in the country. Through the Government Assistance to Students 
and Teachers in Private Education (GASTPE), this voucher system is designed to shift 
money away from public schools to the private schools making education a highly profitable 
business in the country. This provision could mean that the senior high school will rely its 
quality in the private sector, a clear band-aid solution to the problem of the public education 
sector. Rep. Sarah Elago of Kabataan party list fears that the DepEd might have actually 
designed the full implementation of the K-12 Program in a manner that will guarantee 
greater profit for school owners (Umil, 2017). Instead of shifting into privatization, the 
government must focus on reversing its habit of underfunding public education and instead 
pour more direct investments into public schools (ACT Teacher’s Party Rep. Tinio, cited in 
Umil, 2017). 

Neoliberalism also has cascaded its dark light to the quality of Filipino graduates. 
Neoliberalism has a definite view of education: understanding it as human capital formation 
with emphasis on the skills and attitudes needed by a productive workforce— producing an 
ever-growing mass of profits for the market economy (Connell, 2013). By feeding laborers to 
profit-seeking establishments in and out of the country and cheapening labor wages by way 
of producing a massive number of graduates who are seeking for jobs, quality education is 
deteriorating. The study of the Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS) regarding 
the current performance evaluation and incentive system among public school teachers can 
be indicative of the said neoliberalist agenda. It was found in the study that individual 
teacher’s performance is assessed on the basis of dropout and passing rates. Teachers are 
discouraged from retaining students even if they are not ready to advance to the next grade 
level (Kritz, 2019). 

In 2019, the author of this paper had the chance to interview elementary school 
teachers from a public school for a research paper (Radiamoda, 2020). One very striking 
remark from a teacher was: 

Mass promotion—we are applying this. Even if you fail a student for five 
years because of his low IQ.  What can you do? Sometimes intelligence is 
genetics. Not all of them will become nurses and doctors, some will just 
become carpenters. Do you need extra intelligent people to become a 
carpenter? So, let them be, let them pass, they won’t become doctors 
anyway. This is an honest mindset. We have Grade 6 students who cannot 
read very well. I can give remedial sessions but with seven classes every 
day, with 50 minutes per class, remediation technique won’t be effective 
anymore. It is just short cut [done hurriedly]. 

  If this is true to many teachers, one hopes not, there will be a growing number of 
students reaching the end of the mandatory education years without basic literacy—one that 
is an ill effect of a neoliberalist market logic.  
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A. The state of basic public schools: deterioration of the quality of education 
 

The Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS) has recently issued what 
should be considered as a critical warning about the state of public education in the country, 
one that fundamentally reveals that despite a general public impression that things are 
developing, the public education system is deteriorating at an alarming rate (Kritz, 2019). 

The Alliance of Concerned Teachers (ACT) expressed their concern that public 
schools are bombarded with ‘perennial’ problems. As of November 2016, DepEd data 
showed shortages that the agency is yet to meet: 13,995 classrooms, 88,267 teachers, 235 
million instructional and other learning materials, 2.2 million school seats for 2016 and 
44,538 computer packages (Umil, 2017). 

The lack of classrooms is just one of the many unresolved problems of the public 
schools. As private schools continue to increase their tuition fees, more and more Filipino 
students are forced to transfer to public schools due to their inability to manage such 
expenses. Because of this, schools find it nearly impossible to achieve the ideal student to 
classroom ratio. In some schools, one classroom hosts 2 shifts, one in the morning and 
another in the afternoon, instead of having a dedicated classroom for each section. This 
condition of public schools has an adverse impact on student performance and teacher 
effectiveness. One cannot expect the assurance of quality in an uncomfortable classroom 
condition that discourages collaboration and restricts mobility.  

When the K-12 program was implemented, the perennial problem of the lack of 
books worsened. Issues in the procurement process have delayed the delivery of textbooks. 
Teachers have raised their concern that due to the unavailability of books that cater the new 
curriculum, they are using textbooks used in the previous curriculum thus defeating the 
purpose of the implementation of the K-12. These backlogs have become a burden to 
teachers since they are expected to do more with less.  

While these sentiments are common, the pursuit of alternative sources of funding to 
address critical resource shortages in education is utilized. Although this may not ultimately 
solve the deep-seated problem of public education, it may at least offer supplementary 
support to the needs of the public schools that have not yet been addressed by the national 
government. 

 

B. Interventions and mechanisms in response to a national education crisis: the role of the 
community and the LGU 

 

With the insufficient State funding intended for education, local communities play a 
significant role in providing alternative resources for public school operations. In the aid of 
these societal actors, its proactive response to public schools in the country will hopefully 
counter the ill effects of neoliberalism. 

Although basic education is still largely the responsibility of the national government 
and is delivered through the Department of Education, the LGUs provide supplementary 
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funding to support public schools in their locality because they have access to a sustainable 
source of financial resources that are allocated for the basic education subsector. The LGUs 
are considered as major partners of the national government in the delivery of basic 
education services (Manasan, Cuenca & Celestino, 2011). 

Section 1 of the Republic Act No. 5447, otherwise known as the Special Education 
Fund, created a law that will support the provision of quality education for all as provided 
by the Constitution. The SEF is to be derived from an additional 1% tax on real property. 
This fund is originally allocated for the operation and maintenance of public schools; 
construction and repair of school buildings, facilities and equipment; educational research; 
purchase of books and periodicals; and sports development in amounts determined by the 
Local School Board (LSB). In 2017, Senator Jose Pimentel ‘Jinggoy’ Estrada Jr. filed an 
amendment on the SEF which states that the old provisions of the SEF do not anymore 
respond to the challenges of the times and therefore must be modified. In a Joint Circular 
(Department of Education (DepEd), Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG) 
and Department of Budget and Management (DBM), 2017), the SEF shall be allocated for the 
following expanded purposes: for the operation and maintenance of public schools, 
including the payment of electric and water bills; construction and repair of school 
buildings, facilities and equipment, payment of salaries, allowances and other benefits of 
teaching and non-teaching personnel, establishment and maintenance of extension classes  
including the creation of teacher items for the said classes, educational research, purchase of 
books and prescribed textbooks, periodicals, teaching aids, other instructional materials, and 
sports development as determined and approved by the LSB.  

The roles of the LGUs as collectors of the tax intended for the SEF and as managers of 
the allocation and utilization of the funds are highly indispensable for the success of 
achieving the post-Education for All (EFA) goals of the Philippines which is targeted by 
UNESCO in 2030. It could be recalled that the Philippines was not able to attain the EFA 
goals set in 2015. In a report submitted to UNESCO for the World Education Forum held in 
Incheon, Korea, the Philippine government admitted that the steps it has created in realizing 
several EFA goals ‘have been too slow to make it to target by 2015’ (Chua, 2015). Some of the 
identified constraints to reaching EFA 2015 were the following: poor school infrastructure, 
lack of maintenance, and overstretched computer resources which hinders the improvement 
of learning aided by Information and Communication Technology.  

According to Manasan, Cuenca and Celestino (2011), the Medium-Term Expenditure 
Plan (MTEP) of the DepEd suggests that the necessary resources for the realization of the 
EFA targets were not achieved by the national government. Although the SEF is not a full 
remedy on this lack of financial appropriation for public education from the national 
government, it may at least provide supplemental resources from the local government 
which at any rate may bridge the gap in the delivery of quality education in the Philippines, 
if utilized and appropriated properly. 

As shown in Table 1, major cities in the National Capital Region (Manila, Makati and 
Quezon) received more than a billion pesos of collections from the additional 1% Real 
Property Tax from their respective LGUs in 2015 (Grande, ABS-CBN News, 2017). While 
Cebu City in the Visayas received 450 million pesos in 2016 and 346 million pesos in 2019 
(Cebu City LSB, 2016-2019), the lowest SEF comes from cities in Mindanao (Guihulngan, 
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Lamitan and Marawi) which is set around a million or less in 2015 (Grande, ABS-CBN 
News, 2017). The higher the fair market value of a property in a province, city or 
municipality, the higher the SEF collection. Nationwide, the SEF collections reached more 
than 106 billion pesos between 2011 and 2015. This may not be enough to solve all the 
problems entrenched in the Philippine public schools, but the proper utilization of this fund 
can make a huge difference and impact on education. Additional school buildings, 
supplemental assistance for the maintenance and operating expenses of schools that include 
more books, improved support on sports development, more training for teachers, IT 
equipment to aid class instruction with technology, and more aid to public schools can be 
provided from the exuberant funding of the SEF. 

 

Table 1. Highest and Lowest SEF Income  

Top 3 
City SEF (in Php) 

Manila 1, 471, 134, 373. 55 
Makati 1, 720, 433, 501. 16 
Quezon 1, 471, 134, 373. 55 

Bottom 3 
Guihulngan 1, 557, 927. 83 

Lamitan 1, 167, 796. 89 
Marawi 795, 338. 70 

 Source: Grande, ABS-CBN News, 2017.  

 

The SEF is a mechanism established by the Philippine government enshrined in the 
1987 Philippine Constitution and the 1991 Local Government Code to respond in providing 
quality education to the people. This was the spirit and wisdom of the policy—noble and 
well-intentioned; however, ever since its inception until today, the SEF program has been 
associated with issues and allegations of irregularities that render and cast this well-
intentioned education program in a negative light.  

A number of researches have been done to evaluate the implementation of the SEF. 
The study of Manasan, Cuenca and Celestino (2011) examined the management of Special 
Education Fund (SEF) in terms of collection, allocation and utilization in order to maximize 
LGUs’ support for the Education for All (EFA) initiative and to promote a more equitable 
allocation of resources for basic education. Most importantly, the study pointed out the need 
to improve the governance of Local School Boards (LSB). The LSB is a special body crafted 
by virtue of Republic Act No. 7160 (Official Gazette of the Philippines, 1991), popularly 
known as the Local Government Code of 1991. Its focal duty is to allocate the SEF to meet 
the supplementary needs of the local public-school system.  

There have been movements to scrap the SEF due to misuse and corruption. 
According to Arranza (2017), the SEF has not only been politicized, but has also become the 
subject of several corruption charges filed at the Office of the Ombudsman against some 
local government officials. He added that since the enactment of RA 5447, a significant 
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amount collected by the LGUs for the SEF has been misused by some local government 
officials in the country.  

In her report, Grande (2017) enumerated the Commission on Audit (COA) 2012-2015 
review on SEF expenditures of the LGUs. The report revealed that over 520 million pesos in 
SEF had been misused for purposes other than what was provided by the SEF law at that 
time. In 2013, the COA reported that Manila used 11 million pesos of its SEF on expenses for 
the graduation ceremonies and other events e.g., flowers, food and drinks. In Makati, 7.2 
million pesos of the SEF was spent on an excess purchasing of 31,500 workbooks. In 2013, 
COA also reported the misuse of the SEF in Cebu City. An amount of 48.2 million pesos was 
used as performance incentives for public school teachers which are not among the purposes 
that can be charged under the SEF (Bongcac, 2013). Some local government officials faced 
charges of the non-conformity of the use of the SEF with the existing provisions and 
regulations under the law. It can be noted that the LSB formulated the budget without 
deliberating on the various memoranda issued by the DepEd affecting SEF budgeting and 
prioritization. 

This problem that plagues the implementation of the SEF can be linked to the deep-
seated problem of corruption within the agency. It is a common view that corruption is one 
of the major challenges in the Philippines, even in the education sector (Durban and Catalan, 
2012; Seth Jones, 2013). Corruption exists in various levels including the DepEd (Reyes, 2007; 
2010). While the DepEd is the biggest bureaucracy in the Philippines with over half a 
million-people employed (Reyes, 2007; 2010), it is considered to be one of the most corrupt 
national agencies of the country (Carino, Iglesias, & Mendoza, 1998). Education specialists 
reminded the local government officials to prioritize the utilization of the SEF on ventures 
that will truthfully benefit the standard of education in the country instead of using it to 
advance their political ambitions or to whatever personal purpose it serves them.  

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

This paper has four main objectives: (1) to examine the impact of neoliberalism to 
Philippine education, (2) to discuss the state of public schools in the Philippines, (3) to 
analyze the role of the Special Education Fund in response to neoliberalism and (4) to 
deliberate on the perpetuation of corruption in the SEF. This study showed how the 
conflicting ideology of neoliberalism nurtures inequality by depriving the public education 
sector the support it deserves to promote quality education thus widening the gap between 
the wealthy and the marginalized. Furthermore, this study presented the SEF as a valuable 
intervention of the community and the local government to respond to the national 
education crisis. The SEF must be expended for the public education to contribute to its 
education goals. It is argued that the SEF is not the remedy to the national government’s 
deficiency on budget allocation to education, but it may at least provide a level of 
reinforcement to aid the needs of the public schools. Yet, even to the noblest reason of its 
creation, issues on misuse have not failed to cascade a dark light on it. The 1987 Constitution 
provides that the State shall protect and promote the right of all citizens to “quality” 
education at all levels and shall take appropriate steps to make such education accessible to 
all.  However, the relentless hegemony of neoliberalism in the country defied the very spirit 
of quality referred to by the Constitution. Instead of shifting into privatization and 
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underfunding the education sector, the national government must pour more direct 
investments into public schools. This investment committed to education and its lawful and 
honest utilization are the most significant aspects in the attainment of quality education. 
Moreover, it is crucial that sufficient funding to public schools across the country must 
essentially come from the national government. Since the SEF income depends upon real 
property tax that favors highly urbanized cities and disadvantages rural public schools, this 
disparity may result in a wider gap of the quality of education provided in rural and urban 
public schools. The SEF must be used effectively to achieve quality education in each 
locality. 

This paper adds to the existing literatures which assert that the inadequate 
investment of the national government to the education sector, considered to be indicative of 
a neoliberalist agenda, has resulted in the deterioration of the quality of education in the 
country. It is to be stressed that the ultimate gauge of the government’s commitment to 
providing quality education services to its citizens is primarily through the investment they 
dedicate for it. 

This paper recommends further research that will analyze another interesting 
theoretical lens in the area of politics of education or educational politics since it can shed 
light on the nuances of power and distribution of values as education arena intersects with 
political dynamics in various settings (Wong, 1994; Stout et al 1994; Johnson Jr, 2003; 
Candelaria, 2012; Go, 2016; Pernia, 2017). 
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Abstract 

 
This paper reflects on Jean-Luc Marion’s notion of love and his claim that it is 
only love which makes it possible to know the other as such.  Marion also puts 
forward the idea that love is not irrational, but has its own rationality - a kind 
greater than what we usually think.  He also claims that love does not 
renounce knowledge but it surpasses ordinary knowledge.  Understood in 
terms of charity, love is an enabling process and a driving force to understand 
others.  It also functions as a new way of seeing and a condition for knowing.  
This is because love creates the conditions for the other to appear from itself, 
without condition or restriction.  Love also opens up the self to receive from 
the other.  Marion also proposes that the individual not only be appreciated in 
terms of his thinking ability, but also in his ability to love because it is that 
which sets him apart from all other creatures.  These ideas may also serve to 
enrich the philosophy courses being taught because they add a deeper and 
richer understanding of love as opposed to simply treating it as something 
emotional or even irrational.  Teaching love in philosophy can also promote a 
more profound understanding of the self and the other, which in turn may also 
promote a greater appreciation of each other. Although Marion’s thoughts may 
need to be explored further, this paper serves as a starting point for a deeper 
philosophical investigation, and is also part of a bigger research project in 
phenomenology. 

 
Keywords: Love, Other, Phenomenology, Self 

 
Introduction 

Etymologically, philosophy is defined as the love of wisdom, and this definition of 

philosophy also becomes the outline or profile of any philosophical reflection which comes 

from it.  Philosophy is often equated with wisdom, for the individual doing philosophy is 

the one who is capable of it.  This capacity for wisdom comes from having a rational nature 

– with the faculties of intellect and will.  Rationality is the highlight of humanity because it is 

understood to be the feature which differentiates the human person from other living 

beings.  This is evident in the content of required philosophy subjects taught in the country – 

Introduction to the Philosophy of the Human Person (IPHP) for Senior High School (SHS) 

students and Understanding the Self (UTS) for College Students.  Rationality affords an 
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individual with immense potential to live a life which goes far and beyond the fulfillment of 

one’s biological needs.  Contemplation, as noted by Aristotle, is the highest human good and 

possible only for rational beings and it is this which distinguishes him from all other living 

beings.  At the same time, one cannot help but go back to the definition of philosophy as the 

love of wisdom.  Given the immediate turn of attention to wisdom, one assumes that love is 

something that does not need to be discussed further.  After all, who does not know about      

love?  And this is also the reason why love is seldom given serious thought and 

consideration.  Oftentimes, love is relegated to the realm of emotions and at times even 

considered as something irrational.  This being the case, it is hardly surprising that there is 

little to no mention of love when philosophy courses are taught because the focus of 

philosophy is almost always about wisdom. 

 The ancient Greek aphorism “know thyself” is often cited as the beginning of any 

serious philosophical reflection. The case for knowing oneself as the starting point for 

wisdom and all further reflection makes sense for one needs to understand what and who 

one is first, before anything else. The intended result of such endeavor is that self-knowledge 

becomes the basis of all knowledge.  If one wishes to know something for certain, one needs 

to understand oneself first and the ways and means by which the self comes to know so that 

the resulting knowledge would be objectively true as much as possible.  In this light, the 

pursuit of objective knowledge was also taken up by different fields – including the sciences 

who make use of advanced tools and methodologies to ensure the veracity of their claims.  

This does not seem to pose any problem when it comes to the knowledge of objects, but it 

does present some difficulties when it encroaches upon territories in which objective 

knowledge is not impossible but insufficient.  When it comes to the self and the other, the 

sciences cannot say much or if they do, they find themselves lacking.   

 Philosophy also gives particular attention to the presence of the other and 

importance of treating him with the same if not more respect than one renders to oneself.  

Understanding the self also includes an understanding of the other and vice versa. The other 

is another self but is wholly and radically different because the self speaks from its own 

perspective, an “I”, while the other is another self who is outside himself. It is important to 

note that each self is also an other in relation to another self.  In other words, both self and 

other are neither absolute nor exclusive terms, but may be likened to the way the pronouns 

“I” or “you” are used. This paper does not wish to define the self, nor the other, but is 

concerned primarily with the notion that it is only through love that one is able to know the 

other as such as expressed by Jean-Luc Marion.  In the context of the Philippine setting, this 

paper also wishes to consider whether or not Marion’s notion of love can have any 

meaningful contribution in the philosophy courses being taught to students.  Without 

negating or contradicting the content of the philosophy courses, this paper wishes to put 

forward the notion that the concept of love deserves the same attention as any other 

philosophical concept for it is the kind of concept which addresses some shortcomings 

experienced in teaching philosophy primarily focused on rationality and wisdom. 
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The ‘Problem’ of Knowing the Other 

 When it comes to the knowledge of things, the question is not so much whether we 

can know them or not, but whether our knowledge of them is certain or not.  With assistance 

from the methods and tools of science, knowledge of the world of objects is more certain 

than ever.  However, the same could not be said when it comes to knowledge of the other.  

While self-knowledge is certainly possible through self-reflection, knowledge of the other is 

a different matter altogether.  How is it possible to have knowledge of the other when the 

other exceeds one’s lived experience?  For Husserl, the other is an alter ego – another self.  

As another self, is it possible for the self to know the other as other in the same manner that 

the self is able to know the self? The consciousness of the self constitutes objects and gives 

them meaning.  The result of which is the objects of consciousness and their meaning belong 

to the self.  In this manner, solipsism is reached and there now seems to be a dead end with 

no way out.  According to Marion (2002, p.161), Husserl proposes a way out: 

If I consider myself alone, what do I have that belongs to me?  Everything 

that is given strictly to me.  But a new factor intervenes at this point:  besides 

object intentionalities, my immanence attests a new phenomenon: my body. 

The body being discussed here is not just any body, but the particular body given to 

the self.  The physical body is not only able to feel aware of itself, but itself feels because it 

has the status of flesh (Marion, 2002).  The affections as well as the flesh are given to the self, 

which means that the very world beyond the objects constituted by the self are also given.  

Here the self discovers certain phenomena behaving in the same manner as if they 

themselves are affected like the self.  Marion says that by reasoning with analogy, one may 

be led to think that they feel, experience, undergo affections, aim intentionally, constitute 

objects, and so forth (Marion, 2002).  He says that one may conclude that these physical and 

thus objectifiable phenomena redouble themselves with flesh that feels and is also affected.  

Analogous to the “I”, the other thus appears in their incarnated bodies. 

 Marion notes that despite Husserl’s intention, he does not end up with direct 

recognition of the other.  Although the self is aware of the body of the other, the other’s flesh 

in effect remains merely inferred from his visible behaviors (Marion, 2002, p.162).  While the 

self can feel the body of the other, the self cannot directly feel if and how the flesh of the 

other feels.  The flesh of the other is foreign to the self and is not presented but appresented.  

For Marion (2002), Husserl delivers a new figure of objectivity because in reasoning by 

analogy, the self can confirm, verify and complete its constitution of objects.  What this 

means is that the self can be certain of its constitution of objects because there are others who 

constitute the assumed same objects.  Marion further notes that Husserl mistakenly calls this 

intersubjectivity because it is really an intersubjectivity mediated by common objects – 

interobjectivity.  There is no direct encounter with the other, but only an encounter through 

objects constituted by the self.  Marion (2002) adds another point regarding Husserl: 

Reasoning by analogy allows me to infer, from my own flesh, the flesh 

(though decidedly invisible) of another.  Reasoning by analogy is justified, 
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according to Husserl, by the concordances and correspondences between our 

two sets of flesh. 

Marion is not convinced by this because one can find instances and examples in 

which the concordance and correspondence between the different sets of flesh does not 

work out as intended.  Also, reasoning by analogy does not complete itself on its own, for 

the self can very well deny the other their status as flesh.  Marion also adds that the 

recognition of the flesh of the other is not something which comes automatically on its own.  

Further, the analogous recognition of the other as flesh is not given equally for a variety of 

reasons.  Marion concludes that reasoning by analogy infers the flesh of the other from the 

flesh of the self on only one condition: that the self wills it, and wills it well.   

 Here, Marion starts to sound a little Kantian in his claim that the flesh of the other 

can be inferred from the flesh of the self who wills with a good will. Marion (2002, p. 163) 

states that “the phenomenality of the other does not precede my (good) will with regard to 

him, but instead is its result.” The self is able to recognize the status of the other as flesh 

because of his good will towards it.  This does not mean that the other is constituted by the 

self, but that the other is seen as other (another self) because the self wills to see the other as 

other.  He states that “in order for the other to appear to me, I must first love him” (2002, 

p.164).  Willing with a good will to recognize the flesh of the other is the necessary condition 

in which the other is able to appear as himself no longer just an object of constitution of 

consciousness, but as saturated phenomena, as flesh. Marion points out that there are 

phenomena which do not fit, or surpass or saturate our intuition and that our categories of 

understanding are inadequate to contain them. Marion also says that the principle of 

givenness is that which allows phenomena to give itself from itself, and they saturate our 

intuition by quantity, quality, in relation and modality.  The flesh as saturated phenomena 

can be overwhelming as they can appear so immediate that no relation or analogy can be 

established with them.  As stated previously, the self must first love the other in order for 

the other to appear as other.  Using Kantian terminology, Marion (2002) says that “I am able 

to treat the other always as an end and never as a means only if, first of all, I truly will that 

the other be for me another person – another man.”  From this, it can be concluded that to 

love another is to will with a good will to see the other as other, another person, another self.  

How exactly does love accomplish this? 

Love, Charity and the Other 

 Marion states that when it concerns the other, only a thinking of charity can advance 

further.  In the previous section, it was mentioned that loving someone provides the 

conditions for      the other to appear as such.  This love which thinks in terms of charity is 

what Marion claims to be the only way in which the other is recognized as other.  He says 

that (2002, p.160): 

Love knows.  Not that it is always necessary to turn to love in order to know 

the objects of representation (though in many cases it is indeed necessary).  

But – and this will be my thesis – only love opens up knowledge of the other 
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as such.  By which, at an inevitable distance, it recovers the function of 

charity. 

Ordinarily, one thinks of love and charity as two separate and distinct concepts.  

Aristotle defined love as “wishing for someone the things that he deems good, for the sake 

of that person and not oneself, and the accomplishment of these things to the best of one’s 

ability” (Konstan, 2008, p. 208).  Karol Wojtyla/Pope John Paul II (1983) defines love as the 

“affirmation of the value of the person” which suggests that it is through love that the 

person is recognized as a subject, and not just an object among other objects who exist in the 

world.  Wojtyla also echoes Aristotle’s idea that loving a person entails willing the good of 

the person and this begins with the recognition of the other as a person.  On the other hand, 

Pope Benedict XVI (2009) describes charity as love both given and received.  He adds that it 

is “creative love through which we have our being and it is redemptive love through which 

we are recreated.”  Additionally, he describes charity further:  

Charity goes beyond justice, because to love is to give [emphasis mine], to 

offer what is “mine” to the other; but it never lacks justice, which prompts us 

to give the other what is “his”, what is due to him by reason of his being or 

acting.  I cannot “give” what is mine to the other, without first giving him 

what pertains to him in justice.  If we love others with charity, then first of all 

we are just towards them.  Not only is justice not extraneous to charity, not 

only is it not an alternative or parallel to charity: justice is inseparable from 

charity, and intrinsic to it. 

He further notes that on one hand, charity demands justice, on the other hand, 

charity transcends justice and completes it in the logic of giving and forgiving.  Although 

Benedict XVI speaks of charity with reference to justice, it is important to take note of the 

treatment he gives to charity when he defines it as love or as a particular way of loving.  

Charity includes justice which is understood as rendering another what is due to him but 

charity goes beyond justice by rendering the other what is no longer due to him (in his 

words, “what is mine”).  The main feature of charity as Benedict XVI describes is that it 

gives to the other what is over and beyond the other.  Benedict XVI also does not provide a 

clear divide between love and charity as pointed out earlier, and even unifies them or treats 

them as one and the same thing.  The same can be said for Marion because he argues that 

love must be unified in all its forms – the distinction between love and charity must be 

collapsed and thought of as one.  He says that (2002, p. 160): 

We will therefore give up making distinctions in order to unite love to itself, 

love to charity. And because love has also been distinguished from 

knowledge, we will attempt to think of love itself as a knowledge – and a 

preeminent knowledge to boot. 

In The Erotic Phenomenon by Marion (2007), the concept of love is weakened if it is 

distinguished or understood with different meanings.  Love understood as a rigorous      

concept must have the power to unite the different and divergent meanings.  For Marion 
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(2007), love must be thought as univocal – love is only told in one way. The division and 

separation of love into different forms and meanings is not unfamiliar. Apart from the 

distinction of love from charity, love is also understood as desire, benevolence, rational love 

and irrational passion.  Philosophy has also distinguished love as either a passion of the soul 

or an intellectual love. This study will not delve into the different forms of love and their 

implications, but will instead concentrate on love understood as charity. 

 Charity is one of the three theological virtues, faith, and hope being the other two.  

Marion follows from Pascal’s order of charity which is not a mere emotion, but is a different 

way of seeing the world that has its own rationality (Gschwandtner, 2007).  In the Pensees, 
Pascal famously writes “Le Coeur a ses raisons” (the heart has its own reasons) and Rocha 

(2009) explains that this reason of the heart is not purely rational, but is a kind of submission 

of head to heart – reason submits to the ordo amoris (order of the heart).  Marion (2002, 

p.154) also distinguishes charity from faith and hope by stating that while they play out in 

the past and in the future, charity plays itself out in the here and now – in the present.  One 

immediately becomes aware of it because charity waits for nothing, commences right away 

and is fulfilled without delay.  He adds that: 

Indeed, charity plays itself out in the present:  in order to know if I love, I 

need not wait, I have only to love; and I know perfectly well when I love, 

when I do not love, and when I hate…Charity manages the present.  And the 

present, seen from the point of view of charity, signifies also, and before all 

else, the gift.  Charity renders the gift present, presents the present as a gift.  

It makes a gift to the present and a gift of the present in the present. 

Charity is known through love, and love accomplishes itself in charity.  Charity 

concerns itself with the present not only in terms of time, but also understood as the gift.  

Love understood as charity refers to itself as a gift which not only presents itself, but also 

makes the gift present in the present. Charity also gives presence as a gift.  This is an 

important point because the other is not a constitutable object whose existence depends on 

the self who constitutes it.  On the contrary, the other is another I, another flesh, another self.  

Marion distinguishes an object from the other by stating that the object does not regard the 

self while the other does.  As far as objects are concerned, they are matters of concern, but 

only insofar as they become objects of interest and hence, desire.  An object may take the 

interest of the self in the form of desire.  As a desired object, the object is able to reflect back 

to the self its own desire just like a mirror reflecting the gaze of the one who looks.  The 

other does not passively reflect the gaze of the self, but opposes the gaze of the self with its 

own gaze.  The other responds to the gaze with a counter-gaze, which lies beyond the power 

and control of the self.  The other who gazes at the self has the power to unsettle and put the 

self under trial.  This gaze of the other is not immediately apparent to the self, because the 

self often finds itself in the midst of many other gazes – like standing in the midst of a crowd 

where gazes go back and forth, often intersecting and even ignoring one another.  It is 

possible for the self that the gaze of the other may simply go unnoticed just like the self does 

when it passes objects.  The self may very well adapt an attitude of indifference to the gaze 
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from the other for undisclosed reasons.  In this manner, the other who gazes at the self is 

clearly objectified.  However, it is also possible for the self to not take this orientation, and 

will to recognize the gaze of the other as equally important as that of the self.  Marion (2002, 

p.166) says that it is possible for the self to accept not only the moral law and the face of the 

other, but above all that there is an other and his counter-gaze is as valuable as the self’s 

own gaze.  This response to accept the gaze of the other is not automatic because the other 

has no power to decide for the self (and vice versa), but it depends on the self who wills it.  

To accept the face of the other, or the fact that the self is dealing with an other – a face, who 

offers a counter-gaze, rests on the will of the self.  Marion (2002, pp.166-167) explicitly states 

that:  

Only charity opens the space where the gaze of the other can shine forth.  

The other appears only if I gratuitously give him the space in which to 

appear; and I have at my disposal no other space than my own; I must, then 

“take what is mine” (John 16:15), take from myself, in order to open the 

space where the other may appear.  It is up to me to set the stage for the 

other, not as an object that I hold under contract and whose play I thus 

direct, but as the uncontrollable, the unforeseeable, and the foreign stranger 

who will affect me, provoke me, and – possibly – love me.   

Charity opens up and empties itself to create space and make room for what is unlike 

it.  Charity does not constitute the other, but charity gives rise to the possibility for the other 

to appear as such.   

 Because love understood as charity creates the conditions for the other to appear as 

such, the other is no longer understood under the categories of the self nor as a constituted 

object.  Horner (2007) describes that for Marion, love is not a form of intentionality, or at 

least not a form of intentionality of a constituting subject, but – strangely – he also describes 

it as a way of knowing.  Marion (2002, p.168) adds that charity promotes a knowledge; 

knowledge of a type that is doubtless absolutely particular, matchless, but knowledge 

nonetheless.  Love functions as a new way of seeing and as a condition of knowing.      It also 

allows new phenomena to be seen (Horner, 2007, p.238).  Love allows the self to gain access 

to the other.  Love is neither something irrational nor unreasonable but is something that 

goes beyond reason, or of a different kind altogether.  It is not a renunciation of knowledge, 

but is the kind which surpasses ordinary knowledge.  Horner (2007, p.244) further adds that 

love is knowledge in the sense that it is an enabling process.  Yarbrough (2000, p. 35) says 

that love is also a “driving force” to understand others. Marion (2007, p.5) suggests that 

things like knowledge of the other fall under another figure of reason, a “greater rationality” 

– that which does not limit itself to the world of things nor to the production of objects.  This 

knowledge, the knowledge of the other, does not depend on the objectivity of the object 

because it follows from what love reveals to it.  Love opens up the eyes of the self to seeing 

anew, to observing and thinking differently (Gschwandtner, 2007).  This knowledge is the 

kind which concerns every individual because it gives thought to that which defines and 

determines them.  Not only does love provide for knowledge of the other as such, love is 
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also the way in which the self is revealed to himself in a manner which is not possible when 

he attempts to know himself in the same manner as he does with objects.  It is important to 

note that Marion is not referring to some general or universalized other, but the other in      

his/her particularity and uniqueness. The other is unsubstitutable and irreplaceable as other 

and it is love which allows the other to give himself in his particularity and 

unsubstitutability. The knowledge of the other gained in love requires an infinite 

hermeneutics because it is a knowledge which is never complete.  For Yarbrough (2000, p. 

35), to love is to want to understand, to desire the greatest possible coherence.  Thus, in 

order to know the other, Marion (2007, p.185) says that one must promise his fidelity, and 

this demands long and profound fidelity – nothing less than eternity.  Only the self is 

capable of love and it is what distinguishes him from all other creatures.  He (2007, p.5) adds 

further that the person is not defined neither by the logos, nor by the being within him, but 

by this fact that he loves (or hates), whether he wants to or not.  Human persons are beings 

who have the capacity to know other persons in the same manner and this is possible 

because much more than simply being rational animals, persons are, above all, a loving 

animals.  Apart from gaining knowledge of the other as such, what else does love gain for 

the self? 

Love and the Self 

 Here, it would be best to refer to the self, the loving animal, as the one who loves – 

the lover.  The lover who loves the other abandons himself/herself to give way and to make 

space for the other.  The lover can only do so by doing it himself/herself and not by proxy or 

substitution. The lover is implicated because the decision to love involves nobody other than 

the one who loves. Additionally, the decision to love rests on no one other than the lover 

because love depends on nothing other than the self.  For the other to be known as such, the 

lover need not do anything than to love the other.  Nothing is required of the lover except 

only the simple decision to love first, without any consideration of reciprocity, which is to 

say, without any attempt to make himself be loved (Lewis, 2010). The lover’s love for the 

other does not depend on the other’s love for the self because the lover can love with or 

without being loved. It is also important to note that the self’s decision to love neither 

guarantees nor merits him/her to be loved as well, for that is a decision totally independent 

of self who the loves, and totally dependent on the other who can decide to love or not.  In 

other words, loving includes the risk of not being loved (or even being hated in the process).  

Love does not aim at reciprocity, but purely and simply to love without condition nor 

hesitation.  The other’s relation to the lover in no way defines nor determines his decision to 

love or not.  Marion (2007, p.71) says that: 

For the finding (or the simple suspicion) that someone does not love me 

never prevents me in principle from being able to love first.  That no one 

loves me (whether I know this for a fact or fantasize it is not important) 

never makes it impossibility for me to love the very one who does not love 

me, at least each time and for as long as I decide to do so.  She may not love 
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me as much as she would like, or she may love me as little as she can, but 

that never prevents me from loving her, if I so decide. 

Here, the notion of unconditional love may be presented in two ways. Ordinarily, 

unconditional love is understood as the kind of love which does not await any form of 

return or repayment from the other, who is loved.  The lack of reciprocity does not limit the 

lover’s capacity to love.  In the first sense, unconditional love means loving without any 

condition.  In the second sense, unconditional love also means loving no matter what – the 

kind of love which remains faithful and committed no matter the condition, because the 

decision to love rests on nothing other than the lover’s decision to love. Unconditional love 

also means loving under any condition.   

 From the above discussion, it could be said that it is the lover who has the most to 

lose in loving, because it not only requires the renunciation of privilege to accommodate the 

other (in charity), but the lover is also not guaranteed of being loved, and is even at risk of 

not being loved or being hated altogether.  In the logic of exchange and in the language of 

economics, loving clearly makes no sense because there is no guarantee of gain and only a 

huge risk of loss.  It certainly would not be a wise investment.  This is not to be seen as a 

failure of love, but the failure of (ordinary) logic when applied to love.  Marion (2007) says 

that the lover has the unmatched privilege of losing nothing, even if he happens to find 

himself unloved, because a love scorned remains a love perfectly accomplished, just as a gift 

refused remains a perfectly given gift.  The lover advances in love because in loving, nothing 

is lost and everything is gained.  More precisely, the more he loves and the more he loses 

and disperses, the less he himself is lost, because abandon and waste define the singular, 

distinctive, and inalienable character of loving (Marion, 2007, p. 71).  For Marion (2007, p.71), 

loss is a fundamental character of love, or else, it is not love at all.  The more the lover loves 

at a loss, the more simply he loves, the less he loses sight of love because love loves further 

than the eyes can see.  The paradox is that the more one loses in loving, the more loving he 

simply is.  He adds that there is only one single proof of love – to give without return or 

chance of recovery, and thus to be able to lose and, eventually, to be lost in love.  The lover 

who loves purely and simply, does so at a loss, but in doing so, he gains himself all the more 

as lover (Marion, 2007, p. 73).  The lover may not be assured of being loved in loving, but      

the lover gains the assurance of himself/herself as loving, for there can be no doubt that 

he/she loves.  For Marion, the victory here is understood as the pure simple assurance of the 

precise fact that the lover loves. While the lover is put at risk by the decision to love, he/she 

is also assured of loving as a result of the choice to love.  Additionally, the lover also      

grows as a lover because love only grows in loving.  As the lover grows in love, so does 

he/she grow in his own eyes and in his/her own efforts. Love also brings an increase in 

knowledge of oneself and of the other. Hornedo (1997) also explains why people who love 

one another know each other very well: love not only makes the other appear as such, but 

love also lets the other grow for as long as they are loved.  The lover who makes an advance 

in love ultimately expands his capacity as lover. To love someone also means to open oneself 

to the possibility of receiving a gift from the other.  The decision to love discloses an infinite 
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human will that is both passive and active, one that seeks to participate in the other through 

the reception of the other’s gift of participation (Lewis, 2010, p.235). Thus, loving also 

informs the lover of his/her unique capacity to receive from the other, from an elsewhere, 

which opens himself/herself to an insight previously unknown.  Loving reveals the true 

nature of the self as well as the other.  There are definitely reasons to love and the gains 

being presented here surely make love a very enticing and appealing option as opposed to 

not loving.  However, these gains attained in love cannot be the basis for loving because 

they revert back to the logic of commerce and exchange, which govern the world of objects.    

From Theory to Practice: Reflection and Conclusion 

      In April 27, 2017, Jean-Luc Marion delivered a lecture at the University of Chicago 

on the occasion of the publication of his book Believing in Order to See with the title “The 

Only Way to Truth is by Love.”  Although this lecture does not explicitly nor directly talk 

about the other, Marion emphasizes the (greater) rationality of love and the kind of 

knowledge it provides. What is clear in Marion is there are things in this world which 

should not be approached as objects, for doing so not only reduces the thing into an object, 

but also limits one’s capacity to know and to love.  In order for the other to be understood as 

a unique, particular, unsubstitutable and irreplaceable other, it is necessary to first love 

him/her to allow him/her to appear as such, as himself/herself, from himself/herself.  

Loving the other does not create knowledge, but it provides the conditions for the other to 

reveal himself to the self.  Love opens up a path from the self to the other, who appears not 

as an object, but in the flesh, as himself/herself, as gift, as saturated phenomenon.  From the 

title of the talk itself, Marion is also putting forward the idea that truth is not something to 

be approached in a purely rational or objective manner.  One must love the truth in order to 

know the truth. 

 Gschwandtner (2007, p. 207) states that not only does love provide a new kind of 

knowledge, but it also reveals the self as called and constituted by the other. Although the 

self still finds himself/herself at the center, he/she is affected, displaced and unsettled by 

the other.  The self is no longer the sole arbiter of the world, but is in dialogue with it.  An 

important question to raise is this: What enables the self to love?  The self finds the capacity 

to make a decision on love or not when confronted by the other. As the self advances in love, 

he/she discovers that his advance neither belongs to him/her nor did he/she inaugurate it, 

but instead, it was expecting him/her, drawing him/her upward and supporting him/her 

(Marion, 2007, p.215).  The lover finds himself already watched, known, cared for, and loved 

by others that came ahead.  The capacity to love is actually made possible by finding oneself 

always and already loved (Horner, 2007, p.243). As the self finds himself/herself already 

loved, he/she also realizes that he/she is not only lovable but also capable of loving.  Thus, 

the self finds himself/herself capable of knowing as well as being known.  The self is to be 

understood as a self which is open to the other. 

 With all the points made about how love opens up the self to the other, Marion is not 

really clear in terms of what exactly love knows about the other. But, perhaps this is 
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precisely where the phenomenality of the other as other is maintained.  It is certainly one 

thing to know about the other and quite a different thing to know the other as other.  To 

know about someone may be likened to having objective knowledge in which one knows 

their composition, attributes, properties and qualities.  Yet, it is certainly possible to know 

about someone without ever knowing him/her.  That which can be said about the other can 

certainly point to the other, but it will never equate to the other.  Love does not ignore 

objective knowledge of the other, but goes further to the other himself/herself.  The exact 

contents of the knowledge of the other as other will remain hidden for it depends on what is 

revealed and not just on what is perceived.  The other as other is a mystery, a phenomenon 

in which any form of certainty or objectivity will clearly not suffice.  The self finds itself 

privileged when faced with the other because the self is given the chance to witness the 

other reveal himself.  However, the self can only be a total witness to this revelation if 

he/she chooses to love the other.  It is only in abandonment of the self in love where he/she 

can fully appreciate his/her capacity not only in terms of capability but, and more 

importantly, his welcoming receptivity.  Lewis (2010, p.237) adds that “an abandonment to 

love is thus required in order for the lover to recognize his human nature as a gift structured 

as receptive capacity.”  In mutual (but not necessarily reciprocal) love, both the self and the 

other give themselves to each other and thus reveal to each other what would not have been 

possible outside love.  It is commonly held that knowledge of the other leads to love of the 

other but for Marion, it is the reverse: it is love of the other that leads to knowledge of the 

other.  Knowledge begins with love, and love provides a greater knowledge. Marion 

underlines that for the human being, it is a matter of becoming what one knows, considered 

from the fact that one only knows what one loves. Philosophy which is often translated as 

“love of wisdom” would very well benefit from going back to its original meaning – that it is 

first, and foremost love before it is anything else. The pressing existential questions often 

phrased as “Who am I?” and “What must I do to be happy/gain eternal life?” must be 

replaced with “Does anyone out there love me?” and “Can I love first?” according to Marion 

(2007).  

 Humility is an essential virtue when it comes to love of the other because the self 

needs to see that he/she is not in charge of everything.  He/she finds himself/she privileged 

because of his/her being given to himself through love.  The recognition of this giftedness 

requires humility, and it is also that which enables the self to be charitable towards others in 

love.  As mentioned previously, the self needs to let go of himself in abandonment, to lower 

himself in the face of the other so that he/she may come into contact with the other as other 

so that he/she may come to know the other in love. It is only with an attitude of humility 

coupled with a charitable love that the self may reach a deep, intimate and profound 

understanding of the other as well as himself.   

 From these thoughts, one cannot help but appreciate the breadth and depth of 

knowledge gained when love is given proper philosophical attention. This serves as a 

reminder that one’s familiarity with love is no reason to take it for granted.  This could also 

be a serious eye-opener for both teacher and student of philosophy because it requires 
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rethinking and reconsidering whether or not rationality is all that matters to the individual.  

Marion’s thoughts presented here do not require an overhaul of the existing philosophy 

courses being taught in schools, but it makes for a strong case to include love in the 

discussion.  This approach does not only open up a student to a whole new world of 

understanding, but it also creates the possibility of an even deeper and richer relationship 

with the other.  In a world which continues to grow colder and more indifferent each day, 

Marion’s notion of love in terms of charity may serve as a beacon of hope for the weary 

heart.  Approaching the other, truth, philosophy from the perspective of love makes one 

certainly more appreciative and ready to receive the gifts on offer.  As philosophy is defined 

as the love of wisdom, it is clear that it also to be understood as the wisdom of love. 

 How do these ideas translate into practice?  Making sense of Marion’s approach of 

the other through love requires a re-thinking of one’s relationship with the other.  As 

mentioned previously, the primacy of the self over the other needs to be inverted in order 

for the other to shine forth without restrictions or conditions set in place by the self.  The self 

must not approach the other with an attitude of superiority and dominance, but the self 

must be humbled in order to be led in love.  Just as one should not approach a work of art 

with questions about its meaning, so must the self not approach the other with the intent to 

subject the other through understanding. A painting must be allowed to speak for itself so 

that the viewer’s gaze may be led by the different lines, strokes, colors, shades and textures 

in order to appreciate its fullness.  To approach it with the question “What does it mean?” or 

worse “How much is it worth?” is to downsize the painting in terms which do not 

appreciate the painting as such.  When it comes to human relations, one should obsess over 

labels and categories because doing so will not only put a (false) veil over the person, but it 

will also set the terms and conditions of the relationship. This puts a limit not only on the 

relationship of the persons involved, but also on the amount and kind of knowledge they 

will have of each other. Thus, one must not only suspend all judgement, but also set aside 

the conditions for an encounter to take place.  People tend to be overly concerned with 

control over the other and things and would only accommodate them insofar as they are 

suitable and favorable to the self.  This is especially evident when it comes to socio-political 

issues and concerns.  Currently, the political landscape is largely polarized and each camp is 

usually only willing to accept things which coincide with their own beliefs and convictions.  

Contrary opinions and facts are hastily dismissed without any consideration.  This is why 

people are concerned with identifying or tagging the other, so that they may be dealt with 

accordingly.  If the other is tagged to be the same, then they are welcomed but if they are 

different, they are rejected. This goes against Marion’s thought because the other arrives like 

an uninvited guest who must be unconditionally welcomed by the self. Under conventional 

thought, this is taken negatively, because the self is disturbed, displaced, unsettled and 

inconvenienced by the other.  In Marion’s thought, this is a good thing for the self becomes 

privileged to be the host of the other.  When Jesus Christ began to preach, he caused a stir 

among the Jews and their religious leaders and was eventually crucified for it.  On the other 

hand, his disciples and followers received countless graces because they loved him.  While 
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the arrival of the other may be unsettling, it also puts the self in a unique position to receive 

blessings. 

 For the philosophy teacher, it would be good to be reminded of Socrates’ famous line 

that true wisdom is knowing that one knows nothing.  A teacher must tap into his/her own, 

and his/her students’ sense of wonder in order to succeed in his endeavor.  This sense of 

wonder is what allows an individual to approach himself, the other, and the world with a 

humble disposition.  As a teacher, one should not think of oneself as having the monopoly of 

knowledge, and that the students are incapable of anything apart from the teacher.  This 

attitude is dangerous to the self as well as the other.  Taking the cue from Marion, a teacher 

must first love his students – get to know them as themselves, without labelling or 

segregating or categorizing them.  A teacher’s love for his students changes the dynamics of 

their relationship – rather than simply looking at each other from a rigid and pre-defined 

setup (teacher-student), every one now becomes open to experiencing each other as such.  A 

teacher who renounces his/her superiority over his students will begin to treat his/her class 

differently: he/she will be more accommodating and encouraging of his/her students 

because he/she will see them like he/she sees himself/herself – eager to learn, full of 

wonder, and privileged to be in the presence of the other. Students have a greater 

appreciation for a teacher who is concerned for their learning and well-being, than a teacher 

who is simply an accomplished academic or a prolific scholar. Due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, learning had to be done remotely – at home. Students commended those teachers 

who periodically check up on them and their situation than those who simply left them with 

content and activities without much interaction.  A teacher’s love and care for his students 

penetrates more deeply than just his/her talent and brilliance. A teacher must allow 

himself/herself to be affected, disturbed and displaced by students because this is the way 

for them to flourish.  The philosophy teacher must remember that he/she does have mastery 

over his/her students, for they are not merely passive recipients of one’s utterances.  They 

are also active participants who have their own unique insights to contribute. This also 

means that while a teacher may be so prepared up to the level of having a prepared and 

memorized script, the teacher must be willing to discard it at the drop of a hat when the 

situation calls for it – like an off-tangent question coming from a student with a genuinely 

inquiring mind. Following Marion, this needs the willingness of the self (the teacher in this 

case), to provide the other (the student) with the space in which to appear. To dismiss the 

student because of the absurdity of a question or because there are learning objectives that 

need to be met in a limited amount of time, is to do the opposite of love. In loving      

students, the teacher withdraws from his/her position so that he/she may give space to      

the students. The teacher creates them in love by emptying himself/herself in charity.  The 

loving teacher ends up lost, but the love of the teacher becomes even more felt. Thus, not 

only does love provide the self with knowledge of the other, but it also provides a unique 

and privileged access to the other. The teacher who loves his/her students is also the one 

who knows students best. 
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 Apart from employing love as the way in which teacher and student relate to each 

other, teaching love in philosophy courses (or any course for that matter) also has great 

benefits for everyone involved. Borrowing from the thoughts of Marion, a loving approach 

to the other provides a deeper and richer appreciation of the other. To see the other in a new 

light can contribute to the development of genuine care and concern for the other.  In a 

world starved for empathy, teaching about love may make the world a warmer and kinder 

place. To teach students how to love and not just how to think may be the key to improving 

not only the understanding of individuals, but also the socio-political conditions in which 

people live. Love awakens the self to the other as other because of the unique space they 

occupy in this world. The other, like the self – the only one in this world, demands utmost 

respect and reverence, and this is only possible when one chooses to love.  When one loves, 

the other is allowed to exist, to live, to love, and to be. After all, the self remains 

incomprehensible and inconceivable without love.  He is not only made from love, but he is 

also meant for love. 

 The openness and willingness to welcome the other is very important not only for 

knowledge, but also for the sake of each other. As pointed out in the previous discussion, 

loving the other not only creates space for the other, but it also assures that the self loves.  

Love makes it possible for radically different people to recognize each other and work 

together. This is because of the fact that each sees the other as such, before any labels are 

attached or conditions are set. The self and other see one another in their purest form, 

without any distraction or interference. As stated previously, this requires the decision to 

love because this is not immediately given. This decision to love is something which 

requires a constant renewal because the other continuously presents himself as a gift.  For 

example, a couple who exchanges their vows on their wedding day spend their entire lives 

fulfilling the same vows they made on that momentous day. People who dedicate 

themselves to a cause do not stop after spending an entire day on it. Family members 

continue to support each other in good times and bad times. The decision to love the other is 

a decision which is not only sustained by the self, but also sustains the self. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper argues about the banality of evil that is exhibited in making sense of 
the Martial Law years. In the present time, sentiments about the Martial Law 
years projected as the good old days are continuously espoused. On the 
contrary, scholars and historians Primitivo Mijares, Ricardo Manapat, and 
Teresa Encarnacion-Tadem have continued to raise the chaos and deaths that 
the Marcos regime has implemented. This turmoil became possible because of 
the absence of opposition against the Martial Law, the reduction of the nation 
to a “few”, the accomplices in the polarity of the rich and the poor, the role of 
technocrats in the regime and their subsequent alienation. From these 
conditions, the loss of thinking, the economic roots, and the rise of private 
concerns gave birth to a banality of evil during the Martial Law period. With 
the presence of banality of evil to describe the situation, one can see that the 
abuse of the Martial Law is not just the problem of perspective but an omen for 
the country.   

 
Keywords: banality of evil, Martial Law, private, public 

 
Introduction 
 

On September 12, 2012, Benjamin Pimentel wrote an article in The Philippine Daily 
Inquirer entitled, “To young Filipinos Who Never Knew Martial Law and Dictatorship”. In 
this, he narrated to the present generation how life was during the Martial Law years. First, 
it was a nightmare that made Filipinos oust Ferdinand Marcos (Pimentel, 2012). According 
to Pimentel, given the abuses that transpired during those times and the control that the 
regime has on every aspect of their lives, the Filipino realized the problem that they are in. 
Second, those who were voicing out against the Marcos government were silenced, tortured, 
or killed. However, these are questioned by two crucial objections in response to how those 
times were depicted (Pimentel, 2012). First, Bongbong Marcos, the son of Ferdinand Marcos, 
argued that Philippines would have become another Singapore if there was no EDSA I (Sy, 
2011). Second, the supporters of Ferdinand Marcos claimed that the Martial Law Years are 
considered the good old days when people are happy and peaceful (Pimentel, 2012). This 
was supported in an article made by Whaley (2016), where many Filipinos who were 
interviewed thought of the Martial Law years as the “golden years”. This is contrary to the 
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report of Lanzona (2015) who emphasized the problems of labor and agricultural credit 
problems leading to an economic failure. 

In 2016, Ferdinand Marcos was laid to rest in the Libingan ng Mga Bayani in a 
private ceremony which was branded as a “Black Friday” by the Anti-Marcos burial 
petitioners (Santos, 2016). The Marcos family was given permission by the Supreme Court 
even if there were petitions filed against the proposal for Ferdinand Marcos to be buried in 
the said cemetery (Reformina, 2016). This resulted to massive protests (Hincks, 2016). 

2020 came. The congress approved the bill for the celebration of the birth of Marcos 
in Ilocos Norte (Perez-Rubio, 2020). Senate President Vicente Sotto III argued that a bill of 
local application is not debated upon as far as the Senate is concerned (Subingsubing & 
Salaverria, 2020). Given these actions, how do we make sense of the EDSA Revolution that 
we celebrate every February 25? 

With all of these, the family of Ferdinand Marcos told their critics to move on 
(Cepeda, 2018). For David (2018), the Martial law regime cannot be reduced between the 
feud of the Marcoses and the Aquinos since it is a regime that took advantage of the people 
through a strongman rule. One cannot simply tell to move on and to dismiss the atrocities of 
Martial Law as implemented by Marcos (Tan, 2019). With commentaries from David and 
Tan, one cannot dismiss the public impact of the Marcos regime. Since there are those who 
clamor that these are the golden years, it is important to understand what transpired during 
these years. 

Having these in mind, this paper argues that those who are forwarding ideas about 
the Martial Law years as the promise of full glory are afflicted by “banality of evil”. In an 
article written by Barbaza (c. 2015) in The Philippine Daily Inquirer, it is not anymore, a 
“banality of evil” but forgetfulness of evil. The discussion about the Martial Law years 
veered in the present time with the post of Fr. Ranhilio Aquino in Twitter about the present 
generation against Marcos without having an actual experience under the person. From this, 
one can see how the experience of Martial Law under Marcos became a battle of experiences 
among people. Since there is a conflict of experiences, there is a possible trivialization of evil 
since it is not true for all. Given these issues that surfaced, this paper argues that the Martial 
Law experience of certain people cannot be forgetful of evil since it borders on the problem 
of the will to recognize it as evil. To expound on this, certain literature about the Martial 
Law years were consulted. Afterwards, the concept of banality of evil of Hannah Arendt 
was explored. This paper employs an application of a concept in making sense of the events 
that transpired.  

I. The Martial Law Years according to Mijares, Manapat, and Encarnacion-Tadem 

 When it comes to the literature in understanding the Martial Law years, two books 
have become crucial titles, and they are The Conjugal Dictatorship of Ferdinand and Imelda 
Marcos by Primitivo Mijares and Some are Smarter than Others: History of Marcos Crony 
Capitalism by Ricardo Manapat. These two books are some of the established nonfictions in 
understanding the days of Martial Law under Ferdinand Marcos (Rifarael, 2018). In addition 
to these two, the work of Teresa S. Encarnacion Tadem, Philippine Politics and The Marcos 
Technocrats: The Emergence and Evolution of a Power Elite, can also be considered as an 
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important literature as it explored the role of the elites who allowed Marcos to do whatever 
he pleased. 

1. Primitivo Mijares and The Conjugal Dictatorship of Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos 

In his The Conjugal Dictatorship of Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos, Primitivo Mijares 
narrated the problems that the regime caused. “Mijares, a former National Press Club 
president who became a trusted aide of the late dictator, had written an insider’s account of 
the Marcoses’ excesses in the book, “Conjugal Dictatorship…” and disappeared soon after 
its publication” (Zamora, 2017). This showed how problematic the regime has become from 
a person who worked as a former media czar (Cabato, 2017). In this book, he described the 
scenarios that paved the way for the implementation of the Martial Law. 

A. The Absence of Challenge 

The surprising scenario in the imposition of Martial Law is the absence of challenge 
from the opposition showing that the people from the opposition are aware of it (Mijares, 
1976). From this statement by Mijares, one can see the stark contrast that occurred in the 
country with the imposition of Martial Law. On one hand, one can assume that those people 
who were in power already had a knowledge of Martial Law's possible imposition and it 
was simply a matter of time until it happened; on the other hand, the people who were not 
in power grappled with surprise since this was something unexpected. 

“Perhaps the most worrying possibility of all has become a reality; the possibility 
that politicians, so engrossed in their politics of survival, including the employment of 
private armies and corrupt money-making ventures, have lost all of control of themselves to 
resist the imposition of Martial Law” (Mijares, 1976 p. 88). From this description of Mijares, 
one can see that Martial Law happened since it was “allowed” even by the politicians, 
especially the critics of Marcos, as a way of remaining in power. In this case, the imposition 
of Martial Law is a manifestation of a deep problem in the lives of people holding public 
office. The failure to oppose the imposition stems on personal motives.  

Though the politicians may have “allowed” the implementation of the Martial Law 
as a way of retaining power, a different perspective is operational among ordinary citizens. 
The people have become tired of unresolved issues in the society and the scandals 
committed by politicians (Mijares, 1976). Ordinary people are continuously affected by 
issues that may cause detriments to their everyday conduct of life. This shows the difference 
of politicians from the rest. Politicians worry about their stay in power. Meanwhile, ordinary 
people worry about the maintenance of their life that is disturbed by the chaos surrounding 
them. They accepted the imposition openly given the events happening back then; however, 
there are voices emphasizing that the chaos is part of a plan concocted by the government 
(Mijares, 1976). From this scenario, the acceptance of Martial Law among the people is a way 
of removing the disturbances that continuously affected their life. Though there are 
recognitions that such dilemmas are manufactured, it can be perceived that the people gave 
in to the imposition to save their individual lives from further disturbances.  
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B. A Nation reduced to “A Few” 

After World War II, the country was stricken with different issues such as unequal 
wealth distribution, the myth of social order and graft and corruption but no president 
before Marcos exploited the situation by implementing Martial Law (Mijares, 1976). Since 
the liberation of the Philippines, the issues that dominated the country had its climax with 
the introduction of Martial Law. This resulted to the birth of the “New Society". 

However, this “New Society” is centered on the conjugal dictatorship of Ferdinand 
and Imelda. Those who adhered to the them became rich and powerful (Mijares, 1976). In 
this manner, the management of the country became accessible to the few close circle of the 
first family. Any challenge to this power would face the might of the armed personnel. This 
escalated the problem of law and order in the country. “At least 9,000 victims of human 
rights violations were monitored by the Task Force Detainees of the Philippines (TFDP) 
from 1969 to 1986” (ABS-CBN, 2018). Included in these numbers are crimes against property 
and the abuses committed by the military (Mijares, 1976). These actions would be crucial for 
the clique and the cronies especially in their hold of power. They used their alliance with the 
regime to forward their own interests in the society with no plans of change to offer in the 
country (Mijares, 1976). The description of the policies during the time of the Martial Law 
catered within the circles of Ferdinand and Imelda. The persons-in-power have changed, but 
the habit of self-interest has not (Mijares, 1976).    

With the destructive habit of self-interest affecting the country, division among the 
citizens increased. Mijares (1976) stated that his “greater fear is that the irreversible 
mechanism set into motion by the imposition of the Martial Law will in the long run bring a 
far greater curse on the nation and all its citizens” (p. 720). These words are crucial with the 
impact of the Martial Law in the country, which is the reduction of the country in the hands 
of the few produced problems in understanding the plight of others.  

2. Ricardo Manapat and The History of Marcos’ Crony Capitalism 

 In the book Some are Smarter Than Others: The History of Marcos’ Crony 
Capitalism, the financial gain of the Marcos family during their leadership was analyzed. 
Marcos’s Crony Capitalism used politics in exchange for material gain (Manapat, 2020). The 
immense wealth of the First Family during those times centralized on the use of power to 
acquire properties in a national scale. This wealth had its sources in polarity of the rich and 
the poor and in the accomplices for such polarity. 

A. The Polarity of the Rich and the Poor 

Ricardo Manapat emphasized the polarity of the rich and the poor with the power 
wielders and their victims. Those in power worked on their self-interests while those not in 
power are susceptible to abuses (Manapat, 2020). This is a form of polarity happening 
between those in power and those not in power especially with the question of poverty. 

Few studies on the state of income and wealth distribution during the Marcos regime 
were made though these studies showed a high degree of inequality (Manapat, 2020). This 
inequality in income and wealth distribution can be used to understand the privileges 
enjoyed by those in power especially those who are close to the Marcoses. However, if one is 
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outside of their circle, one fights for survival to meet the basic needs. In this scenario, one’s 
relationship to the seat of power is crucial for one to maintain his or her privileges. There is a 
reason why there are few studies made on poverty and wealth, especially with income and 
wealth distribution, during those times. Information about poverty was curbed to uplift the 
government while scandals were concealed with utmost care to avoid public uproar 
(Manapat, 2020). The power of data in showing the reality of the situation could cause an 
uproar to the people. For this reason, the government tried its best to make the people 
believe that policies are working well while taking more from the people.  

The suppression of data is critical for the regime to last long. “The intellect can 
sometimes refuse to function when it encounters events which our psychological makeup 
presumes impossible” (Manapat, 2020, p. 50). Since there is no data sufficient enough for 
people to think that something is wrong, people would assume that things are all right. This 
shows the problem of transparency in the government in order to remove dissents and 
questions against the implementations of the policies. Once an individual becomes 
conscious, the reality of the situation will be revealed (Manapat, 2020). Given that there is an 
omission of data, there is no condition for people to think that poverty has become a crucial 
problem in the Philippines during the Marcos regime. In this scenario, the people in power 
would continuously loot and deceive the people as their victims while the victims would 
think that they are not working enough to maintain their daily needs.   

B. The Accomplices for the Polarity 

This polarity is blurred by the legitimators acting as accomplices in justifying the rule 
of the Marcoses. This group provided the theoretical schema through which Marcos’s crony 
capitalism was justified, passing laws favoring the economic interests of those close to 
Marcos, controlling the courts, monopolizing the media, corrupting the accounting and law 
professions (Manapat, 2020). With this scope of control, one can see how the polarity 
between the people in power and the people not in power was facilitated. 

Marcos and his allies exercised their control over the national economy similar to a 
private property (Manapat, 2020). The role of cronyism resulted to a conditioned 
appreciation of the Marcos policies though it is the self-interest close to Marcos that is being 
fleshed-out. To ensure that this conditioned appreciation will not be questioned, enemies of 
the regime are removed. “Members of the political opposition, politicians as well as 
students, grassroots organizer, were jailed, some undergoing torture and savaged beatings 
which eventually lead to death” (Manapat, 2020, p. 73). In this case, elimination of the 
possible sources of dissent are carried out efficiently and effectively. 

While the enemies of the regime are being removed, the allies of the regime are being 
placed in top positions. Media was opened when the relatives of Imelda and Ferdinand’s 
friends are in ownership of broadsheets and stations for radios and televisions (Manapat, 
2020). The main role of the media in relaying information to the public is maintaining the 
“goodness” of the regime. In addition, the Supreme Court tolerated the dictatorship with 
Marcos appointees in it; trusted people were put in key government positions which 
included relatives and friends (Manapat, 2020). From these descriptions, the whole country 
was beholden to the Marcos with all of their appointees in almost every aspect.  
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In this case, the accomplices of the regime created a new oligarchy for the 
maintenance of power. The old oligarchy depended on export crops and other privileges 
while the new oligarchy depended on the patronage of the Marcos government (Manapat, 
2020). In this scenario, oligarchy was transformed from a product-based wealth to a loyalty-
based wealth. As long as loyalty is in place, one is assured of his or her survival. As the old 
adage goes, one must not bite the hand that feeds him or her. 

3. Teresa S. Encarnacion Tadem and the Rise of the Marcos Technocrats 

 In the book Philippine Politics and The Marcos Technocrats: The Emergence and 
Evolution of a Power Elite, the role of technocracy during the Martial Law years is 
important. Technocracy is a decision-making arm of the government in giving solutions 
with technical expertise (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). In this manner, the government will 
acquire people with specialization as an answer to problems that plague those who are 
governed. These include scientists, engineers and others who have special and technical 
training in strategic disciplines for the development of the nation. Though technocracy 
pertains to specialization, its political aspect cannot be avoided. “Technocracy is brought 
into a state generally shaped by patrimonial politics in which the pathway to power is 
through personal networks and connections, which in turn is determined by one’s political 
and economic leverage” (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019, p. 8). As a result, one’s position in the 
government is not just a product of one’s expertise but a product of political affiliations or 
elitism. These were made possible through the education that they received. However, these 
technocrats can be understood in two ways: first, the role of the technocrats in the regime; 
and second, the alienation of the Technocrats from the majority of the society. 

A. The Role of the Technocrats in the Regime 

In the pre-Martial Law years, the vital role of education was emphasized by the 
United States of America. “The colonial policy perpetuated a mass public education that 
would inculcate technical skill and training that would produce the needed professionals 
not only for the state bureaucracy but also for the business community” (Encarnacion 
Tadem, 2019, p. 64). With this mandate, the cultivation of talents in the country bordered on 
the administration of the state and the development of financial capabilities. Technocrats 
were molded through the appearance of public education giving opportunities from the 
upper and lower classes (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). The capability to educate a person is no 
longer reliant with the personal wealth of the family but with the capacity of the 
government.  

“Pre-Martial law technocrats pursued in their studies was how to improve the 
profitability, effectiveness, and efficiency of capitalist model” (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019, 66). 
With this emphasis on the reliance to the power of the capitalist system, generation of 
money in the form of national policies became crucial for those who are studying abroad. 
However, the Filipino technocrats have another agenda in mind especially with their class 
background. For those who are in the upper-class, their training would augment the 
economic interests of their families while those in the middle and lower classes would use 
their training for academic careers and interests of business community (Encarnacion 
Tadem, 2019). In these cases, their personal interests would still be present against the 
enormous role that they have to play in the development of the Philippines. 
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With the technocrats playing key roles in the development of the country, the advent 
of the Marcos administration proved to be a threat to them. Technocrats who can be political 
adversaries were removed by the president (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). This shows how 
powerful the technocrats have become in their creation of policies. In this case, Marcos 
wanted to remove the possible threat in his hold of power. The remaining technocrats were 
known to have no plans for political positions against Marcos (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). 
This shows that removal from the government happens due to one’s political ambition and 
not due to one’s incompetence.  

The role of the technocrats in the placement of the Martial Law is undeniable. The 
imposition caught the technocrats off guard proving that they are insignificant and they are 
not a threat against Marcos (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). Since the remaining technocrats are 
no longer a threat to Marcos, he was confident that no one would question neither his 
implementation of the law nor the policies that will play in the maintenance of power. Since 
the technocrats were successful in the implementation of the policies they wanted through 
the help of Marcos and his allies, a certain penchant for authoritarianism would be critical to 
dispense civil and political rights to give way to economic expediency (Encarnacion Tadem, 
2019). The tragedy of the technocrats stemmed on accomplishing their job at the expense of 
the people. Since there are no challenges against the government, the economic policies are 
easier to be implemented and supported. In addition, the technocrats rationalized the 
dictatorship since they will not meddle with certain branches of the government 
(Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). This emphasizes the advantages of the regime for the 
technocrats. They will not be affected by politicians with personal interests since the power 
is already centered in Malacañang.  

B. The Alienation of the Technocrats  

During the implementation of the Martial Law, the technocrats encountered a 
different situation for enacting policies. They were compartmentalized to policy making and 
removed of access with key players in the economy (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). In this 
sense, the technocrats were limited to the wishes of the president and his allies.  More so, 
limiting the engagement of the technocrats removes them from becoming influential since 
they are only subservient to the power in Malacañang.  

“Despite their seeming success, the technocrats were either oblivious to or simply 
ignored the political machinations of Marcos in perpetuating himself in power” 
(Encarnacion Tadem, 2019, p. 207). This description about the technocrats showed their loss 
of concern when it comes to the possible abuse of power by the regime. Instead of going 
against the abuse of power, they assisted in such abuse by doing their best in their careers. 
However, this careerist mindset would also prove problematic among the technocrats with 
the removal of their influence to other politicians. They were dispensable (Encarnacion 
Tadem, 2019). 

“Besides being disregarded by Marcos, their economic policies alienated them from 
the vast majority of the Philippine society, which were the peasantry and the working class” 
(Encarnacion Tadem, 2019, p. 208). This emphasizes more the priority of the technocrats in 
making the best careers that they could have. Rebellion only rose given the neglect that they 
had adds Tadem. The technocrats do not have the skill to discuss with other people the 
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cause of their situations. This only made a faction of the business community attracted to the 
communist movement given that there are disagreements with the technocrats’ vision 
(Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). This shows the disapproval of the technocrats from certain 
personalities in the business community. They are not subservient for the development of 
the country but subservient to the requests of Malacañang.  

Given the actions exhibited by the technocrats, these emphasized the lack of political 
awareness from these professionals. This emanates from an atmosphere of technical 
knowledge and disinterested politics (Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). In this case, the role of the 
technocrats in the passage and maintenance of Martial Law cannot be ignored. Since they do 
not have political ambitions, they resorted to silence to maintain their stature. Technocracy, 
in this sense, has an authoritarian inclination by relying on connections of the family 
(Encarnacion Tadem, 2019). From the behavior of the technocrats, one can see a mistrust of 
process by which people can question the legitimacy of a policy to be implemented. The 
authoritarian bent that the technocrats adhere is the immediate implementation of policies 
reliant on personal connections.   

III. Banality of Evil and Its Meaning 

 The term Banality of Evil was mentioned only once in the report of Hannah Arendt 
(1964) in documenting the trial of the Nazi officer named Adolf Eichmann (p. 252). This evil 
is a reflection of Arendt as a correspondent for The New Yorker. However, the description 
of evil as banal, especially the evil of a Nazi officer, caused controversy. Arendt saw a 
murderer with no malicious intention contrary to the stereotypical picture of a Nazi as a 
monster (Aharony, 2019). From the standard description of an evil coming from a Nazi 
official, there is always a desire to do evil. However, the encounter of Arendt with Eichmann 
in documenting the trial gave a possibility that participation in an evil action, such as the 
atrocities of the Nazis, can be done out of ignorance. This possibility of evil in the person of 
Eichmann caused an uproar to her readers and to the Jews. She was branded as a naïve 
individual and irresponsible to other Jews (Humphreys, 2020). For the people who went 
against banality of evil, they cannot find the coherence of Eichmann’s ignorance to the 
millions of deaths under his administration of the concentration camps. However, Arendt 
did not mind the criticisms hurled against her. For her, there is a basis for the ignorance of 
Eichmann as the trial happened. To give credence to this ignorance, the infamous Nazi 
officer narrated how he joined the Nazis as interpreted by Arendt in her work. The 
following are noted in the report as Eichmann narrated his story: 

1. “May 8, 1945, the official date of Germany’s defeat, had become significant for him mainly 
because it then dawned upon him that thenceforward he would have to live without being a 
member of something or other” (Arendt, 1964 p. 32). In this statement from Arendt, one can 
see that Eichmann joined the Nazis since he lacked meaning in his life. Since he is a joiner, 
he did not inspect the ramifications of being a Nazi especially with its impact on the Jews. 
However, these revelations from Eichmann were dismissed by Arendt as ambitiousness. 
“What Eichmann failed to tell the presiding judge in cross-examination was that he had been 
an ambitious young man who was fed up as a traveling salesman” (Arendt, 1964, p. 33). 
From this description of Arendt, Eichmann was in search of meaning in life that he cannot 
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find in his previous employment but fulfilled in the Nazis; choosing a blind eye over the 
atrocities in favor of his career. 

2. “The longer one listened to him, the more obvious it became that his inability to speak 
was closely connected with an inability to think, namely, from the standpoint of somebody 
else” (Arendt, 1964 p. 49). In this scenario, Arendt recognized that Eichmann cannot go 
beyond himself in understanding the plight of other people. This is consistent in his 
interactions with the Jews whom he administered in camps. The statements from Eichmann 
in describing his everyday interactions came from his continuous use of stock phrases and 
self-invented clichés (Arendt, 1964). In addition to the incapability of Eichmann to transcend 
his very own self, he is guarded by catchphrases that would not question the validity of his 
work for the Nazis. No communication was possible with him, not because he lied, but 
because he was surrounded by the most reliable of all safeguards against the words and 
presence of others, hence against reality as such” (Arendt, 1964 p. 49). 

As expounded, evil can come from thoughtless individuals and not just monsters 
(McCraw, 2016). In this description, banality of evil gave a different interpretation of evil by 
emphasizing the thoughtlessness of an individual. Meanwhile, thoughtlessness and 
knowledge are different. Eichmann was knowledgeable. He was not stupid at all since he 
was able to answer the allegations against him (Arendt, 1964).  However, his capacity to 
understand the affliction of the other person lapsed (Mahony, 2018). This is a result of a 
passive acceptance of events without questioning their bases causing evil effects (Young-
Bruehl, 2006). With this definition in mind, three important features of such evil are 
important to discuss: the inability to think, the economic root of banality of evil, and the rise 
of private life against public life. 

1. Inability to Think 

Evil deeds without conviction are phenomenal shallowness (Bowen-Moore, 1989). In 
this definition from Bowen-Moore, evil is primarily understood as a desire to be done. 
However, banality of evil is not a product of desire. The reality of evil expounded by Arendt 
through banality of evil purged evil of its immensity. In this case, it was born out of a 
personal concern ignorant of the implications of such concern.  

Moral issues can happen not just through mere conviction but also to strict 
observance of duty (Berkowitz et al, 2010). In this definition, evil is primarily understood as 
a product of certain ideology. However, evil can also be born out of duty and not just out of 
ideology. Such duty borders on the loss of the possible effects that one’s actions could bring 
to other people. Duty becomes a private concern. Since this is born out of a private concern, 
cooperation becomes the action for one to commit such evil since it is centralized on duty. 
This kind of evil is not born out of desire to actually commit such action. Duty with the 
inability to think results to immorality. Immorality stems from an obsession to accomplish 
one’s duty without reflecting on the repercussions of such actions in a larger scale. 

Banality of evil is a display of a functionary’s participation in the destruction of 
millions without the inherent desire to do so and the lack of reflection to ponder on such 
actions (Hartouni, 2012). This description shows the unconsciousness of a person who 
committed the unthinkable by narrowing it down as a performance of a job. Since it is 
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narrowed as a job, the person involved cannot see the bigger picture he/she is putting 
himself/herself into. 

2. Economic Root of Banality of Evil 

For Peg Birmingham, it is not just following the laws that made Eichmann commit 
such banality of evil. It is also rooted in the economic situation. Critics of Arendt argue that 
she overlooked the anti-Semitism of Eichmann without thinking about the careerism 
inherent in him (Nys & de Wije, 2019). In this discussion of banality of evil, Birmingham 
pointed out the crucial role of economic stability for a person as evil as Eichmann to appear. 
With this, evil happens not as a product of a desire to do it but an economic excess. This is 
consistent with the description of Eichmann as written by Hannah Arendt. He did not tell 
the judge that his ambitiousness made him resign as a travelling sales man since he is 
already fed up (Arendt, 1963). 

Eichmann became a crucial piece to the Nazi machinery of evil since he was looking 
for a personal meaning in life through work. His ambitiousness made him blind to the 
atrocities he committed. More so, his obsession with his career lead made him oblivious of 
the pain and suffering that he became an accomplice with. This is a form of economic 
superfluousness “becoming thoughtless functionaries in the production” (Nys & de Wije, 
2019 p. 157). In this argument, the atrocities of a Nazi cannot be encapsulated only as a 
hatred of the Jews. It is also possible that evil happens since one is a gear that allowed such 
hatred to escalate into the extermination of the Jews. One becomes a connecting piece for 
such atrocities to continue.  

3. The Rise of Private Concerns in the Society 

 For Dossa (1984), banality of evil should be contextualized in the private realm rather 
than the public realm to understand the term better. The author added that public realm is 
the locus of community distinguished to care for fellow citizens while private realm is an 
instinctual individualism marked by the disposition to advance self-interest. By 
understanding banality of evil as a private realm, it shows how evil operates in the society 
through individualism and self-interest which is exhibited by Adolf Eichmann.  

“In the picture that Arendt paints in the barest of colors, Eichmann emerges as an 
outstandingly private man obsessed with his career to an extraordinary degree” (Dossa, 
1984 p. 169). In this discussion, banality of evil happens in the society once the private 
interests of an individual were prioritized against the collective interests. In this case, there 
is no such thing as the “other” but only the “self.” This would be manifested in a careerist 
mindset fueled by personal motivations of enrichening one’s self. There is no public life for 
this person. Citizenship is reduced to an individual. Banal evil is void of the public life since 
it caters only to the self. With this, one’s sense of membership with the other people is 
diminished. Instead of a common world, a plurality of worlds teeming in individualism 
created distance to other people.  

“In Nazi Germany, it was the triumph of this self-interested privacy which 
predisposed men to systematically and routinely perpetrate perhaps the most unspeakable 
crimes in human history” (Dossa, 1984, p. 170). With these statements in mind, the actions of 
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Eichmann became possible since the political system of Nazism maintained it. His personal 
motivations drove him to act on things without reflecting on the actions that these would 
inflict in the long run. However, Eichmann is not the only one. There are also people around 
him motivated by the same personal goals. Their political system made them focus on their 
individual lives and careers so that they can disregard the situation of other people in favor 
of their very own survival. In this case, self-interested privacy results to a horrible tragedy 
(Dossa, 1984). 

IV. Banality of Evil and the Martial Law 

The works of Mijares, Manapat, and Encarnacion Tadem served different purposes. 
Mijares provided the pre-Martial Law and during the Martial Law contexts. Manapat 
provided the post-Martial Law data especially about the people involved with the regime. 
Encarnacion Tadem showed the role of the technocrats in maintaining Martial Law. Given 
these different frames, they converged toward the loss of willingness to confront the evil of 
the Martial Law by acting as its gears in serving the regime. 

1. The Inability to Think during the Martial Law period 

 When it comes to the imposition of the Martial Law, Mijares proved that many 
politicians and people in power were aware of it. However, this made significant figures 
lose their capability to think about its possible effects especially that their positions are at 
stake. In addition, the reduction of the nation to a few resulted to a control of mindset in the 
country since self-interest has taken hold of the people.  

 From the account of Manapat, the inability to think is a result of the polarity between 
the rich and the poor. With few published studies on the issues of poverty created, there are 
no avenues for people to think that they are in a dire situation. The loss of data is an 
assurance for people not to think otherwise of their situation. In addition, this loss of data is 
facilitated by legitimators. Enemies are removed and silenced in order to remove 
possibilities in other people’s minds. As long as the allies of the regime are in notable 
positions, no one would dare question the situation. 

 Following Encarnacion Tadem’s narrative, certain technocrats proved to be a tragedy 
in thinking. Though they were trained abroad and knowledgeable of their craft, they were 
lacking in the capability to halt the regime in doing whatever it wants. To retain their 
positions, they did not question the situation and resorted to rationalizations. In addition, 
their sense for thinking shrunk with the removal of their consulting powers in other 
government agencies and other sectors of Philippine society. These actions resulted to 
problems that affected many due to their inability to think. 

2. Economic Root of the Martial Law 

Mijares' account stated that the political problems of the Philippines have been 
existent since the end of World War II. However, these problems have economic roots. The 
Martial Law, under Marcos, is the culmination of the problems that existed before. 
Corruption has been proliferating in the Philippine society but it reached its peak during the 
Marcos regime. The politicians allowed the Martial Law since they need to maintain their 
economic leverage while ordinary people did not question the imposition of the Martial Law 
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due to many issues affecting their occupations. In addition, the Martial Law made the 
selected few extremely rich and powerful. 

For Manapat, the polarity of the rich and the poor along with the accomplices to such 
polarity showed the economic situation of the country. Lack of data was used to hide the 
wealth of selected few while ordinary people continue to struggle in their everyday lives. To 
exacerbate the situation, accomplices are needed to control the behavior of ordinary people. 
In this case, the Philippine economy worked for the benefit of the selected few of the regime. 

In Encarnacion Tadem's book, the technocrats and their economic interest was 
questioned. It can be noticed that the rise of technocrats during the Martial Law was rooted 
on their personal interests in the guise of national interest. Their role in the regime was not 
just facilitating the requests of Marcos and his allies but also retaining their personal 
welfares especially with their families’ interests. This was the reason why they continue 
amidst the alienation they got from the government. 

3. The Rise of Private Concerns during the Martial Law 

 With the discussion of the inability to think and of the economic roots that propelled 
the regime, there can only be a destruction of public life which gave birth to a multitude of 
private interests. This is evident in the accounts of Mijares, Manapat and Encarnacion-
Tadem. 

Given the account of Mijares, the non-rejection of the inspiration of the Martial Law 
and the reduction of the nation are crucial features in the rise of private concerns in the 
country.  Since the Filipinos accepted the imposition of the Martial Law without challenge, it 
showed how centered on the private lives are the ordinary citizens and public officials. In 
addition, the placement of allies of Marcos in different positions showed how the country 
was made to work for the interests of the few in the guise of national interest. 

With Manapat, the polarity of the rich and the poor as facilitated by the accomplices 
became crucial in the progress of private interests disguised as crucial government policies. 
In this scenario, the powerful continue to enrich themselves while the poor struggle to 
maintain their livelihood whatever it takes. The work of the accomplices is crucial to 
maintain different private interests at play. 

The private concerns of the technocrats became essential in the proliferation of the 
Martial Law, according to Encarnacion Tadem (2019). With the role of technocrats in the 
regime and their alienation in the society, this demonstrates that their position in the 
government is not just to extend the power of the regime but to propel their own interests.  

 
Conclusion 
 
 The debate on how to interpret the Martial Law years continues until this day. As 
emphasized by Mijares, understanding what really transpired during the Martial Law years 
will continue to haunt people. Consistent with the recent events that transpired involving 
the Marcos family proved how prophetic Mijares has become especially as a former media 
czar of the Marcos regime. Parallel with his documentation, Manapat and Encarnacion 
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Tadem emphasized as well the number of people who benefitted from the regime starting 
from the relatives, cronies or people who did not dare question the propaganda of the 
regime. With the involvement of people in the hierarchy of the dictatorship, the regime 
continuously pillaged the Filipino people in a national scale. Those who benefitted thought 
only of their careers and self-preservation under the Marcos hierarchy.  

 With these in mind, such operations can be understood as banality of evil. Though 
the people under the Marcos regime are knowledgeable as documented by Encarnacion 
Tadem, with all of their degrees hailed from the assistance of the America in helping with 
the education program of the country, they cannot understand the plight of their fellow 
Filipinos during those times. They cannot understand the issues of people outside of their 
elite circles. Their education proved how their use of knowledge was used for their personal 
gain and self-preservation. Along with these, their duties have been to perform efficiently 
and effectively since they are just following orders and the laws which they did not dare 
question. 

 The Marcos regime was successful in destroying the public life in the Philippines. By 
shattering the country into different “private” concerns through disinformation and 
concealment of crucial details as Mijares is concerned, individualistic and self-interests 
became crucial features in the country especially for the people faithful to the Marcos 
regime. There are no collective interests during the Martial Law years. As proven by Mijares, 
Manapat, and Encarnacion Tadem, becoming rich, successful, and powerful became 
significant for certain people by being faithful to the regime. True enough, there will be 
continuous debate on the quality of life during those years since the private concerns 
eclipsed the public life. It continues to be a battle of experiences from those who suffered in 
the regime and those benefitted from it. One’s experience is different from another – a 
crucial display of how broken is the public life during those times. In this scenario, the 
country was transformed as an archipelago of private interests. 

Today, we are seeing people argue about the comfort of their personal lives during 
those times against the facts established and transpired publicly about the regime. This is a 
banality of evil that is founded on the idea of comfort making the capacity to understand 
problematic. What we should be careful of is a banality of evil that is regionalist in nature. 
Are we ready to see local celebrations in the provinces of politicians who are proven to be 
criminals nationally? Though this may be a question, it cannot be denied of the warning that 
it poses as well. 
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Abstract 

 
The study explores the novice teachers' competencies in integrating education 
technology in lesson preparation.  The paper is anchored in the professional 
standards for teachers, specifically, the domains that focus on the positive use 
of ICT.  The study utilized a mixed method research design. The selected 132 
novice teachers answered the online survey questionnaire introduced using 
Google forms and 10 participants answered an online interview. They were 
chosen through purposive sampling technique. The data were collected using 
Blended Teaching Readiness survey questionnaire and semi-structured 
questionnaire, for the quantitative phase and qualitative phase, respectively. 
The analysis of data progressed through statistical software and thematic 
coding. The study revealed that the self-evaluation of novice teachers on their 
abilities is very competent. The qualitative data exposed the different struggles 
in teacher preparations in instructional methodologies. Hence, novice teachers 
must undergo additional professional development on the integration of 
technology in instructional designing, assessment and managing online 
learning environments. Teacher education institutions must intensify in 
equipping teachers with knowledge on integrating technology in lesson 
preparations. The government must provide resources for the teachers that 
will help them prepare instructional materials such as ICT rooms, technicians 
for technical support, laptops, and internet connectivity. Enough time will also 
help teachers to design better instructional materials for their class. The current 
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situation of the education system of our country needs a more significant push 
and optimistic view that we will be able to make progressive change. Teachers 
should think of personal initiative, welcome the possible ways to enhance the 
current system, and become part of reforms to help our country uplift and face 
challenges and endeavors. 

 
Keywords: educational technology, instructional methodologies, professional 
development and teachers' professional standards 

 

Introduction 

Various reforms are already put into place worldwide, so teachers are well equipped 

and can adapt to the possible changes brought by different anticipated situations like the 

Covid-19 pandemic (Adoniou & Gallagher, 2017). Over the years, ensuring proficient 

teachers and excellence in classroom preparation has become a primary global concern. 

Previous research reports that teacher standards can help in promoting quality education 

(Ingvarson, 2012). High-quality teachers are essential for the future growth of national 

educational systems and economic vitality (Panda, 2019). The deteriorating quality of 

education in the country prompted policymakers and researchers to investigate the possible 

reasons why there is a decline in student achievement (Santoro et al., 2012). Programme for 

International Student Assessment (PISA) 2018 results revealed that teachers are having 

difficulties in designing performance tasks and authentic problem-solving activities. 

Inadequate knowledge of student-centered teaching strategy falls to misinterpretation of the 

term "facilitating learning" (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

[OECD], 2019).   

The quality of education helps in ensuring the quality of life and economic progress. 

It equips the people with knowledge and skills and it boosts human resources. Scientific 

investigations strengthen technology, industrialization, and innovations. Undeniably, 

education plays a vital role in the different sectors of our society. In line with the goal of 

promoting quality education, it is also imperative to upgrade the quality of teachers we 

have. Professional standards, training, and advancement are all related to the quality and 

professionalism of teachers. As a result, teacher preparation is critical in both training and 

setting the groundwork for their professional growth (Panda, 2019). In the current situation, 

the pandemic made a significant impact on the education sector. The challenge in the 

education system shows the limitations of the teachers and the capacity of the country to 

support learners from different stages of life.  

Teacher professional standards are seen as a critical component for delivering 

commendable quality instruction to 21st-century learners. Quality education should be 

measured against global standards. Notably, teachers take responsibility for their own 

personal and professional development. In 2017, the Philippine education system fully 
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adopted and implemented the new set of professional standards for teachers known as the 

Philippine Professional Standards for Teachers or PPST (Department Order No. 42 s. 2017). 

This framework is anchored in the National Competency-Based Teacher Standards (NCBTS) 

institutionalized through CMO No. 52, s. 2001 and DOES No. 32, s. 2009. The guidelines 

enclosed the list of parameters or standards for evaluating the success of new and seasoned 

teachers.  

The PPST categorizes the skills and competencies that quality teachers must have to 

cope with changing global frameworks, specifically to address the needs of the teachers in 

the use of technology. There are two indicators that focus mainly on upskilling and 

equipping teachers in using Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in teacher 

preparation. In the first domain (Domain 1: Content Knowledge and Pedagogy), the 

indicator includes the different ways on how teachers can incorporate the positive use of 

ICT in facilitating effective teaching and learning processes involving various applications 

and software.  Another metric based on 4.5.1 of Domain 4: Curriculum and Planning 

indicate that teachers must be able to demonstrate skills in the acquisition, creation, and use 

of a range of teaching and learning tools, including ICT, to meet the learning objectives. The 

following indicators highlight the significant impact of 21st Century skills sets, which cover 

the application of technology in lesson preparation (Research Center for Teacher Quality, 

2021). These standards have implications for preparing and supporting teachers in their 

early years (Luft et al., 2015; Roberto & Madrigal, 2018). 

The sudden shift in learning modalities impacted both Higher Education Institutions 

and basic education. The implementation of the online learning system requires teachers to 

integrate educational technology in the preparation of lessons, choosing teaching strategies, 

designing learning assessment and evaluation, and improving class management (Juanda et 

al., 2021). In delivering content using online platforms, it is required to migrate the lesson, 

assessment tools, and audio-visual materials in an acceptable format needed by a software 

application. The efficient use of technology in lesson delivery also signifies the success of the 

teaching and learning process (Gepila Jr., 2020). Designing and creating online content is not 

easy. It requires expertise and a deep understanding of how to curate the digital content 

available on the internet (Mugot et al., 2019; Ramos et al., 2020). Furthermore, Yeban (2020) 

clearly stated that "teachers should re-orient their practice toward designing learning tasks 
and episodes that challenge students to explore discovery and application of existing 
knowledge and pursue solutions to real-life challenges that learners experience and will 
experience. The new role of the teacher is to guide the learners on available resources 
students can use and learn from".  

Teacher preparation has been regarded as a paradoxical panacea for improving 

school curriculum and teaching and learning while at the same time being exposed to 

critiques that call into question its efficacy in training high-quality teachers for the 21st 

century (Flores, 2016). Refining teaching and learning requires investment in high-quality 
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collective teacher education with comprehensive, proven expertise and training (Darling-

Hammond, 2013). The emerging situation opens the possibilities that teachers need to be 

assessed to determine the current condition in the field. The study aims to know how digital 

literacy helps teachers incorporate online materials in crafting effective teaching strategies. 

The possible outcomes of this study might assist the department of education in preparing 

professional programs to improve teachers' skills and teaching practices further. The study 

results might help determine the possible ways to improve the teacher preparation 

programs of teacher education institutions.  

Purpose of the research 

The study's primary goal is to evaluate the new teachers' competencies in integrating 

educational technology into instructional methodologies in the new normal. Explicitly, the 

study wants to: 1) explore the advantages of having foundational knowledge on digital 

literacy and ways of integrating online materials in their teaching strategy; 2) determine the 

use of technology in facilitating student and teacher interactions or student to student 

interactions; 3) identify the aspect of the planning of Instructional Methods and Strategies 

that teachers find most struggling in integrating technology; 4) discuss the different 

challenges of Integrating Technology in planning for Evaluation and Assessment, and 5) 

determine the difficulties in Managing Blended Environments and Managing Blended 

Routines in an online learning environment.  

Methodology 

The new Philippine teacher standards are holistically developing and achieving new 

milestones. National reforms in the teaching and learning process are usually content of 

previous research in the country. The current study utilized an explanatory mixed method 

research design to investigate teachers' competencies on Educational Technology Integration 

on Instructional Methodologies. 

Creswell and Clark (2011) explained that explanatory research does not provide 

definitive evidence. Still, it does assist us in better understanding the issue. The word 

"explanatory analysis" means that the study aims to clarify rather than simply identify the 

investigated phenomenon (Subedi, 2016). Professional standards for teachers can give us 

many topics to explore. However, this study opts to focus only on the two domains that 

cover the application of educational technology in teacher preparation. According to 

Creswell and Clark (2011), explanatory research design includes gathering quantitative data 

first, then qualitative data to further justify or expand on the quantitative findings. The 

rationale for this approach is that quantitative data and results provide a broad picture of 

the research problem; further study, mainly qualitative data collection, is required to refine 

or explain a bigger perspective of the research. The research method is divided into six 

stages, outlined in the following processes: 
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Figure 1 

Summary of the research processes  
 
Note: The model was adopted from the works of Subedi (2016). Explanatory sequential mixed 
method design as the third research community of knowledge claim. American Journal of 
Educational Research, 4(7), 570-577. 

Participants of the Study  

One hundred thirty-two novice teachers answered the online survey questionnaire 

introduced using Google forms and 10 participants answered an online interview. The 

respondents were selected using a purposive sampling method. In the general education 

literature, there is no consensus on the exact concept of when teachers stop being novices in 

terms of time teaching; it can range from one year to five years in various research papers. 

Farrell (2012) defines new teachers with teaching experiences of less than five years. Other 

authors mentioned less than five years (Kim & Roth, 2011), two years teaching experience or 
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less (Haynes, 2011), and three to five years (Salleh & Tan, 2013). For the purpose of the study 

the sole criterion set was participants should be novice teachers with three to five years in 

service.  

Table 1 

Profile of the Respondents 
 

Code Age Rank Years in Service  

TP1 20 Teacher 1 1 

TP2 21 Teacher 1 2 

TP3 20 Teacher 1 1 

TP4 20 Teacher 1 1 

TP5 24 Teacher 1 3 

TP6 21 Teacher 1 2 

TP7 22 Teacher 1 2 

TP8 23 Teacher 1 4 

TP9 23 Teacher 1 3 

TP10 25 Teacher 1 5 

 

Research Instruments 

Survey Questionnaire 

The instrument used for the study was Blended Teaching Readiness Instrument that 

was developed by Graham et al. (2018). The quantitative datasets were analyzed using 

descriptive statistics with the help of statistical software. Blended Teaching Readiness 

Instrument consists of 65 Likert-item Process Model questionnaires consisting of five areas, 

each area containing two to four sub-domains. The first area focuses on digital 

literacy/citizenship subjects from their previous courses. The questions entail different 

aspects of online teaching. The second area focuses on incorporating online materials in 

teaching strategy and lesson planning. The third area focuses on integrating technology in 

the planning of Instructional Methods and Strategies. The fourth area deals with the 

planning of Evaluation and Assessment and transforming into online content. The last area 

focuses on the planning of Managing Blended Environments and Managing Blended 

Routines. The questionnaire used in the study went through two complete stages of 

instrument development and validation and peer review. The Cronbach alphas for each 

construct is reported as equivalent to (>.85). In the current study, the instrument was tested 

for its reliability in the Philippine setting and obtained 0.989 using Cronbach's Alpha 

coefficient. 
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Interview 

A semi-structured questionnaire consisting of seven questions were introduced 

further to explore their experiences and struggles in the current scenario. The questionnaire 

includes their struggles in integrating and implementing online learning and the use of ICT 

in instructions.  The following questions were used: (1) What makes it challenging to choose 

specific software and online tools to prepare lessons? (2) Did you have digital 

literacy/citizenship subjects during college days? Where did you encounter the term digital 

literacy/citizenship? (3) During your student teaching days, how did you incorporate online 

materials in your teaching strategy? In what aspect of planning your lesson do you find 

yourself most struggling? Why? (4) In what aspect of planning your review do you find 

yourself most struggling in integrating technology? Why? (5) In what aspect of your 

Instructional Methods and Strategies planning do you find yourself most struggling in 

integrating technology? Why? (6) In what aspect of your Evaluation and Assessment 

planning do you find yourself most struggling in integrating technology? Why? and (7) In 

what aspect of planning your Managing Blended Environments and Managing Blended 

Routines do you find yourself most struggling? Why? 

Data analysis 

The Blended Teaching Readiness Instrument's mean scores were determined using 

statistical tools. The same software calculated the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient for the 

instrument's internal accuracy. The process ensured that the instrument adopted in the 

study was applicable in the current research setting. The responses of the participants from 

the online interview were gathered and coded.  

Creswell (2012) explained that coding helps form explanations and broad themes 

through fragmenting and classifying text. The responses gathered from the interview were 

processed to come up with specific themes. By separating the different problems identified 

during manual coding, the organization of data to produce discrete files became more 

convenient (Miles et al., 2018).   

Ethical consideration 

Before the survey and interview, a consent letter was obtained from the participants. 

The study's intention was explicitly discussed, and every prospective participant was 

guaranteed that their responses were strictly tacted and treated with absolute secrecy. 

Accordingly, no identity of the participants was revealed in the results. The names of the 

teacher-participants were replaced with code names such as teacher-participant 1 (TP1). All 

involvement was voluntary, and it was discussed that anyone could withdraw from the 

interview with no consequence. No one was forced or compensated for their involvement in 

this research. 
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Results and Discussion 

 
Teachers' knowledge in digital literacy 

Table 2 shows the responses of teachers concerning their background on digital 

literacy. It shows that the teachers are very competent in terms of dispositions, with a mean 

result of 3.41 and digital citizenship with a mean score of 3.49, while only competent in 

technical literacy with a mean result of 3.11. 

Table 2 

Fundamentals of Education Technology Integration 
 

Indicators Mean SD Description 

Technical Literacy 3.11 0.68 Competent 
Digital Citizenship 3.29 0.67 Very Competent 
Dispositions 3.41 0.63 Very Competent 

 

The teacher participants were asked about the common tools found in an online 

learning environment. The curation of materials for effective teaching was emphasized, like 

the content of a lesson, quizzes, and activity sheets. Even though new teachers already 

encounter digital literacy during their course work, they still have some difficulties using 

online platforms. Some of their statements are the following:  

"It is about providing interactive content that catches the student's 
participation. The new normal poses a significant challenge for the 
educational sector; that is why a new environment is needed to increase the 
participation rate of the students.” (TP3) 

"I am most concerned with interactive educational software because it 
does not provide specific instructions on operating and how the general 
software works.” (TP4) 

"I must say that I also have a struggle when it comes to dealing with 
educational software like Google classrooms, simulations, and even with 
using Microsoft excel. Since I am still in the intermediate level of digital 
literacy, I sometimes find it hard to cope with.” (TP5) 

"In a progressive curriculum, it is a must to use content-specific 
educational software to engage the students in the learning process. 
However, as a new teacher in the field, I admit that I am not good enough to 
use it. I am still struggling with some aspects of educational software, like the 
selection of educational games. In selecting, I should know how to relate it to 
the lesson. I also need to consider the skills and intelligence of every learner.” 
(TP7) 
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Dispositions are also essential because they measure and show the teachers' way of 

decision making. The choice of instructional materials to be used was one of the most 

challenging decisions because it can affect the students' understanding and learning 

experiences and security of students in using online platforms and honesty in answering 

assessment. It is also important to consider the students' awareness in the proper citing of 

references to avoid plagiarism. The integration of different life skills that promote 

collaboration, creativity, and critical thinking will also help students create meaningful 

learning experiences. Here are some of the statements of the new teachers regarding the 

problems they encountered in incorporating factual content using technology:  

"I incorporate teaching materials in doing quizzes and reports. The most 
struggling part of lesson planning is in the assessment part because it cannot 
justify whether the students learned or not."(TP1)  

"It is about providing teaching materials that work best for them. The fact 
that some teaching strategies work best on the others while some may not. That 
is one thing to consider in online education."(TP3)  

"I usually use online materials when I do assessments and evaluations. I 
usually struggle in the making of assessments and evaluations since I do a lot of 
them online." (TP4) 

"In lesson planning, I have struggled in incorporating online resources 
into learning activities. However, through simulations, classrooms, and other 
online platforms, it was easy for me to adapt to the new learning environment. 
Also, in doing such, I need to be constantly flexible and maintain a good 
relationship and communication with the students." (TP5)  

"During my student teaching days, I was already using a laptop for 
PowerPoint presentations. I was able to incorporate that because that is what I 
am doing right now. With the help of some sources, I could use some educational 
videos for my daily lessons. The hardest part of teaching was the planning of 
activities. It is not easy to think of an engaging activity because it is an online 
class. We cannot play many games; there are limited games we can play, and 
because of that, students may get bored." (TP6) 

Most of the participants affirm that they took subjects related to educational 

technology when they were still in college. Some of the proofs are the following responses:  

"I am delighted that I do have digital literacy. We do have subjects about 
computers during our college days, aside from that our teachers help us be 
digital literate. Most of our projects and assignments have digital involvement, 
and that helps me today." (TP6) 

"Yes, we have a subject about digital literacy. If I am not mistaken, our 
subjects were Educational Technology 1 and 2, where our instructors taught us 
about using technology in a classroom setting and managing it correctly. Because 
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nowadays, learners are living with the technological world. So it is more fun and 
engaging if technology is utilized in the teaching and learning process." (TP7) 

"We do not have such digital literacy/citizenship subjects during college, 
but I only had Educational Technology. However, I can say that these two have 
the same aspect synonymously that deals with technology-based literacy and are 
considered as the tool for students to enhance and develop their capability in 
using ICT Integration. "(TP9)  

However, there are responses that state that they do not have ICT in their degree 

program. Perhaps, the respondents are just not familiar with digital literacy because one of 

the subjects/courses that they mentioned was Education Technology.  

 Teacher preparation programs must provide the opportunity to preservice teachers 

to build their Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) to integrate 

technology into their teaching efficiently and other lesson preparation using the concept of 

digital literacy (Fahrurozi et al., 2019; Shively & Palilonis, 2018; Canbazoglu Bilici et al., 2016; 

Cacho, 2014). Moreover, the Teacher Education Council (TEC) emphasized that online 

experiences are inevitable (Thomas, 2011) during disasters or pandemics. 

Designing Teacher Instructional Methodologies and Approaches 

Table 3 shows that teachers are very competent in designing and facilitating their 

classes. The teachers are very competent in designing instructional methodologies and 

approaches with a mean score of 3.37. Teachers show a higher degree of competence in 

facilitating student-content interaction with a mean result of 3.46 than personalizing 

instructions.  

Table 3 
Planning Instruction and facilitating classroom interaction 
 

Indicators Mean SD Description 

Personalizing Instruction 3.37 0.65 Very Competent 
Facilitating Student-Student Interaction 3.41 0.63 Very Competent 
Facilitating Teacher-Student Interaction 3.45 0.64 Very Competent 
Facilitating Student-Content Interaction 3.46 0.63 Very Competent 

 

Teachers need to develop a range of teaching strategies to promote positive learning 

communities, professional goals, and successful teaching dispositions. Wilson and Kittleson 

(2011) argue that teachers should be trained to be facilitators that contribute to 

comprehension rather than being a science practitioner of scientific knowledge. It should be 

composed of a community of learners that promote sharing of knowledge. Teachers and 

students engage in identifying and analyzing issues, determining phenomena, inventing 

and checking hypotheses, and assessing the relevance and validity of their data and the 
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appropriateness of their conclusions. These are some of the positive responses of teachers 

regarding their preparation:  

"During assessments, I have made it successfully using Google forms and 
such, but I have to spend much time exploring such software." (TP5) 

"As I mentioned in number 1 (b), I do not have a problem with the LMS I 
am using because I could post quizzes, exams, reviewers, and more. I use the 
LMS to review my students." (TP6) 

"Students are diverse learners, of course, so it is not easy to think and 
provide the best thing for them if I know that there are some cases that some of 
the students find it difficult to understand while others are finding it as an easy 
task. So, I should think better and apply the Multiple Intelligence by Howard 
Gardner when dealing with assessing my students like how they can perform 
and showcase their forte." (TP9) 

Blended learning requires skill in putting online and non-digital content into lesson 

plans. Here are some responses that show difficulty in planning.  

"Assessment is genuinely challenging. I struggled in almost every aspect 
of it." (TP1) 

"Integrating Technology in assessment making is very challenging since 
it requires thorough planning and is very time-consuming." (TP4) 

"In terms of assessment, we have some difficulty integrating Technology 
in the effectiveness of our plans." (TP8) 

"It is hard to assess the students' learning online because of their different 
levels of digital expertise and other factors that contribute to low academic 
performance." (TP10) 

Instructional Methods and Strategies Preparation 

In designing instructional methods and strategies with technology integration, it can 

be gleaned from the result (Table 4) that the participants struggle in planning blended 

activities with a mean result of 3.38 over planning blended assessments of 3.43. 

Table 4 
Activity Preparation and Planning 
 

Indicators Mean SD Description 

Planning Blended Activities 3.38 0.62 Very Competent 
Planning Blended Assessments 3.43 0.60 Very Competent 
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Based on their responses during the interview, only one response shows positive 

feedback on preparation. That participant states that:  

"It was then easy to do the instructions since I have consistently 
communicated with the students." (TP5)  

Here are other responses that show their struggles in planning activities and assessment.  

"I struggled most of the time choosing the best instructional method 
and strategy because I am confused whether it will be effective." (TP1) 

"On what appropriate app to be used." (TP2) 

"Incorporating a blended environment and making learning fun 
makes it challenging to provide Instructional Methods and Strategies for 
students. In this online teaching-learning process, it is hard to plump for the 
strategies that cater to the needs of the students." (TP3) 

"I struggle in delivering instruction since I am not yet very adept at 
handling online platforms and software." (TP4) 

"I am struggling in planning interactive activities and games. I am 
teaching grade school students, and we all know that they have a short 
attention span. That is why I need to have interactive and engaging activities, 
and that is the problem. Activities and games are limited during an online 
class." (TP6) 

"We are struggling in the part where our methods and strategies 
could help increase our students' academic performance." (TP8) 

"I struggle when I badly learn the given task before applying it to the 
whole class. Sometimes the provided task (like watching the video first, 
studying the preparation of using a projector needed for integrating 
technology) is challenging yet quickly learned. When I used to see the 
effectiveness of my work before letting the students apply." (TP9) 

"Incorporating a blended environment and making learning fun 
makes it challenging to provide Instructional Methods and Strategies for 
students. In this online teaching-learning process, it is hard to plump for the 
strategies that cater to the needs of the students." (TP10) 

Teacher planning and reflection which also requires a series of practice and revision 

are important in improving the work of a newly emerging teacher. We are expecting that 

teachers can gain experience on how to plan and implement teaching activities.  
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Integrating technology in planning for Evaluation and Assessment 

In integrating technology in evaluation and assessment, Table 5 below shows that 

participants are very competent in preparing for evaluating and reflecting with a mean 

result of 3.47 over implementing blended assessment with a mean result of 3.45. In 

particular, this questionnaire area presents details in crafting performance-based 

assessments using an online platform, rubrics for scoring, evaluating effectiveness based on 

students' scores, providing a different avenue in feedback and collaboration. 

 

Table 5 

Integrating EduTEch in Assessment & Evaluation 
 

Indicators Mean SD Description 

Implementing Blended Assessment 3.45 0.63 Very Competent 
Evaluating and Reflecting 3.47 0.59 Very Competent 

  

In some aspects, technology is helpful. Teachers always look at the possible ways to improve 

their instruction to avoid dishonesty and unethical behavior in an online assessment.  

"In terms of assessing, the only problem I think was the students' 
honesty while answering the assessments. We are not sure if they are the 
ones who answered it." (TP6) 

"In evaluation, we did not encounter such difficulties." (TP8) 

"I might say that some students are still struggling in using 
technology, but I make sure that they will not be left behind in my class, so 
the remedy I usually used was to give them the basic etiquette and steps on 
how to deal with technology. I find it challenging to choose the specific 
lesson for the evaluation and assessment that should be more appropriate to 
the topic discussion." (TP9) 

The results of the interview reveal that there are still some difficulties in designing 

assessment strategies. Since most schools in the Philippines are not practicing blended 

learning modalities, the pandemic caused a big adjustment on the part of the teachers. The 

following statements below: 

"Considering that I have been used to the traditional way of assessing 
and evaluating, the most struggling part was choosing the best kind of 
assessment and evaluation. There might be a lot. However, it must be the 
most appropriate one." (TP1) 

"One thing to contemplate is the late submission of the activities of the 
students. Evaluation and assessment are substantial, yet barriers to online 
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education such as connection problems, domestic noise, and other factors 
that affect the student's performance pose the gaps of compelling online 
education." (TP3) 

"It has always been hard to explore and learn more about the 
technology I have been using." (TP5) 

Supervision of Blended Environments and Routines 

Generally, the participants are very competent in managing blended environments. 

However, they struggle in managing blended learning routines over blended learning 

environments, with the former having a mean result of 3.49 over the latter with 3.48. An 

online learning environment also requires proper management. It requires maintenance and 

organization, such as electronic modules, links, and digital resources. Clear and specific 

procedures should be available to help students in easy navigation of the learning 

environment. The student support system is also in enormous demand in an online learning 

modality.  

Table 6 

Blended Classroom Management 
 

Indicators Mean SD Description 

Blended Learning Environment 3.48 0.59 Very Competent 
Blended Learning Routines 3.49 0.57 Very Competent 

 

The challenges brought about by pandemic inspire the teachers to excel and learn 

new things. Most of the participants in the interview said they had difficulty in preparing 

for online classes. Time management and personal space in work from home setup also arise 

as common problems. Their basic knowledge in the use of technology is not enough. It also 

requires more experience and ideas in different applications to be used. Teachers are not the 

only ones experiencing learning environment problems; even students have no conducive 

learning space at home. Noises and other factors like animals and passing vehicles also 

contribute to the distraction of online classes. The absence of physical classroom interaction 

requires more suitable collaborative strategies and learning activities. Some of the 

statements below show the different struggles encountered by the participants of the study:  

"I find myself most struggling in budgeting my time and finding a 
perfect place to work since I only live in a small home. "(TP1) 

"The whole setup. These blended environments and routines are very 
new to me and are quite challenging considering my knowledge in 
Technology, which I believe is still very little. "(TP4) 
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"I am struggling with the problem that's happening today. Because of 
the pandemic, I was not able to meet my students personally. During the 
online class, I cannot control the noise that can be distracting during 
discussion. "(TP6)  

"It all starts when the students are prepared to learn or not, which 
leads the ambiance to be conducive or hindering them from learning. I can 
say that I struggled most with the said issue when dealing in an open area 
near an event area, canteen, or event places. In such cases, students get easily 
distracted. They could not help but focus on those different scenarios and get 
distracted by the noise. I cannot focus on the lesson whenever my students 
are not yet prepared to listen and learn, but I am still doing my best to get 
their attention. "(TP9) 

"It is about creating an interactive environment of teaching and 
learning.  Moving to online education is a bit peculiar to everyone. Hence, 
this creates a teaching-learning shock for both the educators and the 
students.” (TP3) 

Overall, the survey results show that the teachers are very competent in integrating 

educational technology in planning their lessons, facilitating teaching-learning interactions, 

and planning evaluation and assessment. However, competence was more evident in 

planning for evaluation and assessment with a mean result of 3.46 over integrating online 

materials in teaching strategy with a mean result of 3.27. The competence in integrating 

online materials in teaching strategy is supported by the difficulty faced by the participants 

in planning their Instructional Methods and Strategies and Managing Blended 

Environments and Managing Blended Routines with a mean result of 3.405 and 3.485, 

respectively.  

According to Oliver and Stallings (2014), a successful blended instruction teacher 

training should include three major elements: contextual, instructional, and technical, each 

of which is closely associated with standard instructional design processes that most 

teachers are familiar with. The Department of Education (2021) issued a learning continuity 

plan that showcases different modalities based on the context and capabilities of the 

learners. Teacher preparation should highlight different modes of learning in order to 

provide learners a conducive learning environment. To effectively address the challenges of 

developing teachers' competencies on technology integration to achieve success in online 

and blended learning modalities for students, teacher trainings should include opportunities 

for teaching staff to connect, mentor, and share information, as well as experience online and 

blended learning (Mirriahi et al., 2015). Teachers should also include strategies that will 

make the students self-regulated and motivated. The strategies should include 

encouragement to arouse the students' interest, participation, willingness and flexibility, 

collaboration, and interaction with other students to foster collaboration and communication 

opportunities (Gedik et al., 2013; Kaur, 2013). 
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Virtual interaction needs many strategies to foster collaboration and activities to have 

an effective learning environment. Blended learning is indeed a very challenging role for the 

teachers. Tracking students' learning progress requires close coordination through online 

activities, while synchronous activities will stimulate socialization within the class (Boelens 

et al., 2017). When faced with limited physical resources and space at home, disrupted 

schedules, scattered students, and an extended duration of unexpected events like a 

pandemic, creative and imaginative strategies are needed to sustain a sound academic 

program in addition to the integration of technology (Mackey et al., 2012). Technology is 

vital in the delivery of instruction. It enables people to work from different places and to 

teach students from the comfort of their homes. To fulfill the role of being a teacher to 

continue the learning process, willingness to adapt and learn will be a significant factor in 

improving lesson delivery. Deed and Lesko (2015) emphasized that establishing a 

framework with consistent educational practice, support, and empathy between teachers 

and students and the learning process is challenging. The framework is only possible 

through continuous evaluation of the process so that students, parents, and teachers can 

meet at the same point to help in strengthening the practice and teaching process. 

Niess (2011) defines TPACK as a complex structure for explaining teachers' 

knowledge needed to develop, implement, and review technology-assisted curriculum and 

instruction. This definition opens a significant challenge within the public school 

community. This is not common because the education system is not designed with a 

complete technical support system. It is only limited to specific subjects taught by 

designated teachers with the corresponding specialization. The study presents the current 

dynamics of the problem that we are facing. One problem is that the lack of online teaching 

and preparation experiences harnesses different limitations that make more education a 

privilege to other students. Furthermore, based on Kopcha's (2012) study, one of the barriers 

teachers are not confident in using online learning mode is the lacks of technological support 

that can help them troubleshoot problems using online platforms. Designing assessments 

using online resources makes them more challenging to produce.  

There is a problem in developing valid grading procedures but good in choosing 

appropriate assessment tools. Some of these assessment standards are presented in PPST. 

We need to develop standards that will focus on developing assessment tools and 

addressing unethical classroom assessment practices in face-to-face and online 

methodologies. There is a need to revisit teacher standards and TEI's thoughts to preservice 

teachers (Delosa & Morales, 2015) to adopt different scenarios like a pandemic. Designing 

appropriate instructional strategies and different assessment activities to measure the 

learning and teaching process is highly advised for preservice teachers (Udomkan & 

Suwannoi, 2018). The content and pedagogy should also blend to develop an effective 

learning environment (Wells et al., 2019). There are different school science experiences and 

curriculum content during coursework that influence the practices of preservice during 

practicum. 
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The responses of the participants will provide more visible pieces of evidence to 

improve teaching routines further. It is also beneficial in strengthening the preparation and 

practices of institutions that offer a degree program in education. A blended curriculum 

should also receive recognition in developing teachers' foundation in principles of teaching 

and strategies. Assessment should not only focus on face to face. There should also be an 

option for technology adaptation such as applications online, software, or programs to 

develop an output (Harding et al., 2012; Cheung & Hew, 2011). 

It is important to understand that real classroom experiences are an essential 

component of teacher preparation (Kennedy & Archambault, 2012, p. 186). The various 

practices in the field cover the scope of the continuous and dynamic teaching and learning 

process. Teachers' decisions and dispositions, for example, are based on orienting students 

on their learning plans as they organize and structure various classroom events. The 

competence of the teachers will reveal how they manage their classroom. Professional 

judgment is used to guide the following teaching strategies: curriculum and lesson planning, 

selecting and implementing sets of teaching methods, classroom organization, and student 

assessment. Besides, instruction applies teaching methods as manifested in student 

interactions, teacher attitudes, and classroom tools and resources. 

Conclusion 

The study explored the teachers' competencies in integrating education technology in 

lesson preparation.  The paper is anchored in the professional standards for teachers, 

specifically, domains that focus on the positive use of ICT. The study reveals that the self-

evaluation of novice teachers on their abilities is highly competent. Qualitative data expose 

the different struggles in teacher preparations in instructional methodologies. Based on the 

study results, novice teachers are lacking competencies related to online instructional 

preparations. However, it is also significant that teacher education institutions will help 

prepare teachers to equip them with knowledge on integrating technology in lesson 

preparations. Teachers need time to develop a higher level of skill in applying various 

applications in their lessons. Public schools have limited ICT resources/infrastructures; they 

need to provide their own such as laptops and internet connectivity (Khalid et al., 2015; 

Nath, 2019). The current situation of the education system of our country needs a more 

significant push and optimistic view that we will be able to make progressive change. 

Teachers should think of personal initiative, welcome the possible ways to enhance the 

current system, and become part of reforms to help our country uplift and face challenges 

and endeavors. 

Recommendations 

From the findings and conclusions of the study, the following recommendations are 
endorsed: 1) the school should conduct more training and professional development related 
to the integration of technology in teacher preparation for both novice and experienced 
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teachers; 2) there should be specific examples and pool of resources for the teachers that will 
help them in preparing instructional materials such as ICT rooms, technicians and ICT 
coordinator for technical support, laptops and internet connectivity; 3) Enough time will also 
help teachers design better instructional materials for their class (Salehi & Salehi, 2012).  This 
will help teachers to revise, enhance and validate the reliability of their assessment tools for 
learners; 4) conduct mini practicum during Learning action cell (LAC) sessions to simulate 
and review their teaching materials for improvement (De Vera et al., 2020); and 5) encourage 
the teacher education institutions to enhance their programs in connection with the 
integration of technology in teacher preparations. Such practices will help the new graduates 
to face the reality of the educational system in the country. This research study reveals that 
learning is a continuous process. Beginning teachers are not fully equipped with the 
competencies they need that the actual scenario requires. Further training and exploration 
for teacher improvement are highly required. In this connection, future research related to 
teachers' competencies is highly recommended. The teacher standards adopted in the 
Philippines are composed of 37 strands and seven domains. Only two strands from it were 
selected for the study. To further advance the quality of education in the country, more 
studies should be conducted. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper discusses the contributions of F. P. A. Demeterio III to Filipino 
Philosophy. It highlights his intellectual and praxiological biography by using 
email interviews as methodology. It is divided into three major parts. The first 
is the short introduction of the life and works of Demeterio. The second is the 
transcript of the email interview. And the last is the foresights and insights 
regarding Demeterio’s contribution. 
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Panimula 
 

Tila lahat ng nakalanghap ng simoy ng hangin ng pilosopiya ay nangangarap na 
gumawa o makatuklas ng malaking proyekto kung saan ang kanilang pangalan ay 
maibibilang sa pedestal ng mga pantas tulad nina Socrates, Plato at Aristotle- lalo na dito sa 
Pilipinas. Wala namang masamang maghangad dahil lahat naman ay may likas na 
kakayahang matuto. Subalit sa puntong ito ang hinahangad ng mga mananaliksik ay hindi 
itaas ang kanilang mga sarili bilang mga pantas kungdi ang palutangin ang isang Pilipinong 
iskolar at dalubguro na talagang kinakitaan ng higit na kagalingan, si F. P. A. Demeterio III 
sa larangan ng pilosopiya sa Pilipinas.  

 
 Magandang maglagay ng mga pasubali sa pagpapatuloy ng akdang ito. Una, sa 
pasimula ay hindi nito ginagamit o inilagay sa pamagat ang ‘Pilosopiyang Pilipino’. Kung 
meron man o walang Pilosopiyang Pilipino ay hindi na mahalaga sa yugtong ito. Ang 
mahalaga muna ay sa pamamagitan ng akdang ito ay mapayaman ang diskurso ng 
pilosopiya sa Pilipinas. Pangalawa, ang akdang ito, na nakatuon kay F. P. A. Demeterio III, 
ay isa lamang sa marami pang susunod na akda kung saan marami pang mga dalubguro na 
Pilipino ang ipakikilala ang kanilang mga ginawa at kontribusyon sa pilosopiya sa Pilipinas. 
Pangatlo, ay wala namang iisang pamantayang ginagamit para sabihin na ang isang Pilipino 
ay kabilang sa mga pantas o pilosopong kailangang parangalan o itampok ang mga ambag. 
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Subalit naging pamantayan ng mga may akda ng papel na ito sa pagtatampok o pagpili kay 
Demeterio ay ang mga sumusunod: kahalagahan ng mga akdang ginawa sa pag-unlad ng 
pilosopiya sa Pilipinas, dami ng akdang ginawa, mga komentaryo sa kalagayang 
panlipunan ng bansa, at ambag o tulong na ginagawa sa mga bagong sibol na mag-aaral ng 
pilosopiya sa Pilipinas. Sang-ayunan man o hindi ng ilang higit na nakakaunawa ang 
pamantayang ginamit dito ay isa pa rin itong magandang kalagayan na kung sila rin ay 
magsusulat at ilalantad ang kahinaan ng papel na ito ay higit na magpapayaman sa 
isinusulong na diskurso ng pilosopiya sa Pilipinas. 
 

Nahahanay ang ganitong panulat sa mga akda nina Emmanuel De Leon at Marvin 
Einstein S. Mejaro ng Pamantasan ng Santo Tomas sa proyekto sa nilang panayam kina Fr. 
Leonardo Nieva Mercado, SVD (De Leon & Mejaro, 2016) at Bro. Romualdo Abulad, SVD 
(De Leon, 2016). Mayroong ding naunang proyekto ang mga may akda ng papel na ito na 
ginawa at iyon naman ay bilang pagkilala sa ambag ni Emerita S. Quito (Abenes & 
Mahaguay, 2017). Subalit may kaibahan din ang akdang ito dahil kasama dito ang lahat ng 
mga akda ng pilosopong itinatampok upang sa ganoon ay maging hayag sa lahat ang 
kanyang mga kaisipan. Sa ganitong diwa ay ilalapit ng proyektong ito ang bawat akda ng 
pilosopo sa mambabasa.  

 
 Ang papel na ito ay nahahati sa tatlong magkakaugnay na bahagi.  Una rito ay ang 
maikling pagpapakilala kay F. P. A. Demeterio III. Kasama na rito ang pagpapakita ng 
kanyang mga ginawa at naisulat. Pangalawa ay ang panayam kung saan naganap sa 
pamamagitan ng pakikipagpalitan ng electronikong sulat o e-mail. Makikita sa bahaging ito 
ang pagpapalawig ng pantas sa kaniyang mga isinulat at pagbibigay-katwiran na rin sa mga 
pangkasaysayang relasyon sa kaniyang bawat akda. Pangatlo ay ang paglalagom ng mga 
mananaliksik kung saan ipapakita nila ang mga kalakasan, banta, at mga oportunidad na 
maari pang yakapin ng mga nagnanais makisali, sa pagtalakay o pagpuna ng korpus ni 
Demeterio. 
 
Sino si F. P. A. Demeterio III? 
 
 Mayroong dalawang kapos na landas ang inilatag para makilala si F. P. A. Demeterio 
III. Ang una ay sa pamamagitan ng pagtunghay sa talaan ng mga mahahalagang tao at 
pangyayari sa kanyang buhay. Ang pangalawa ay ang pagdanan sa kanyang mga naisulat 
bilang buod ng kanyang kaisipan at mga hangarin sa buhay. Kapos ang parehong landas 
dahil sa kabila ng mga makikitang tala sa dalawang daan ay makikitang hindi pa rin ito 
sapat para ilarawan ang isang nilalang. Hindi sapat ang parehong pamamaraan dahil 
hanggang sa ngayon ay isang proyekto pa rin ang buhay ni F. P. A. Demeterio III. Aktibo pa 
rin siya sa kanyang mga isinusulong na kaisipan at adbokasiya. Gayunpaman gagamitin pa 
rin ang mga nabanggit na pamamaraan sa akdang ito at hayaan na lamang magpatuloy ang 
mga bagay na hindi nabanggit at hindi naisulat.  
 

Si Feorillo Petronilo A. Demeterio III ang administrador ng pananaliksik sa 

Pamantasang De La Salle Maynila noong isinagawa ang pananaliksik na ito. Siya ang 

namumuno sa opisinang University Research Coordination Office (URCO). Bilang 
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administrador, siya ay isa sa masisigasig na tagapagsulong ng adhikaing maging isang 

Research University ang nabanggit na pamantasan. Sa pagsusulong niya ng adhikaing ito, 

lubusan siyang nagkaroon ng malay na yakapin ang pilosopiya ng edukasyon ng Alemang 

intelektuwal na si Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835). Ang pilosopiya ng edukasyon ni 

Humboldt ay nakasalig sa pundasyon na research ang pangunahing layunin ng edukasyon, 

samakatuwid ang layunin ng guro at ng mag-aaral ay magtulungan upang bumuo ng 

research na makatutulong sa lipunan.   

Isinilang si Demeterio sa Maasin, Leyte noong ika-7 ng Enero, 1969. Ang kaniyang 

mga magulang ay sina Candelaria Abiera Demeterio, isang guro at Feorillo Demeterio, Sr., 

isang lingkod bayan. Mayroon siyang dalawang kapatid na sina Feorillo Demeterio, Jr. at 

Feorillo Demeterio IV. Nagtapos siya ng elementarya at sekundarya sa Saint Joseph College, 

isang diocesanong paaralan sa Southern Leyte. Kumuha siya ng kursong Organic Chemistry 

sa Visayas State College of Agriculture o mas kilala ngayon bilang Visayas State University. 

Dahil sa kagustuhang maging pari ay nag-aral siya sa Universidad ng Santo Tomas (UST) 

ng pilosopiya at teolohiya. Sa UST na rin niya kinuha ang kaniyang Masterado sa 

Pilosopiya. Samantala sa Universidad ng Pilipinas (UP) naman siya nag-aral ng Doktorado 

sa Pilosopiya sa Araling Pilipino.  

 Nagturo siya sa Kagawaran ng Pilosopiya sa San Beda College-Manila (SBC). Sa 
institusyong ito umusbong ang kaniyang matinding pagyakap sa kritikal na 
pamimilosopiyang nakadugtong sa kalagayang panlipunan. Naging makabuluhan ang 
kaniyang pamamalagi sa Kagawaran ng Pilosopiya, subalit dahil sa ilang hindi 
pagkakaunawaan ay napilitan niyang lisanin ang paaralan hanggang sa kinupkop siya ng 
Kagawaran ng Filipino sa Pamantasang De La Salle Maynila (DLSU). 
 
 Sa DLSU siya tuluyang tumubog sa pananaliksik at lalong higit sa pagpapalawak ng 
diskurso sa pilosopiya sa Pilipinas at mga usaping panlipunan gamit ang wikang Filipino. 
Aktibo siya sa pagtuturo sa gradwadong antas sa Pilosopiya at Araling Filipino ng nasabing 
pamantasan kung saan matingkad at matibay ang kaniyang pakikibahagi sa mga 
pananaliksik ng kaniyang mga mag-aaral.  
 
 Marahil hindi pa ito ang panahon para isulat nang detalyado ang kaniyang buhay 
dahil sa dami pa ng kaniyang mga ginagawa ay tila nagsisimula pa lamang siya at wala 
pang bakas ng pagkapagod. Subalit nandito na tayo sa panahon na kailangan nang ihain sa 
mas nakararaming mambabasa upang magkaroon sila ng tungtungan sa kanilang pagpasok 
sa diskurso ng pilosopiya sa Pilipinas. Sa huli ay tiyak na kulang pa rin ang pagpapakilala 
kay F. P. A. Demeterio III dahil marami pa rin ang hindi nasabi tungkol sa kanya. 
 

Samantalang sa pagtahak sa ikalawang landas ng pagpapakilala ay inilagay ng mga 
may akda sa isang peryodisasyon ang mga gawa ni Demeterio para sa mas masinsinang 
pagpapaliwanag. Ang nasabing peryodisasyon ay nahahati sa apat: (1) Panahon ng 
pagkakahubog (1969-1994); (2) Panahon ng Akademikong Radikalisasyon; (3) Panahon ng 
Akademikong Filipinisasyon (2008-2014); at (4) Panahon ng Humbodtiyanismong 
Radikalisasyon (2015 – kasalukuyan)  
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 Mahalaga ang pagbabaybay sa paglago at pagbabagong naganap kay Demeterio sa 

bawat yugto, kaya makatuwirang tingnan ang kakanyanhan ng bawat isa.  Una, ang mga 
taong 1969 hanggang 1994 ay tumutukoy sa mga taon ng pagkakahubog o formative years. 
Dito nakapaloob ang intelektuwal at sosyal na impluwensya kay Demeterio simula sa 
kaniyang pamilya sa Leyte, pag-aaral ng Organic Chemistry sa Visayas State University 
hanggang sa tuluyang paglangoy sa karagatan ng Pilosopiya. Pangalawa, ang mga taong 
1995 hanggang 2008 – ay tumutukoy sa Radikalisasyon na umusbong sa San Beda. Dito 
nagsimula ang kritikal na pamimilosopiya ni Demeterio na dinala pa niya sa labas ng apat 
na sulok ng silid-aralan sapagkat nakilahok siya sa Labor Movement ng pamantasan na 
siyang naging sanhi ng pagkasara ng Kagawaran ng Pilosopiya roon. Pangatlo, ang mga 
taong 2009 hanggang 2014, ay tumutukoy sa paglipat niya sa Kagawaran ng Filipino sa 
Pamantasang De La Salle Maynila.  Sinimulan naman niya dito ang Filipinisasyon. Dito ay 
kapansin-pansin na karamihan sa kaniyang mga akda ay nakasulat na sa wikang Filipino. 
Ang pang-apat ay ang mga taong 2015 hanggang sa kasalukuyan o ang Humboltianismong 
Radikalisasyon. Sa panahong ito ay sinimulan niya ang pananaliksik na nakatuon sa 
pakikipagtulungan o kolaborasyon sa kaniyang mga mag-aaral at iba pang dalubhasa. Ang 
kaniyang pagkilos sa panahong ito ang nagluwal sa kanyang akda na may pamagat na 
Humboldtian Critique of Philippine Higher Education (Demeterio & Pada, 2018). Dito ay 
tuwiran niyang niyakap ang pagkakaroon ng kolaborasyon sa pananaliksik na siyang tatak 
ng Humboldtian na pamamaraan.  

 
Nilagyan ng tuwirang taon ang mga peryodisasyon na ito bagaman hindi talaga 

masasabing sa naturang taon ay nagtapos o nagsimula ang mga nais ipahiwatig na 
bahagdan. Kinikilala ng mga mananaliksik na talagang nagpapatong-patong ang mga 
bahagdan at maaari talagang lumampas o pumasok sa ibang taon at bahagdan. Sa parehong 
peryodisasyon din ilalagay ang pagpapakita ng mga akda ni Demeterio maging ang 
pakikipanayam sa kaniya.  

 
I. Taon ng Pagkakahubog (1969- 1994)  

“The Platonic Undertones of Modern Physics” in The Thomasian 
Philosopher  

1991 

“The Structure of Filipino Morality” in The UST Theology Journal 
(Theology Journal of the University of Santo Tomas) 1992 

The History of Plato’s Theoretical Physics 1992 

“Semiology on the Invariable Sacramental Elements” in The UST 
Theology Journal (Theology Journal of the University of Santo Tomas) 

1993 

II. Akademikong Radikalisasyon (1995- 2008)  

“Taking Advantage of Man’s Freedom or Unfreedom” in Scientia 
(Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College) 

1996 

“Thesis Writing Guidelines for the Senior Students of the Philo Dept., 
SBC-CAS” in Scientia (Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College) 

1997 

“The Genealogy of Filipino Values” in Scientia (Multidisciplinary Journal 
of San Beda College) 

1998 
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“The Politics of Knowledge in the Spanish Colonial Philippines” in 
Scientia (Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College) 

1999 

“Re-Reading Emerita Quito’ Thoughts on the Underdevelopment of 
Filipino Philosophy” in Scientia (Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda 
College) 

2000 

“Reviewing Live Show (Toro)” in The Bedan (Student Publication of San 
Beda College) 

2001 

“The Rhetorical Profile of Cebuano Radio Drama” in Scientia 
(Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College) 

2001 

“Cognitive Anthropology and the Unfinished Agenda of the Early 
Indigenous Phase of Filipino Philosophy” in The Thomasian Philosopher 
(Philosophy Journal of the University of Santo Tomas) 

2001 

“Thought and Socio-Politics: An Account of the Late 20th Century 
Filipino Philosophy” in Hingowa (Ecclesiastical Journal of Holy Rosary 
Seminar, Naga City) 

2002 

“The Aesthetics of Cebuano Radio Drama” in Scientia (Multidisciplinary 
Journal of San Beda College) 

2002 
 

“Defining the Appropriate Locus of Radical Peace Studies in Filipino 
Philosophy” in Philippiniana Sacra (Ecclesiastical Journal of the 
University of Santo Tomas) 

2002 

“The Grammar of Social Conflict in the Philippine Electoral Process and 
the Task of Filipino Philosophy” in Philippiniana Sacra (Ecclesiastical 
Journal of the University of Santo Tomas) 

2003 

“Our Premodernity and their Tokens of Postmodernity” in Philosophia 
(Philosophy Journal of De La Salle University)  

2003 

“New Paradigms for a Thesis Work in Filipino Philosophy” in Scientia 
(Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College)  

2003 

“A Department of Atheism and Anti-Spirituality” in The Bedan (Student 
Publication of San Beda College)  

2004 

A Cognitive Mapping of the Ideology in the Award-Winning Filipino 
Novels in English  

2004 

“The Image and Symbol of the Self in the Award-Winning Filipino Novels 
in English” in Scientia (Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College)  

2004 

“Thomism and Filipino Philosophy in the Novels of Jose Rizal” in Scientia 
(Multidisciplinary Journal of San Beda College)  

2005 

“Revisiting the CAS Research Problem” in The Bedan (Student 
Publication of San Beda College)  

2005 

“The Religious Ideology in the Award-Winning Filipino Novels in 
English” in Bedan Research Journal (The Official Research Publication of 
San Beda College)  

2005 

“Understanding Hermeneutics,” in The Philosophical Landscape (Manila: 
PNPRS, 2006), Third Edition.  

2006 

“Understanding the Postmodern Culture and Philosophy,” in The 
Philosophical Landscape (Manila: PNPRS, 2006), Third Edition.  

2006 
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“A Habermasian Reading of the Political Philosophy Contained in the 
Encyclical Deus Caritas Est,” in Scientia (Multidisciplinary Journal of San 
Beda College)  

2006 

“The Philippine Church, State, and People on the Problem of Population,” 
in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2007 

“A Comparative Study on the Theme of Human Existence in the Novels 
of Camus and Jose,” in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2008 

“Some Useful Lessons from Richard Rorty’s Pragmatism for Filipino 
Postcolonial Discourses” in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2008 

III. Academikong Filipinisasyon (2009- 2014)  
“Ang Balangkas Ng Multikulturalismo At Ang Pagbubuo Ng Bansang 
Pilipino” (The Framework of Multiculturalism and the Building of the 
Philippine Nation”), in Lumina: Interdisciplinary Research Journal of 
Holy Name University  

2009 

“Ang mga Teorya ng Relatividad ni Albert Einstein: Isang Pagsusuri sa 
Kahandaan ng Wikang Filipino sa Pagtatalakay sa mga Paksa ng 
Makabagong Agham” (“The Theories of Relativity of Albert Einstein: a 
Study on the Readiness of the Filipino Language in Dealing with the 
Topics of Modern Science”), in Malay (Journal on Art and Culture of De 
La Salle University)  

2009 

“Dreaming with a Hammer: On Critical Theory in the Philippines (A 
Philosophical Fiction),” in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2009 

“Time Traveler: On Critical Theory in the Philippines Part 2 (A 
Philosophical Fiction),” in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2009 

“Mga Anyo at Antas ng Pag-asa na Nakapaloob sa mga Diskurso ng 
Kilusang El Shaddai” (“Forms and Levels of Hope in the Discourses of the 
El Shaddai Movement”), in Malay (Journal on Art and Culture of De La 
Salle University)  

2010 

“Ang Demokratikong Sistema at ang mga Modelo ng Pamumuno sa 
Pilipinas” (“The Democratic System and the Models of Leadership in the 
Philippines”), in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2010 

“Ang Kautusan ng Departamento ng Edukasyon Bilang 74, Serye 2009: 
Isang Pagsusuri sa Katatagan ng Programang Edukasyon sa Unang Wika 
(MLE) ng Filipinas” (“The Department of Education Order Number 74, 
Series of 2009: a Study on the Soundness of the Philippines’ Educational 
Program in Mother Language”), in Malay (Journal on Art and Culture of 
De La Salle University)  

2010 

“Elixirs and Fabulous Potions: On Critical Theory in the Philippines Part 3 
(A Philosophical Fiction),” in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2011 

“Conflict of Aesthetic Systems: Controversy about Carlo J. Caparas as 
National Artist” in Philosophia (International Journal of Philosophy)  

2011 

“Ang Pilosopiya ni Theodor W. Adorno bilang Batayang Teoretikal sa 
Araling Pilipino” (“The Philosophy of Theodor W. Adorno as Theoretical 
Frameworks for Phiippine Studies”), in Scientia (Research Journal of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, San Beda College)  

2011 
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“Ang Kallipolis at ang Ating Kasalukuyang Lipunan: Isang 
Pakikipagdiyalogo ng Kritikal na Pilosopiyang Pilipino sa Ang Republika 
ni Platon” (“The Callipolis and Our Present Society: a Dialogue between 
Critical Filipino Philosophy and The Republic of Plato”), in Malay 
(Journal on Art and Culture of De La Salle University)  

2011 

“Ang Hermenyutika nina Schleiermacher at Dilthey bilang Batayang 
Teorerikal sa Araling Pilipino” (“The Hermeneutics of Schleiermacher 
and Dilthey as Theoretical Framework for Philippine Studies”), in Kritike 
(On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2011 

“Sistematikong Multilingguwalismo: Lunsaran ng mas Matatag na  
Wikang Pambansa” (“Systematic Multilingualism: Basis for a Stronger 
National Language”), in Malay (Journal on Art and Culture of De La Salle 
University) 

2012 

“Don Isabelo de los Reyes (1864-1938): Forerunner of Filipino Theology.” 
in Philippiniana Sacra (Ecclesiastical Journal of the University of Santo 
Tomas)  

2012 

“Kolonisasyon at mga Inuming Nakalalasing ng mga Sinaunang Bisaya 
ng Samar at Leyte” (“Colonization and the Alcoholic Beverages of the 
Ancient Visayans of Samar and Leyte”), in Malay (Journal on Art and 
Culture of De La Salle University)  

2012 

“Ang mga Dialohikal na Hermenyutika nina Heidegger, Bultmann, at 
Gadamer Bilang Batayang Teoretikal sa Araling Filipino” (“The Dialogical 
Hermeneutics of Heidegger, Bultmann and Gadamer as Theoretical 
Frameworks for Philippine Studies”), in Kritike (On-Line Journal of 
Philosophy)  

2012 

“Antonio Gramsci And Edward Said's Image of A Modern Day 
Intellectual And The Filipino Roman Catholic Priest,” In Lumina: 
Interdisciplinary Research Journal of Holy Name University  

2012 

Ang mga Ideolohiyang Politikal ng Catholic Bishops’ Conference of the 
Philippines: isang Pag-aaral sa mga Piling Pahayag mula sa Limang 
Panahon ng Kontemporaryong Eklesiastiko-Politikal na Kasaysayan ng 
Pilipinas (The Political Ideologies of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of 
the Philippines: a Study on the Selected Documents from Five Periods of 
the Contemporary Ecclesiastico-Political History of the Philippines), 
(Published by De La Salle University Publishing House) (Book) 

2012 

“Status of and Directions for “Filipino Philosophy” in Zialcita, Timbreza, 
Quito, Abulad, Mabaquiao, Gripaldo, and Co” in Philosophia 
(International Journal of Philosophy)  

2013 

“Looking at Botong Francisco from the Horizon of Diego Rivera: a Visual 
Dialogue between Two Modern Muralists,” in Philippiniana Sacra 
(Ecclesiastical Journal of the University of Santo Tomas)  

2013 

“Ang Nobelang “Si Amapola sa 65 na Kabanata” ni Ricardo Lee Bilang 
Kontra-Diskurso ng Baklang Manilenyo Laban sa Homopobikong 
Kamalayang Filipino” (“The Novel “Si Amapola sa 65 na Kabanata” of 
Ricardo Lee as Counter-Discourse of Gay Manilenos against the 

2013 
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Homopobic Filipino Consciousness”), in Malay (Journal on Art and 
Culture of De La Salle University)  
“Ang Paglubog nina Hippokrates at Galen sa Kanluran: Isang 
Intepretasyon sa Anyo ng Siyantipikong Rebolusyon sa Larangan ng 
Medisina” (“The Waning of Hippocrates and Galen in the West: an 
Interpretation of the Mode of Scientific Revolution in Medicine”), in 
Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2013 

“Isang Semyolohikal na Pagsusuri sa mga Kontradiksiyong Nakapaloob 
sa Panlipunang Kritisismo ni Gloc-9” (Semiological Analsysis of the 
Contradictions in the Social Criticism of Gloc-9”), in Malay (Journal on 
Art and Culture of De La Salle University)  

2013 

“Ang Pilosopiya ni Jean-Francois Lyotard bilang Batayang Teoretikal sa 
Araling Pilipino” (“The Philosophy of Jean-Francois Lyotard as 
Theoretical Framework in Philippine Studies”), in Kritike (On- Line 
Journal of Philosophy)  

2013 

Ferdinand Blumentritt and the Philippines: Insights and Lessons for 
Contemporary Philippine Studies, (Published by De La Salle University 
Publishing House and the Austrian Embassy of Manila)  
(Book) 

2013 

“Assessing the Development Potentials of some Twelve Discourses of 
Filipino Philosophy” in Philippiniana Sacra (Ecclesiastical Journal of the 
University of Santo Tomas)  

2014 

“Quito, Ceniza, Timbreza, Gripaldo: DLSU Professors’ Contributions to 
Filipino Philosophy” in Philosophia (International Journal of Philosophy)  

2014 

“Ang Negatibong Imahen ng Maynila sa Nobelang Inferno ni Dan 
Brown” (“The Negative Image of Manila in Dan Brown’s Novel Inferno”) 
in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2014 

“Iris Marion Young’s Theory of Structural Justice and Collective 
Responsibility” in Scientia (Research Journal of the College of Arts and 
Sciences, San Beda College)  

2014 

“Ang Pilosopiya ni Pierre Bourdieu bilang Batayang Teoretikal sa Araling 
Pilipino” (“The Philosophy of Pierre Bourdieu as Theoretical Framework 
in Philippine Studies”) (Co-authored with Ms. Leslie Anne Liwanag) in 
Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2014 

From Exceptionality to Exceptional: Inclusion of Differently-Abled 
Persons in the Workplace (Co-Authored with Dr. Roberto Javier, Dr. 
Melvin Jabar, Dr. Ron Resurreccion and Dr. Raymund Habaradas. 
Published by De La Salle University Publishing House)  (book) 

2014 

IV. Humboldtianismong Radikalisasyon (2015- Kasalukuyan)  
“Kohlbergian Analysis of the Moral Reasoning in Lino Brocka’s Leading 
Films” (Co-authored with Ms. Diana Palmes) in Humanities Diliman 
(Journal on Art and Culture of the University of the Philippines-Diliman)  

2015 

“The Language Policies and Practices of the Philippines and Thailand: 
Insights and Lessons for Language Planning” (Co-authored with Ms. 
Leslie Anne Liwanag) in Silliman Journal (Multidisciplinary Research 

2015 
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Journal of Silliman University)  
“Ang Pilosopiya ni Jean Baudrillard bilang Batayang Teoretikal sa 
Araling Pilipino” (“The Philosophy of Jean Baudrillard as Theoretical 
Framework in Philippine Studies”) (Co-authored with Mr. Emmanuel De 
Leon) in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy)  

2015 

“The Image of Japan in the Philippine Periodical La Solidaridad: 1889-
1895” (Co-authored with Mr. Renato Maligaya & Ms. Maria Luisa 
Mamaradlo), in Silliman Journal (Multidisciplinary Research Journal of 
Silliman University)  

2015 

“Isang Mapanuring Paghahambing sa Ingles, Filipino at Sebwanong Salin 
ng Orihinal na Espanyol na Panitik ng Pambansang Awit ng Pilipinas” (A 
Comparative Critique of the English, Filipino and Cebuano Translations 
of the Spanish Original Lyrics of the Philippine National Anthem) (Co-
authored with Mr. Gem Carlo Ausa, Ms. Jamie Guerrero, Ms. Jianne Irissa 
Piguing, Ms. Sofia Mae Romero & Ms. Deborrah Anastacio) in 
Humanities Diliman (Journal on Art and Culture of the University of the 
Philippines-Diliman)  

2015 

The Socio-Political Discourses of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of the 
Philippines: An analysis from the Perspective of Young’s Theories of 
Structural Justice and Collective Responsibility (Book Manuscript 
submitted for review at the Council for Research in Values and 
Philosophy, Catholic University of America)  

2015 

“Ang Ugnayan ng Wika, Pananaliksik at Internasyonalisasyong 
Akademiko” (The Interrelationship among Language, Research and 
Academic Internationalization) (Co-authored with Mr. Joshua Mariz 
Felicilda), in Malay (Journal on Art and Culture of De La Salle University)    

2015 

“The Image of Japan in the Philippine Periodical La Solidaridad:  1889-
1895” (Co-authored with Mr. Renato Maligaya & Ms. Maria Luisa 
Mamaradlo), in Silliman Journal (Multidisciplinary Research Journal of 
Silliman University)  

2015 

“Sa Kanilang Naiibang Pag-iindak at Pamumukadkad: Performativity at 
Pagkalesbiyan sa mga Indie Film na Rome and Juliet at Ang Huling Cha-
Cha ni Anita” (In their Different Steps and Blooming: Performativity and 
Being Lesbian in the Indie Films Rome and Juliet and Ang Huling Cha-
Cha ni Anita) (Co-Authored with Ms. Judith Angeles, Ms. Tracie 
Kathlynne Bacarro, Mr. Jonathan Vergara Geronimo, & Ms. Patricia 
Bettina Peliño) in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy) 

2016 

“Wika ng Manlalarong Pilipino: Pagsusuri sa Pinagmulan at Saysay ng 
mga Salitang Ginagamit sa Mundo ng DotA 2 at LoL” (The Language of 
Filipino Gamers: Analysis of the origin and Meaning of Words Used in 
the Worlds of DotA and LoL) (Co-Authored with Mr. Merwyn Abel, Mr. 
Christian Autor, & Mr. Aaron Gripal) in Malay (Journal on Art and 
Culture of De La Salle University)   

2016 

“Barthesian Semiologies on Selected YouTube Video Clips of Petra 
Mahalimuyak” (Co-authored with Ms. Leslie Anne Liwanag) in Plaridel 

2016 
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(A Journal of Communication, Media, and Society) 
“The Traditional Tattoos of the Philippine Cordillera Region: a Study on 
their Differences in Appearance, Causes and Discursive Strenghts” (Co-
authored with Ms. Janette Calimag, Mr. Reynele Bren Zafra, and Ms. 
Lady Aileen Ambion) in SEARCH (The Journal of the South East Asia 
Research Centre for Communication and the Humanities) 

2016 

“Isang Mapanuring Paghahambing sa Ingles, Filipino at Sebwanong Salin 
ng Orihinal na Espanyol na Panitik ng Pambansang Awit ng Pilipinas” (A 
Comparative Critique of the English, Filipino and Cebuano Translations 
of the Spanish Original Lyrics of the Philippine National Anthem) (Co-
authored with Mr. Gem Carlo Ausa, Ms. Jamie Guerrero, Ms. Jianne Irissa 
Piguing, Ms. Sofia Mae Romero & Ms. Deborrah Anastacio) in 
Humanities Diliman (Journal on Art and Culture of the University of the 
Philippines-Diliman) 

2016 

“Limang Case Study Tungkol sa mga Barako ng Batangas: Pagdalumat sa 
Isang Mas Makatotohanang Imahen ng Barako” (Five Case Studies on the 
Barakos of Batangas: Conceptualizing a more Accurate Image of the 
Barako) (Co-Authored with Dr. Aristotle Balba) in Malay (Journal on Art 
and Culture of De La Salle University)   

2017 

“Si Madelene Sta. Maria at ang Sikolohiyang Pilipino: Pakikipanayam sa 
isa sa mga Kauna-unahang Iskolar na Bumatikos sa Nasabing 
Intelektuwal na Kilusan” (Madeline Sta. Maria and Sikolohiyang Pilipino: 
an Interview with one of the First Critics of the said Intellectual 
Movemevent) (Co-Authored with Mr. Patrick James Ruiz and Ms. Leslie 
Anne Liwanag) in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy) 

2017 

“Kaloka, Keri, Bongga: Pakahulugan at Pahiwatig ng Gay Language sa 
mga Piling Pelikula ni Vice Ganda” (Kaloka, Keri, Bongga: Meaning and 
Implication of Gay Language in Selected Films of Vice Ganda) (Co-
authored with Mr. Generoso Pamittan, Jr., Ms. Chari Amado and Ms. 
Victoria Amante) in Plaridel (A Journal of Communication, Media, and 
Society) 

2017 

“The Philosophy of Sr. Mary John Mananzan: some Contributions to 
Filipino Philosophy” (Co-authored with Ms. Leslie Anne Liwanag) in 
Philosophia (International Journal of Philosophy) 

2017 

“The Fading Batek: Problematizing the Decline of Traditional Tattoos in 
the Philippine Cordillera Region,” in SEARCH (The Journal of the 
Southeast Asia Research Centre for Communication and the Humanities) 

2017 

“Ang Dinamiks ng mga Historyograpiyang Nakapaloob sa mga Obrang 
Relihiyoso-Historikal ni Carlos ‘Botong’ Francisco” (The Dynamics of 
Historiographies within the Religious-Historical Paintings of Carlos 
‘Botong’ Francisco) (Co-authored with Ms. Melanie D.P. Turingan) in 
Humanities Diliman (Journal on Art and Culture of the University of the 
Philippines-Diliman) 

2017 

“A Foucauldian Reexamination of the Aristotelian, Aquinian, and 
Contemporary Roman Catholic Theories of Hominization” in Philosophia 

2017 
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(International Journal of Philosophy) 
Doing Philosophy in Central and Southern Philippines: Interview with 
PhAVisMinda Presidents Velez, Gallamaso, and Suazo (Co-authored with 
Mr. Jan Gresil S. Kahambing) in PhAVisMinda Journal 

2018 

“Politika at Panitikan sa Pananaw ni F. Sionil Jose: Isang Pakikipanayam” 
(Politics and Literature from the Point of View of F. Sionil Jose: An 
Interview) (Co-Authored with Mr. Joshua Mariz Felicilda) in Malay 
(Journal on Art and Culture of De La Salle University)   

2018 

“A Humboldtian Critique of the University of the Philippines as the 
Flagship of Philippine Higher Education (Part I)” (Co-authored with Dr. 
Roland Theuas Pada) in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy) 

2018 

“P-graph Approach to Planning Human Resource Expansion for 
Universities in Transition” (Co-authored with Dr. Kathleen Aviso, Dr. 
Rochelle Irene Lucas, and Dr. Raymond Girard Tan) in Chemical 
Engineering Transactions 

2018 

“Young’s Theory of Structural Justice and Collective Responsibility,” in 
Cultural Heritage and Contemporary Change (Washington, DC: Council 
for Research in Values and Philosophy, 2018) 

2018 

“Emerita Quito, Mary John Mananzan, and Filipina Philosophy: a Critical 
Comparison of the Thoughts of the two Leading Female Philosophers of 
the Philippines” (Co-authored with Ms. Leslie Anne Liwanag) in 
Humanities Diliman (Journal on Art and Culture of the University of the 
Philippines-Diliman) 

2018 

“Disentangling the Rubrico and Dolalas Hypotheses on the Davao 
Filipino Language” (Co-Authored with Mr. Jeconiah Louis Dreisbach) in 
Recoletos Multidisciplinary Research Journal 

2018 

“Bogwa: Kultural na Paghuhukay sa Oral na Tradisyong Ifugao” (Bogwa: 
A Cultural Exploration of the Ifugao Oral Tradition) (Coauthored with 
Mr. John Amtalao), in Malay (Journal on Art and Culture of De La Salle 
University)    

2019 

“Humboldt’s Philosophy of Education: a Rational Foundation for 
Research Mentoring and Collaboration” (Co-authored with Dr. Roland 
Theuas Pada), In Dr. Feorillo Demeterio, Dr. Jose Isagani Janairo, & Dr. 
Raymond Girard Tan’s Handbook of Research Leadership in Philippine 
Higher Educational Institutions (Manila: DLSU Publishing House, 2019) 

2019 

“Establishing the Most Appropriate, Formal and Academic Filipino 
Translation of the Term ‘Male Homosexual’” (Co-authored with Ms. 
Mary Irene Clare Deleña, Ms. Ana Grace Masalunga, & Mr. Edward  
Tighe) in Asia Pacific Journal of Education, Arts and Sciences  

2019 

“A Humboldtian Critique of the University of the Philippines as the 
Flagship of Philippine Higher Education (Part II)” (Co-authored with Dr. 
Roland Theuas Pada) in Kritike (On-Line Journal of Philosophy) 

2019 

“Ang mga Ideolohiyang Politikal na Nakapaloob sa Rosales Saga ni F. 
Sionil Jose” (The Political Ideologies within The Rosales Saga of F. Sionil 
Jose) (Co-authored with Mr. Joshua Mariz Felicilda), in Humanities 

2019 
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Diliman (Journal on Art and Culture of the University of the Philippines-
Diliman) 
“De La Salle University’s Transition into a Research University,” In Dr. 
Romeo Lee & Ms. Connie Maraan’s Revving Up Research Innovations for 
Social Development: Methods and Perspectives (Manila: DLSU 
Publishing House, 2019) 

2019 

“Optimal Human Resource Planning with P-graph for Universities 
Undergoing Transition” (Co-authored with Dr. Kathleen Aviso, Dr. 
Rochelle Irene Lucas, Dr. Raymond Girard Tan, Dr. Anthony Chiu, and 
Dr. Ming-Lang Tseng) in Journal of Cleaner Production 

2019 

“Epilogo” In Dr. Emmanuel De Leon’s Mga Tomasino sa Pilosopiyang 
Filipino (Manila: KWF, 2019) 

2019 

“Ang Senyas: Diskurso ng Pagkabansa mula sa mga Pangunahing 
Materyal na Icon sa 29 na mga Obra ng Siningsaysay” (Sign: Discourse on 
Nationhood from the Primary Material Icons of the 29 Paintings of 
Siningsaysay) (Co-authored with Ms. Rose Pascual-Capulla), in 
International Journal of Research Studies in Education  

2020 

“The State of Health in Flood-Prone Areas in the Philippines: The Case on 
the Cities of Iligan and Cagayan de Oro,” (Co-authored with Mr. Wilfred 
Luis Clamor, Dr. Exaltacion Lamberte, Dr. Renan Ma. Tanhueco, & Dr. 
Crisanto Regadio) in Journal of Human Behavior in the Social 
Environment 

2020 

“Intergenerational Language Preference Shift among Cebuanos on the 
Cebuano, Filipino, and English Languages” (Co-authored with Mr. 
Jeconiah Dreisbach) in LLT Journal: A Journal on Language and 
Language Teaching 

2020 

“Rafael Lerma’s Photojournalistic Take on the Duterte Administration’s 
Drug War: A Counter-Barthesian Semiological Study,” in Plaridel (A 
Journal of Communication, Media, and Society)  

2020 

“Telescopings and Moro-fications in the Four Arakyos of Peñaranda, 
Nueva Ecija: a Historical/Hagiographical Recontextualization towards a 
more Culturally-Sensitive Komedya,” (Co-authored with Dr. Michael 
delos Santos) in Humanities Diliman (Journal on Art and Culture of the 
University of the Philippines-Diliman)  

2020 

“A Critical Reflection on my Reading and Re-Reading of Emerita Quito’s 
Thoughts on the Underdevelopment and Hope for the Development of 
Filipino Philosophy,” in Philosophia (International Journal of Philosophy) 

2020 

“Metacritique on Bentham and Foucault’s Panoptic Theories as Analytic 
Tools for Three Modes of Digital Surveillance” in Plaridel: A Philippine 
Journal of Communication, Media, and Society 

2021 

“Critique on the 1983 Historical Marker Installed by the National 
Historical Institute at the Our Lady of the Assumption Cathedral, Maasin 
City, Southern Leyte, Philippines” (Co-Authored with Dr. Leslie Anne 
Liwanag and Dr. Guiraldo Fernandez, Jr.) in Social Science Diliman 

2021 

“Pagtatala ng Sampung Pinakamahalagang Pilosopong Pilipino: Isang 2021 
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Gabay para sa Pagtuturo ng Pilosopiyang Pilipino” (Identifying Ten Most 
Important Filipino Philosophers: A Guide in Teaching Filipino 
Philosophy) (Co-Authored with Dr. Leslie Anne Liwanag, Dr. Mary Irene 
Clare Deleña, and Mr. Rodolfo Bagay, Jr.) in Society Ethics Society Journal 
of Applied Philosophy 
“What University Attributes Predict for Graduate Employability?” (Co-
authored with Dr. Kathleen Aviso, Dr. Jose Isagani Janairo, Dr. Rochelle 
Irene Lucas, Dr. Michael Angelo Promentilla, Dr. Raymond Tan, and Dr. 
Derrick Ethelbert Yu) in Cleaner Engineering and Technology 

2021 

“Language Use and Preference in the Multilingual Context of Davao City, 
Philippines” (Co-authored with Mr. Jeconiah Dreisbach) in Studies in 
English Language and Education 

2021 

“A Comparative Study on the Formation of Gay Language Words and 
Utility Vehicle Express Codes” (Co-authored with Ms. Marielle Gidalanga 
& Ms. Catherine Deocareza), in LLT Journal: A Journal on Language and 
Language Teaching   

2021 

Comparative Study on the Status of Research in the Top Six Research-
Productive Philippine Universities 

Manuskrito 

 
 

Sa kasalukuyan ay aktibo pa rin si Demeterio at patuloy na nagsusulat ng mga libro 
at artikulo ng pananaliksik. Lagi siyang inaanyayahan sa mga pagtitipon sa pilosopiya sa 
iba’t ibang antas maging pangpaaralan, pambansa o pandaigdigan. Ang kanyang mga 
artikulo at aklat ay nakalathala sa iba’t ibang journal sa pambansa at pandaigdigang 
limbagan. Sa puntong ito ay magandang puntahan ang panayam sa kanya upang siya 
mismo ang magbukas ng pinto para sa higit na ikauunawa sa kanyang mga akda. Ang 
palitan ng email na ito ay nangyari noon Pebrero 4 hanggang Pebrero 16, 2018.  
 
 

Panayam kay F.P.A. Demeterio III 
 
Abenes 1: Napagpasyahan po namin ni Jerwin na magkaroon po muna tayo ng exchange ng 
emails ayon na rin po sa inyong mungkahi para po makausad na rin po kami sa aming mga 
ginagawa kahit na medyo abala rin kami sa iba't-ibang gawain sa aming mga 
unibersidad. Batay po sa nakasulat sa inyong Curiculum Vitae na ipinadala sa amin at sa 
akdang manuskrito nina Liwanag, Deleña at Felicilda napansin po namin na maaaring 
mahati ang inyong intekletwal na pakikisangkot sa Pilosopiya sa apat na bahagi: 1) 1969 
hanggang 1994 - Taon ng Pagkakahubog, 2) 1994 hanggang 2008 - Akademikong 
Radikalisasyon, 3) 2008 hanggang 2014 Academikong Filipinisasyon, at 4) 2014 hanggang sa 
kasalukuyan - Humboldtianismong Radikalisasyon. Sumasang-ayon po ba kayo sa aming 
naging obserbasyon?   
 
Demeterio 1: Okay ako sa peryodisasyon mo, Rod. Paano pala ito naiiba sa peryodisasyon ni 
Ben? 
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Abenes 2: Malaki po ang pinagkaiba ng aming peryodisasyon kay Ben sa kanyang 
artikulong ‘Ang Diskurso ni Feorillo Petronilo Demeterio Tungkol sa Pilosopiyang Pilipino: 
Isang Pagsusuri’ (Atim, 2017) sapagkat ang kanyang pagsusuri ay nakapukol sa inyong mga 
akda tungkol sa katayuan ng Pilosopiyang Filipino. Ayon sa kanya, dalawa po ang inyong 
yugtong diskuro: (1) 2000-2004 ang problematique stage; at (2) 2005-2014 ang probing stage. 
Ang aming pong peryodisasyon ay nahahati sa apat. Ginawa po namin ang peryodisasyong 
ito dahil nakapukol ang aming proyekto sa pag-synthesize ng inyong mga proyekto gamit 
na rin ang inyong mga mungkahing metodo. Una, ang 1969-1994 - Ang mga taon ng 
pagkakahubog o formative years kung saan dito po nakapaloob ang intelektwal at sosyal na 
impluwensya sa inyo simula sa inyong pamilya sa Leyte, pag-aaral ng Organic Chemistry sa 
Visayas State University hanggang sa tuluyan ninyong paglangoy sa karagatan ng 
Pilosopiya. Pangalawa po ay ang 1994-2008 - kung saan napansin ko po ang radikalisasyon 
ninyo sa San Beda College hanggang ang kritikal na pamimilosopiya ay dinala ninyo sa 
labas ng apat na sulok ng silid-aralan sapagkat nakilahok din kayo sa labor movement ng 
inyong pamantasan na ikinasanhi ng pagkasara ng Kagawaran ng Pilosopiya. Pangatlo po 
ay ang 2008-2014 kung saan dahil sa pag-ampon sa inyo ng Kagawaran ng Wika at Media 
ng DLSU ay tuluyang ninyong niyakap ang Filipinisasyon. Dito po ay napuna po namin na 
karamihan sa inyong mga akda ay nakasulat na sa wikang Filipino. At pang-apat po ay ang 
Humboldtianismong Radikalisasyon - 2014 hanggang sa kasalukuyan. Napuna po namin 
dito na engaging ang inyong mga akda dahil mayroon na itong pakikilahok ng iyong mga 
mag-aaral na halos po ay tumutugma sa inyong papel na sinulat tungkol sa Humboldtian 
Critique of Philippine Higher Education.  
 

Magaling din po ang ginawa nina Mary Irene Clare O. Deleña, Joshua Mariz B. 
Felicilda, Leslie Anne L. Liwanag sa kanilang artikulo na ‘Si Demeterio at ang Pilosopiyang 
Pilipino: Pakikipanayam Tungkol sa Kanyang Ika-25 na Taong Pamimilosopiya’ (Deleña, 
Felicilda & Liwanag, 2018) subalit may kaibahan po ang sa amin pagbabahagi dahil 
binigyan namin ng higit na puwang ang inyong mga kolaborasyon bilang malaking bahagi 
ng inyong intektuwal na paglalakbay at kontribusyon.  
 
Demeterio 2: Tama, Rod. Sige, ipagpatuloy natin ang interview sa email-exchange na ito.  
 
 

Taon ng Pagkakahubog (1969- 1994) 
 

Abenes 3: Ayon po sa inyong CV kayo ay ipinanganak sa Maasin City, Leyte. Maaari po 
bang magbigay kayo ng paglalarawan ng inyong kabataan kasama na rin po ang kaligiran 
ng inyong pamilya, intelektwal na impluwensya sa inyong pag-aaral, pangkultural at sosyal 
na mga impluwenya sa inyong bayan at probinsya? 
 
Demeterio 3: Rod, Ito ang mga bullet points ng background ko: 
 
*Maasin Southern Leyte ang birthplace ko. 
*Educator ang Nanay ko mula sa UST, Xavier University at San Carlos University. English, 
Education, at Music ang kanyang fields.  
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*Educator at government employee ang Tatay ko mula sa Ateneo de Manila University at 
San Nicolas College. 
*Parehong involved ang mga magulang ko sa mga cultural activities (musika at teatro) sa 
aming bayan. 
*Dalawa ang kapatid ko. Ang panganay ay abogado, ang bunso ay nagtapos ng Masters of 
Business Administration, pero namatay na ito.  
*Lumaki kami sa mga librong hinihiram lagi ng Nanay namin mula sa school library.  
*Average student lamang ako mula elementary hanggang high school sa aming Diocesan 
School (Saint Joseph College). Maganda ang standard ng eskuwelahang ito dahil dumaan ito 
sa yugto kung kailan ang mga German Benedictine sisters ang nagmamanage nito.  
*Naging conscious lamang ako sa aking kakayang intelektuwal noong nakakuha ako ng 99% 
sa aking National College Entrance Examination, at noong naging top performing student 
ako sa Visayas State College of Agriculture (Visayas State University - VSU na ngayon). 
 
Abenes 4: Maaari po bang masabing ang inyong pamilya ay nabibilang sa gitnang uri 
sapagkat ang inyong mga magulang ay nakapag-aral sa mga pamantasan sa Kamaynilaan 
na kung titingnan po natin iilan lamang po sa mga taga-probinsya ang may karampatan 
salapi para ipadala ang kanilang mga anak sa mga nabanggit na sikat na paaralan sa 
Maynila? Ano po ang naging dahilan ng inyong pagdedesisyon na magshift ng pag-aaral ng 
Pilosopiya?  
 
Demeterio 4: May kaya ang mga grandparents ko, Rod. Landowners sila. Pero parents ko 
noon ay siguro lower middle class, mga simpleng empleyado. Late na nakakuha ng Ph.D. 
ang nanay ko, ang Tatay ko naman ay late na nakalipat sa gobyerno. Late na niyang nakuha 
ang CESO niya. Lumipat ako sa Pilosopiya mula Agricultural Chemistry dahil akala ko 
noon ay magpapari ako. Hinahanap ko ang Diyos noon sa simbahan. Wala pala siya sa loob 
ng simbahan. Nariyan pala sa puso ng mga taong may mabubuting kalooban. 
 
Abenes 5: Ibig pong sabihin nun ay aksidente po pala ang pagiging pilosopo nyo? Bago po 

ako mapunta sa inyong paglalangoy sa pilosopiya, napansin ko at naobserbahan ko rin sa 

pag nabisita ko sa inyong opisina noon (2012-2014) na may pagkahilig din kayo sa sining. 

Ang ganitong hinuha ay napatunayan ko sa inyong akda tungkol kay Botong Francisco 

(Turingan & Demeterio, 2017). Sinu-sino po ang nakaimpluwensya sa inyo sa pagkahilig sa 

sining sa inyong murang gulang noon? Sa inyo naman pong paglalangoy sa pilosopiya at 

pag-apak sa Pamantasan ng Santo Tomas, maaari nyo pong bang ilarawan ang anyo ng 

pamimilosopiya noon?  

 
Demeterio 5: Carpentry ang hilig ko noong bata pa ako, dahil mahilig din sa carpentry ang 
Tatay ko. Ang maternal grandfather ko ay kilalang karpentero sa bayan namin. Natuklasan 
ko ang aking talento sa sining noong nasa University ako dahil puwersado akong gumawa 
ng laboratory drawings. Pinag-aral ako ng charcoal portrait drawing ng aking Nanay. 
Niregalohan ako ng mga art books at materials ng kapatid ng aking Nanay na nagpapa-aral 
sa akin doon sa VSU. Sa pamantasan ng Santo Tomas ay kinupkop naman ako ng dalawang 
mahuhusay na dominikanong pari, si Fr. Norberto Castillo na isang kemiko at Leyteno rin, 
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at ang Dutch na abogado na si Fr. Frederik Fermin. Si Father Castillo ang nagturo sa akin na 
sa pilosopiya dapat maging matapang ka sa iyong pag-iisip at pagsusulat. Si Fr. Fermin 
naman ang nagpigil sa akin na mag-aral ng abogasya, tulad ng ginagawa noon ng aking 
kapatid sa Pamantasang San Carlos. Siya ang nag-udyok sa akin na kumuha ng Masterado 
sa Pilosopiya kasabay sa aking kinukuhang Batsilyer sa Teolohiya. Labag sa kalooban ni Fr. 
Fermin noon pero pinayagan pa rin niya akong kumuha ng Doktorado sa Pilosopiya sa 
Araling Pilipino doon sa Pamantasan ng Pilipinas Diliman.  
 
Abenes 6: Sa ngayon po ba abala na kayo sa pamimilosopiya at sa pagiging administrador 
ng pananaliksik sa DLSU, may oras pa po ba kayo para sa inyong mga likhang-sining? 
Paano nyo po ito nababalanse? Anu-ano po ang ang inyong mga likhang-sining na 
nagagawa ninyo sa ngayon? Napansin ko rin pong malaki ang intelektwal na impluwensya 
sa inyo ng pag-aaral sa VSU. Natatandaan ninyo po ba kung sinu-sino ang mga mga ito? 
Ano ang dahilan kung bakit para kayong kagaya ng batang Kant na nagising sa dogmatic 
slumber at bigla ninyong natuklasan ang inyong angking kagalingan?  
 
Demeterio 6: Nawalan na ako ng oras para sa aking carpentry at art mula ng inangkin na 
ang buhay ko ng DLSU, Rod. Pero ang pananaliksik at pagsusulat ay parang carpentry at 
painting rin. May ilan akong nagawang furniture pieces na nasa mga kaibigan ko ngayon. 
May ilang paintings din akong nagawa. May series of sculptures ako on Benedictine Saints 
na nasa collection ng San Beda Alabang Museum. Wala akong partikular na mentor sa VSU 
dahil dalawang taon lamang ako doon. Pero ang tatak ng sining at siyentipikong pag-iisip 
na nakuha ko doon ay mababakas pa rin sa aking mga sulat. Sa UST talagang ginabayan at 
hinamon ako ni Fr. Castillo na mag-isip at magsulat, lalo na sa larangan ng Ancient 
Philosophy, Philosophy of Science at Hermeneutics. Dahil sa sobra-sobrang pag-aaral ng 
pilosopiya at pamimilosopiya, ay hindi ko na nagustuhan ang teolohiyang itinuro ng 
karamihan sa aking mga propesor noon.  Ang interes ko sa Pilosopiyang Pilipino ay nakuha 
ko sa isang cognate class ko noon sa UST Graduate School, Filipino Psychology yun. Ang 
aking propesor noon ay si Dr. Concepcion Cheng at ipinabasa niya sa akin ang Elements of 
Filipino Philosophy ni Leonardo Mercado.  
 
Abenes 7: Malaki po pala ang naging impluwensya sa inyo ni Fr. Mercado dahil ang 
pagbabasa ninyo ng kanyang Elements of Filipino Philosophy ay naging bukas kayo sa 
hamon ng pamimilosopiya sa Pilipinas. Ngunit bakit po sa inyong Filipino Philosophical 
Taxonomy (Demeterio, 2013) ay hindi po ninyo siya ibinilang?  
 
Demeterio 7: Hindi naglaan ng espasyo si Fr. Mercado para sa pagninilay sa estado at 
direksiyon ng Pilosopiyang Pilipino. Nagsulat lamang siya ng isang uri ng Pilosopiyang 
Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 8: Nabanggit nyo po na dahil sa pag-aaral po ng Filipino Psychology bilang cognate 
ay napag-isipan po ninyo na mag-aral sa UP-Diliman. Bakit po PhD in Philippine Studies at 
hindi PhD in Philosophy ang inyong kinuha? Maaari po ba ninyong ilarawan ang 
intellectual environment noon sa UP?  
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Demeterio 8: Napag-isipan ko noong natapos ko na ang master's degree ko na maaari ko 
nang pag-aralan ang pilosopiya sa pamamagitan ng sariling pag-aaral. Gusto kong lumawak 
pa ng husto ang aking kaalaman lalo na sa sarili nating kultura at kasaysayan sa 
pamamagitan pagkuha ng Philippine Studies. Parang gusto kong bigyan ng mas matatag na 
konteksto ang aking pamimilosopiya. Limitado ang nakuha kong Philosophy subjects noon 
sa UP Diliman. Alam ko na nasa Linguistic Philosophy at Logical Positivism sila nakatutok. 
Binibiro ang Philosophy Department noon sa UP ng ibang mga propesor na 
napakamedieval daw ang dating. Ang kaalaman ko tungkol sa Frankfurt School at 
Postmodernismo ay nakuha ko mula sa mga propesor ko ng Comparative Literature at 
Social Psychology. Pero hindi talaga ako nakababad noon sa kultura ng UP Diliman dahil 
nag-aaral ako ng Teolohiya sa UST at kalaunan ay nagtratrabaho na sa San Beda College at 
nag-uumpisa nang magkaroon ng pamilya.  
 
Abenes 9: Sa tingin niyo po ano po ang naging bentahe niyo sa ibang mga pilosopo nang 
nakapag-aral kayo ng Philippine Studies? Tama po ba ang aking hinuha na kung tutuusin 
matatag na ang inyong pamimilosopiya dahil meron na kayong teorya pero hindi pa rin 
kayo kumbinsido dahil hindi niyo pa ito maiampat sa reyalidad ng mundo ng mga 
Pilipino?  
 
Demeterio 9: Ang bentahe ko sa ibang pilosopong Pilipino ay meron akong kaalaman 
tungkol sa kultura at kasaysayan ng Pilipinas na nagsisilbing materyal at konteksto ng aking 
pananaliksik. Ang bentahe ko naman sa ibang dalubhasa sa araling-Pilipino ay may arsenal 
ako ng mga teoryang mapaghuhugutan ng kung ano ang kinakailangan ko sa bawat 
proyekto. Sinisikap ko na sa bawat paggamit ko ng banyaga o lokal na teorya ay nababago 
ko ang mga ito habang inaangkop ko ang mga ito sa konteksto ng ating kultura at 
kalikasan.  
 

II. Akademikong Radikalisasyon (1995- 2008) 
 
Abenes 10: Dumako naman po tayo sa inyong mga taon sa San Beda kung saan dito po 
inilarawan ko bilang inyong akademikong radikalisasyon. Bago po ba kayo dumating sa San 
Beda sadya nang ganon ang intellectual environment o isa po kayo sa mga unang 
nagpasimula ng kritikal na pamimilosopiya doon? 
 
Demeterio 10: Isa ako sa mga humugis sa pilosopikal na oryentasyon ng San Beda College 
(naging university na pala ito kahapon). Kasama ko sina Jose Arcadio Malbarosa (Cadz) at 
Dr. Maxwell Felicilda sa proyektong ito. Pero ako ang chairman noon ng departamento 
nang binago namin ang curriculum ng Philosophy program papunta sa kritikal na 
pamimilosopiya. Sa San Beda ako naging presidente ng faculty association at vice president 
ng labor union.  
 
Abenes 11: Noon pong dumating kayo sa San Beda noong 1994, ano po ang philosophy 
curriculum ang inyong nadatnan? Bakit ninyo naisip na gawin siyang critical philosophy? 
Anu-ano po ang saklaw at sakop ng critical philosophy na nakapaloob sa curriculum? Ano 
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po ang naging reception ng mga mag-aaral mas epektibo po ba siya kaysa sa dogmatiko at 
iskolastisismo na inyong nakagisnan sa UST? 
 
Demeterio 11: Ang nadatnan kong curriculum ay double major na, Philosophy at Human 
Resources Development. Pero ang philosophy component noon ay scholastic pa rin ang 
stress. Naisipan naming gawing critical philosophy ang direction ng philosophy curriculum 
dahil sa background ko at ni Cadz Malbarosa, at dahil gusto namin na critical philosophy 
ang distinctive brand ng San Beda College in contradistinction with the philosophical 
brands of UST, UP, ADMU at DLSU. Naging maganda ang mga research projects ng aming 
mga students noon dahil sa pagfocus namin sa critical philosophy at Filipino Philosophy. 
Naging kilala ang San Beda noon bilang sentro ng undergraduate training for 
philosophy. Rod, nabasa mo na itong dissertation ni Dr. Precious de Joya? May discussion 
siya tungkol sa philosophy program ng San Beda dito. Ito ang 
link: https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/48683073.pdf. 
 
Abenes 12: Nabasa ko na po ko na po ang bahagi ng struggle ng Philosophy Department na 
naging dahilan po ng inyong termination sa akda ni de Joya (2013). Napansin ko po na halos 
ang naratibo (email at naratibo) ay nanggaling kina Sir Cads, Sir Felicilda at Sir Raffy. Sa 
inyo pong pananaw, ano po ba ang tunay na dahilan ng pagkakasara ng Kagawaran ng 
Pilosopiya sa San Beda na naging dahilan ng inyong pagkakaterminate? Maaari po ba natin 
itong maiugnay sa kritikal na pamimilosopiya na itinuro nyo sa inyong mga mag-aaral na 
itinulay din ninyo at ng mga mag-aaral bilang praxis?  
 
Demeterio 13: May kaugnayan ang kritikal na pamimilosopiya sa pagsara sa aming 
departamento. Una, paulit-ulit kaming pinararatangan na tagapaglaganap ng atheismo sa 
loob ng San Beda College. Pangalawa, ang kritikal na pamimilosopiya ay walang saysay 
kapag puro teksto lamang ang nililikha nito. Nagiging ganap lamang ang kritikal na 
pamimilosopiya kapag may dimensiyon ito na praxis. Kaya dapat lamang na sangkot kami 
sa kilusan ng mga manggagawa, at dapat lamang na matatag ang pakikipag-alyansa namin 
sa mga mag-aaral na sa panahon na iyon ay inapi ng ilang mga Benediktinong pari na 
kalaunan ay tinanggal din naman ng kanilang orden sa kani-kanilang puwesto.  
 
Abenes 14: Kaya po pala may naisulat din kayo na sa The Bedan ng ‘A Department of 
Atheism and Anti-Spirituality’ bilang opinion article noong December 2004. Ito po ba ay 
defense niyo bilang akusasyon sa inyo na tagapagpapalaganap kayo ng atheismo? Napansin 
ko rin po na may akda na kayo tungkol sa paggawa ng thesis work tungkol sa Filipino 
Philosophy. Ano po ang dahilan kung bakit niyo ito sinulat at ano po ang naging reception 
ng mga mag-aaral? Agaran po ba nilang niyakap ang hamon ng pagsusulat tungkol sa 
Pilosopiyang Pilipino? Sinu-sino po sa mga naging mag-aaral niyo noong panahon yaon na 
patuloy pa rin nakikilahok sa pagpapayaman nito?  
 
Demeterio 14: Naisulat ko yun ‘A Department of Atheism and Anti-Spirituality” bilang 
sagot sa kanilang mga paratang. Ang aking manual ay ginamit ng mga mag-aaral namin 
noon. Si Dr. Rhoderick Nuncio ay student namin noon, pati rin si Ben Atim. Si Dr. Bryan 
Bustamante rin, si Dr. Emman de Leon ay student ko dahil may subject kaming pinapatakbo 
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sa Mindoro. Di ko matandaan kung si Dr. Jerwin Mahaguay ay naging student ko ba doon 
sa Mindoro? May balak kami ni Dr. RT Pada na gagawa ng bagong edition ng manual na 
yun bilang collaborative work.  
 
Abenes 15: Litaw na litaw po talaga ang inyong impluwensya dahil ang mga nabanggit niyo 
ngayon mga indibidwal ay patuloy na nagsusulat sa Pilosopiyang Pilipino. Isa pong 
napakagandang balita na magkakaroon ng bagong edition ang nabanggit na manual. Ito po 
ba ay halos may pagkakatulad sa naibahagi ninyo s UST tungkol sa paggawa ng thesis sa 
araling Pilipino at Pilosopiyang Pilipino na nakaupload sa metaporika sa Kritike? Nabanggit 
nga po sa akin ni Jerwin noon nagturo daw kayo sa Mindoro. Sa inyo pong obserbasyon, 
ano po ang pinagkaiba at pinagkahalintulad ng mga mag-aaral sa probinsya at mag-aaral sa 
Kamaynilaan?  
 
Demeterio 15: Ang lecture ko sa UST (na nakaupload sa Kritike) ay hinugot ko sa manual na 
iyon. Matatalino ang mga seminarista sa Mindoro. Hirap nga lang sila noon sa wikang 
Ingles. Doon ko unang nasubukang maglecture gamit ang wikang Filipino. Matatalino rin 
ang mga mag-aaral namin noon sa San Beda College. Ang pinakagusto kong mga student ay 
yung mga seminarista ng UST. Sobrang seryoso mga iyon at kakaunti lang sila kaya 
matutukan mo sila sa diskusyon.  
 
Abenes 16: Mga anong taon po iyon na kayo po ay nakapagturo sa Mindoro? Ibig sabihin po 
pala nito bago pa man kayo mapunta sa DLSU ay unti-unti niyo nang niyayakap ang 
paggamit ng wikang Filipino sa pamimilosopiya? Ano po ang naging obserbasyon ninyo sa 
paggamit ng wikang Filipino sa inyong diskusyon?  
 
Demeterio 16: Siguro ang huling turo ko sa Mindoro ay 2002. Kabalintunaan ang pagiging 
pilosopong Pilipino kapag hindi ka namimilosopiya gamit ang wikang Filipino. Unti-unti ko 
nang ginamit sa lectures ang wikang Filipino mula noong nagturo ako sa Mindoro. 
Natatandaan ko noon na ang opening remarks ko sa Junior Congress of Filipino Philosophy 
Students noong 2002, kung kailan tinipon ko ang aking mga mag-aaral mula sa San Beda, 
Mindoro at UST ay binasa ko sa wikang Filipino. Lilipas muna ang anim na taon bago ako 
natutong magsulat gamit ang nasabing wika, noong nasa DLSU na ako. Mga Inglesero ang 
mga propesor ko sa UST at UP noon kasi.  
 
Abenes 17: Malaki po din pala ang naging impluwensya sa inyo ng mga seminaristang mga 
taga-Mindoro sapagkat sila ang nagpamulat sa inyo upang magturo gamit ang wikang 
Filipino. Nakita ko nga po sa CV niyo na kayo po ang Convenor ng Junior Congress of 
Filipino Philosophy Students noong Oktubre 2002. Ito po ang kauna-unahanan na kayo ay 
maging convenor ng isang research congress na sa ngayon ay inyong ipinagpapagtuloy sa 
tulong ng DANUM. Ito po ang dahilan kung bakit naisip niyo ang ganitong mga aktibidad 
lalo na sa mga bagong sisibol na mga iskolar at dalubguro? 
 
Demeterio 17: Ang nasa isip ko noon ay huwag na masyadong umasa sa mga 
nakakatandang batch ng mga guro sa pilosopiya para mapaunlad ang pilosopiyang Pilipino. 
Mas mainam na sa mga batang mag-aaral ituon ang aking lakas. Dahil kapag naiba ko ang 
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kanilang pananaw at namulat ko ang kanilang interes sa pananaliksik ay dadating ang araw 
na lalakas at lalakas ang pilosopiyang pilipino. Kasama namin sa congress na iyon sina Fleur 
Altez-Albela, Dean Mejos, at pati pa yata si RT Pada. Kasama rin si Emman noon.1 
 
Abenes 18: Napaganda nga po ng layunin. Iyong dahilan ngayon masasabing ibang-iba na 
ang Filipino philosophical landscape ngayon. Ano po ang dahilan kung bakit parang hindi 
po nasundan ang ganun proyekto? Parang nagkaroon ulit ng congress nong nasa DLSU na 
kayo?  
 
Demeterio 18: Nasundan iyon, siguro may tatlong ganoong congress. Naalala ko na may 
isang naganap doon sa UP Diliman, at isa naman sa San Beda. Ang problema noon ay 
naturn-over yun sa consortium ng mga philosophy students' organization. Paglipas ng 
panahon ay siguro nagsawa ang mga mag-aaral o tinamad o hindi na nagkakasundo. Ang 
Philippine Studies Conference naman dito sa DLSU ay nag-umpisa bilang simpleng balak 
gumala ng aking mga mag-aaral. Sa halip ng simpleng lakwatsa, sinabi ko na gawin na 
lamang itong kumperensiya. Natutuhan ko ang round table huddle2 mula sa aking research 
fellowship doon sa Catholic University of America, dahil yun ang ginagawa namin doon 
palagi, round table discussions. Instense ang sharing at discussion, at maraming maiuuwing 
insights at comments ang mga participants. Ngayon bawal na ang mga hindi magprepresent 
ng papel at nilalayon na na hanggang sa maaari ay mai-publish ang papel sa iba't ibang 
journal.  
 
Abenes 19: Oo nga po. Iyon po ang isa sa mga naging obserbasyon ko nun sa Danum 
Conference sa Caramoan at sa Aklan. Bago po ako mapunta sa inyong mga taon sa DLSU, 
mabalikan ko lang po un pagtuturo ninyo sa seminaryo sa Mindoro. Ano nga pong program 
yun?  
 
Demeterio 19: Partnership program yun ng San Beda College at San Augustine Seminary. 
Kaibigan kasi nina Cadz at Max si Fr. Tom Priela na Rector or Dean of Studies noon. Kaya 
madaling naayos ang agreement. Bale yung isang subject, Hermeneutics or Filipino 
philosophy halimbawa, ay patatakbuhin namin ng dalawang linggo. Habang nasa San Beda 
ako ay nagtuturo din ako noon sa UST seminary. Kaya madali kong naorganize ang Junior 
Conference dahil pinagsamama ko lamang ang tatlong grupo ko ng students. Mula sa tatlo 
sumama naman ang ang AB philosophy ng UST rin. The following year sumama ang UP at 
Miriam College.  
 

                                                             
1 Ang mga nabanggit na mga dalubguro ay mga kasalukuyang nagtuturo sa Pamantasan ng Santo Tomas. Si 

Altez-Abela ay kilala sa kanyang akda kay Emmanuel Levinas, si Mejos kay Karol Wojtyla, si Pada sa 
Epistemology at Critical Theory at si De Leon sa Filipino Philosophy lalo na sa mga Tomasinong mga Pilipinong 
Pilosoper na sina Quito, Abulad, Mercado at Co.  
2 Ito ay masasabing isang identity na ng nasabing conference ng Philippine Studies ng De La Salle kung saan ito 

ay isang roundtable discussion na walang projector sa pagbibigay ng panayam. Sa obserbasyon ng mga may-
akda base sa kanilang pagdalo sa mga nabanggit na conference ay napakainam ng ganitong gawain at mas 
nakapapagbigay ng mas masinsinang diskusyon at kalaunan at kolaborasyon.  
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Abenes 20: Matapos pong maisara ang Departament of Philosophy ng San Beda. Ano pong 
nangyari? Nabalitaan ko po noong mga 2009 na naging Prof. ko pa si Sir Max na may kaso 
daw kayong inihain laban sa San Beda? Ano pong nangyari sa usapin?  
 
Demeterio 20: Hindi na ako sumama sa paghain ng kaso, Rod. Sina Max at Cadz na lamang 
ang naghain ng kaso. Para sa akin, oportunidad ang pagkatanggal sa amin at ibinuhos ko na 
lamang ang aking atensiyon at lakas para makuha ko ang tenure dito sa DLSU. Demanding 
masyado ang DLSU at ayaw ko ikalat ang aking oras at lakas para sa isang kaso. Buklatin 
mo ang libro ko tungkol sa CBCP at tingnan mo ano ang dedikasyong nakasulat doon. 
 
Abenes 21: Noong pong nagsara ang San Beda, bakit sa DLSU po kayo napadpad at hindi 
po sa UST na inyong alma mater? Ayon sa inyong CV kayo ay guest professor sa Philosophy 
Department ng naturang pamantasan noong mga taong 2001 hanggang 2008.  
 
Demeterio 21: Bago pa man isinara ang aming departamento, mayroon na akong invitation 
na maging full time mula kay Dr. Rhod Nuncio na noon ay department chair ng Filipino 
Department. Nagsumite ako ng application letter sa UST pero kinuha na ako agad ng DLSU 
bilang full time. Ang engagement ko noon sa UST ay sa seminaryo (ecclesiastical faculties). 
Walang full time professor na tinatanggap doon. 
 
Abenes 22: Bago po muna tayo mapunta tuluyan sa mga taon niyo sa DLSU, maaari po bang 
magbigay kayo ng ideya tungkol sa sinulat niyong disertasyon sa UP? Bakit po ang napili 
niyong mga texto ay ang mga award winning novels in English? At ano po ang teoryang 
ginamit ninyo sa pagbasa dito?  
 
Demeterio 23: Ang una kong plano ay saliksikin ay ang worldview na nakapaloob sa mga 
Sebuanong drama sa radyo. Epekto pa ito ng proyekto nina Mercado na saliksikin ang 
Filipino worldview at identity. Wala akong makitang matatag na literatura tungkol sa 
worldview, kaya naging neutral na ideolohiya ang kategoryang ito. Hindi ko makuha ang 
mga script ng Sebuanong drama sa radyo, kaya naging mga nobelang Pilipino na nakasulat 
sa wikang Ingles. Ang disertasyon ko ay nakabatay pa sa diskurso ng Pilosopiyang Pilipino 
bilang pagsusuri sa Filipino worldview at Filipino identity. Cognitive anthropology ang 
ginamit kong teorya ko dito. Isa sa mga realisasyon ko dito ay kapag gamitin lamang ng 
mga Pilipino ang cognitive anthropology ay malamang maisasara na natin ang usapin 
tungkol sa paghahanap sa Filipino worldview at Filipino identity.  
 
Abenes 24: Maaari ko po bang sabihin na bukod sa radikalisayon niyo ng mga panahon na 
ito ay ito din ang panahon na maaari nating tawaging iskematisasyon niyo gamit ang 
Cognitive Anthropology na litaw na litaw sa inyong mga akda na hanggang sa ngayon ay 
patuloy nyo pa rin ginagamit na metodo? Ang ganitong pamamaraan ay patuloy na 
ninyong ginagamit bilang sistemang pagbabalangkas sa mundo at realidad ng mga Pilipino? 
 
Demeterio 24: Kung may pagkakataon ako ay ginagamit ko pa rin ang Cognitive 
Anthropology, lalo na kapag mentalidad ng mga tao ang sinusuri ko. Pero mas madalas ay 
tumututok na ako ngayon sa kritikal na paghimay sa mga aspekto at imprastraktura ng 
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mundo ng mga Pilipino. Tool o kasangkapan para sa akin ang pilosopiya para intindihin at 
pabubutihin pa ang mundo ng mga Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 25: Maaari po ba nating masabi na sa early career niyo mas malimit ang paggamit 
niyo ng Cognitive Anthropology kaysa sa Critical Philosophy. Napansin ko po kasi na ang 
mga akda ninyo noon mga panahon yun ay tungkol sa mentalidad, moralidad, semiology, 
politics of knowledge, ideology and Filipino Philosophy?  
 
Demeterio 25: Halos magkasabay ang engagement ko sa diskurso ng pagsusuri tungkol sa 
Filipino worldview/identity at sa diskurso ng kritikal na Pilosopiyang Pilipino. Malakas 
kasi ang kritikal na leaning ng Comparative Literature at Social Psychology sa UP Diliman. 
Ngayon ay mas maingat na ako sa aking engagement sa unang diskurso dahil napuna kong 
maaari itong gamitin bilang sangkap para mamanipula ang mga Pilipino ng diktaduryang 
bigla na lamang umusbong muli.  
 
Abenes 26: Hindi ko po makuha ang inyong huling sinasabi. Kapag sinabi po bang unang 
diskurso ito ay ang Cognitive Anthropology o critical philosophy? Paano niyo po nasabi na 
maaari itong magamit bilang manipulasyon?  
 
Demeterio 26: Ang unang diskurso ay ang pagsusuri tungkol sa Filipino 
worldview/identity. Naipakita ko sa aking sanaysay na ‘Thought and Socio-Politics: An 
Account of the Late 20th Century Filipino Philosophy’ (Demeterio, 2003) na lumakas ang 
diskursong ito noong panahon ng Martial Law habang bumulusok naman ang diskurso ng 
kritikal na pilosopiyang Pilipino. Ang suspetsa ko noon ay di-malay na nakipagsabwatan 
ang pilosopiyang Pilipino sa nation building project ni Marcos na isa naman sa mga ginamit 
niyang sangkap para maging katanggap-tanggap ang kanyang pasistang pamumuno. Sa 
sanaysay kong ‘Some Useful Lessons from Richard Rorty’s Pragmatism for Filipino 
Postcolonial Discourses’ (Demeterio, 2008) nabungkal ko ang aktuwal na pakikipag-
ugnayan ng Pantayong Pananaw sa Rehimeng Marcos. Kaya naisip ko na dapat usisahin ng 
diskurso ng kritikal na pilosopiyang Pilipino ang mga diskurso ng pagsusuri ng Filipino 
worldview/identity para mailantad ang anumang nakakubling pakikipagsabwatan nito sa 
pasistang nasyonalismo o hindi kaya sa namamayagpag na diktadurya.  
 
Abenes 27: Pero maaari din naman po nating masabi na lumakas din noong panahon ni 
Marcos ang Pilosopiyang Pilipino dahil ito ay dinala na sa labas ng akademiko. Marami ang 
sumali sa kilusan dulot ng pasistang pamumuno at ito ay laganap noong panahon na yuon. 
Maaari po ba nating masabi ang pakikipagsabwatan ng anumang diskurso sa Pilipinolohiya 
noon panahon na iyon ay sa aspeto lamang ng akademikong diskurso? Tahasan po ba natin 
masasabing isa sa mga ito ay si Quito na ito naman ay pinagsisihan niya sa huli?  
 
Demeterio 27: Baka hindi rin lumakas ang underground Critical Filipino Philosophy. 
Masyadong maliit at maselan ang kalagayan sa underground para suportahan ang 
malayang kritikal na pamimilosopiya. Walang tolerance ang underground para sa 
philosophical diversity. Tama ka na ang malay o hindi malay na pakikisabwatan ay nasa 
antas lamang ng akademikong pamimilosopiya. Inamin ni Quito na iniwasan niya muna 
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ang kritikal na pamimilosopiya noong may isang ahente si Marcos na dumalaw sa kanya at 
nag-utos sa kanya na wag isama sa kanyang publikasyon ang isinusulat niyang materyal na 
may kinalaman sa kritikal na pamimilosopiya. Pero sa palagay ko may bahid pa rin ng 
kritikal na pamimilosopiyang mababakas sa mga sulat ni Quito. 
 
 

III. Academikong Filipinisasyon (2009- 2014) 
 
Abenes 28: Noong napadpad po kayo sa DLSU noong 2008, paano po ninyo mailalarawan 
ang intellectual environment nito? Coincedence po na ito rin po ang pagpasok namin ni 
Jerwin at pagreretiro naman ni Dr. Gripaldo sa DLSU at isa sa mga panghihinayang namin 
hindi namin kayo naging professor sa graduate school.  
 
Demeterio 28: Sa Filipino Department ako napasok dahil kay Dr. Rhod Nuncio. Hindi ko 
masyado kabisado ang philosophical environment ng DLSU. Ang alam ko ngayon ay 
kulang sa mga doctor ang departamento at kulang din sa research productivity ang 
Philosophy Department. Sinabi ni Dr. Leni Garcia sa akin na hindi mahusay at nurturing na 
mentor si Dr. Quito. Si Dr. Abulad sana na napakapromising bilang pilosopo ay bigla 
namang maaga nagretire. Dito sa Pilipinas ang philosophy department ng DLSU na siguro 
ang may pinakamataas na salary rate, at may pinakamamatatag na sana na research 
infrastructure. Kaya hindi lang talaga pinansiyal na usapin lamang ang dahilan kumbakit 
underdeveloped ang Filipino philosophy. 
 
Abenes 29: Sa intellectual environment naman po ng Filipino Department, ano po ang 
inyong nadatnan? At ano po ang naging kontribusyon niyo? Napansin ko po kasi na parang 
ang Filipino Department ng DLSU ang napakalakas at progresibo pagdating sa 
pagpapaunlad ng Filipino Philosophy bagamat hindi natin mapapasubalian na medyo hilaw 
pa rin sa grounding ng teorya.  
 
Demeterio 29: Dalawang grupo ang nariyan sa Filipino Department. May mga taga PNU na 
mahusay sa teaching pero hindi gaano babad sa research. May mga taga UP na agresibo sa 
research at okay din naman sa teaching. Nang dumating ako, may bangayan ang dalawang 
grupong iyon dahil alam naman natin ang asta ng mga taga UP sa usapin ng pagalingan. 
Hindi ako nasangkot sa bangayan na iyon dahil napunta agad ako sa kolehiyo bilang 
research director. Unti-unti kong ipinakita sa departamento namin ang halaga ng 
kolaborasyon kasama ang mga mag-aaral. Ngayon kolaborasyon na ang pinag-uusapan sa 
departamento namin. Sa departamento namin, hindi kami namimilosopiya, kundi 
ginagamit namin ang pilosopiya para isulong ang araling Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 30: At sa DLSU din po tuluyan niyo nang niyakap ang Filipinasyon - ang paggamit 
ng wikang Filipino sa pamimilosopiya? Napuna ko po kasi na simula noong una ninyong 
artikulo noong 1991 hanggang 2008 wala kayong nasulat na ang gamit na wika ay Filipino 
pero simula 2009 hanggang sa kasalukuyan ay napalaking porsyento halos mahigit kalahati 
ay nasa wikang Filipino.  
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Demeterio 31: Tama, Rod. Napatunayan ng Academia.edu page ko na mas marami ang 
nagbabasa sa artikulo ko kapag ito ay nakasulat sa wikang Filipino. Ang tanging pressure 
na lamang kung bakit nagsusulat pa rin ako gamit ang wikang Ingles ay ang kakulangan ng 
avenue para sa publikasyon ng mga artikulong nakasulat sa wikang Filipino. Dagdag pa 
dito ang katotohanang ilan sa aking mga artikulo ay mga conference paper na naipresenta 
sa ibang bansa. Sa DLSU naging ganap ang aking pagiging pilosopong Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 32: Oo nga po. Nakakalungkot pong isipin sapagkat marami sa mga journal dito sa 
atin sa Pilipinas ang hindi tumatanggap ng mga artikulo gamit ang wikang Filipino. Ano po 
ang diagnosis niyo tungkol dito?  
 
Demeterio 32: Dapat subukan natin ang sistema. Katulad noon, sinubukan kong magsumite 
ng article na nasa wikang Filipino sa Kritike Journal. Noong tinanggap nila, umpisa nang 
bumukas ang Kritike para sa wikang Filipino. Habang dumadami ang mga journal na bukas 
para sa wikang Filipino maiisip ng ibang journal na dapat din pala silang magbubukas para 
sa sarili nating wika.  
 
Abenes 33: Kayo nga po pala ang pioneer sa wikang Filipino sa Kritike. Ito ay ang inyong 

journal na pinamagatang ‘Ang Demokratikong Sistema at ang mga Modelo ng Pamumuno 

sa Pilipinas’ (Demeterio, 2010). Napansin ko rin po na sa mga taong ito nagsulat na po kayo 

ng mga philosophical fictions (Demeterio, 2009a; Demeterio, 2009b; Demeterio, 2010) na ang 

tema ay Critical Theory na nailathala na rin po ang dalawang bahagi. Ano po ang dahilan 

kung bakit ninyo sinubukang magsulat ng ganitong genre? May mga kasunod pa po ba ang 

mga fictions na ito?  

 

Demeterio 33: Inemail ko sa yo ang buong nobela, Rod. Parte ng nobela yan. Sinubukan ko 
noong magsulat ng fiction para mapadaloy ang pilosopiya sa mas malawak na readership. 
Hindi na nasundan yan dahil sobrang tindi ang demand para sa research dito sa DLSU. 
Maluwag ang time ko noong nasa San Beda pa ako.  
 
Abenes 34: Oo nga po. Nabasa ko na po ang ilang bahagi - ang kwento nina Fred, Charles, 
Julian, Prof. Peter, Mang Nato at iba pa. Hindi ko po mapigilan ang aking pagtawa dahil 
hindi lang siya philosophical fiction kung hindi necessary philosophical fiction. Kailan niyo 
po planong ilimbag ito? At bakit po Ingles ang nagamit niyong wika kung gusto niyong 
mapalawak ang mangbabasa?  
 
Demeterio 34: Naka chop-chop na yan sa Kritike, Rod. Tama na yan. San Beda days ko pa 
isinulat yan. Wala pa akong confidence noon magsulat sa wikang Filipino. Maski ngayon ay 
hindi pa rin komportable na gumawa ng malikhaing teksto gamit ang wikang Filipino.  
 
Abenes 35: Napansin ko po na marami din po sa mga akda ninyo sa mga panahon ito ay ang 
pagpapakilala sa mga kritikal, postmodern at hermeneutes na mga pilosopo bilang batayan 
sa pag-aaral sa araling-Pilipino. Ano po ang mga layunin nyo kung bakit nyo ito sinulat?  
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Demeterio 35: Ang serye ng mga artikulo na yan ay para maiintindihan agad ng mga 

Pilipinong mag-aaral ang mga pilosopikal na balangkas na ito. Sa halip na maglaan pa sila 

ng mahabang panahon para intindihin ang mga pilosopiyang ito, hinainan ko na sila ng 

madaling intindihing papel para doon na sila tumuon sa kung paano gamitin ang mga ito 

bilang balangkas sa pagsuri sa napili nilang aspekto ng mundong Pilipino. Aproprasyon ng 

mga banyagang teorya ang pakay ko sa mga papel na ito.  

Abenes 36: At bahagi rin niyo na po siguro ito ng paglalapit ng pilosopiya hindi lamang sa 
mag-aaral ng pilosopiya bilang disiplina kung hindi pati na rin po sa mga mag-aaral sa 
araling-Pilipino na nangangailangan ng teorya. Sa sinulat po ni Ben tungkol sa inyong 
pilosopiya Pilipino hinati po niya ang ang yugtong diskuro ninyo sa dalawa: ang 
problematique stage from 2000-2008 at ang probing stage 2008-onwards marahil napansin 
po niya na may kaunti kayong pag-aalinlangan tungkol sa kairalan ng pilosopiya. Ito po ay 
napansin ko sa inyong sinulat tungkol sa akda ninyo kay Ziacilta at Abulad tungkol sa 
underdevelopment ng pilosopiya kung saan gumawa kayo ng suhestyon na gamitin ang 
cognitive anthropology bilang metodo. Pero sa pangalawang yugtong diskurso ninyo gamit 
na rin ang nasabing metodo halos nag-iba po ng hangin ang inyong diskuro dahil dumating 
na kumbinsido na kayo na mayroong Pilosopiyang Pilipino? 
 
Demeterio 36: Nag-umpisa ako sa insight ko mula kay Quito na mayroong pilosopiyang 
Pilipino, subalit ito ay nasa underdeveloped stage. Ang sanaysay ko tungkol sa cognitive 
anthropology ay isang pagmungkahi na maaari nating tuldukan, sa pamamagitan ng 
paggamit ng cognitive anthropology, ang diskurso ng pilosopiyang Pilipino na sumusuri sa 
Filipino worldview/identity. Kumbinsido ako na kayang tugunan ng cognitive 
anthropology ang katanungan ng diskursong ito. Ngunit kapag inamin naman ng 
pilosopiyang Pilipino na cognitive anthropology nga ang dapat gamitin para sa diskursong 
ito, inamin din ng pilosopiyang Pilipino na hindi talaga pilosopikal ang nasabing diskurso. 
Sa ibang sanaysay ko kung saan iminungkahi ko na suportahan ng mga pilosopong Pilipino 
iyong mga diskurso ng pilosopiyang Pilipino na may malaking developmental potential 
patuloy na nariyan ang assumption ko na underdeveloped pa rin ang pilosopiyang 
Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 37: Maaari ko pong bang sabihin na ito rin po ang dahilan kung bakit hindi ninyo na 
gasinong naipaliwanag ang metodo ninyo sa inyong akdang 'Status of and Directions for 
“Filipino Philosophy’ in Zialcita, Timbreza, Quito, Abulad, Mabaquiao, Gripaldo, and 
Co’ dahil sa gusto niyong itago o ideny na underdeveloped pa rin talaga ang pilosopiyang 
Pilipino. At gumawa na lang kayo ng suhestyon na mayroong 12 discourses na maaaring 
idevelop at iexplore ng mga bagong sisibol na iskolar? Kaya upang magawa ang 
kakulangang ito sinunod ninyo ang proyekto para i-assess ang potensyal ng 12 discourses 
ng Filipino Philosophy? 
 
Demeterio 37: May kopya ka ba ng sanaysay na ito Rod? Attached is the full copy. Baka kasi 
introduction lang ang nabasa mo mula sa Academia.edu page ko.   
 

● https://ejournals.ph/article.php?id=4832 
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Abenes 38: Nasabi ko na po siya medyo nagkaroon lang po kasi ng kalituhan sapagkat 
parang napansin ko na ang artikulong ito ay continuation ng inyong artikulong ‘Cognitive 
Anthropology and the Unfinished Agenda of the Early Indigenous Phase of Filipino 
Philosophy’. Bagamat na nabasa ko po na si Sausaurre ang inyong ginamit na metodo 
parang napansin ko po na nakapaloob pa rin dito ang cognitive anthrology na pamamaraan 
nyo. Nagulat po ako nang inyong nasabi na "Ngunit kapag inamin naman ng Pilosopiyang 
Pilipino na cognitive anthropology nga ang dapat gamitin para sa diskursong ito, inamin 
din ng pilosopiyang Pilipino na hindi talaga pilosopikal ang nasabing diskurso". Pero ang 
lumalaro po sa isipan ko ngayon bagamat humiram tayo sa ibang disiplina hindi 
nangangahulugan na ibang disiplinang pamamaraan na ito ang ginamit sapagkat alam natin 
na ang mga nabanggit na disiplina ay humiram din sa pilosopiya bago sila nasabing isang 
formal na agham sapagkat alam naman natin na ang pilosopiya ang ina ng mga agham. 
Naiisip ko po sa cognitive anthropology ang ugnayan ng isip ng tao (internal world) at ng 
lipunan (external world) gaya ng inyong paliwanag sa inyong artikulong ‘Cognitive 
Anthropology and the Unfinished Agenda of the Early Indigenous Phase of Filipino 
Philosophy’ kung gayon po ito ay malinaw na isang epistemolohikal na pagpapalagay na 
nakabatay sa realismong kaisipan. Kung gayon po masasabi po pilosopikal ang ating 
diskuro sa Pilosopiyang Pilipino.  
 
Demeterio 38: Tama ka, Rod. Ginamit ko ang cognitive anthropology sa artikulong ‘Status of 
and Directions for “Filipino Philosophy’ in Zialcita, Timbreza, Quito, Abulad, Mabaquiao, 
Gripaldo, and Co", lalo na ang mga konsepto ng taxonomizer at periodizer. Pero ang 
artikulong ito ay isang reflexibong pag-aaral sa pilosopiyang Pilipino na hindi malinaw 
kung nakapaloob ba sa 12 o 16 na diskurso ng pilosopiyang Pilipino na nailista ko. Malinaw 
naman siguro na ang aking artikulong ito ay hindi isang pagsusuri sa Filipino worldview at 
identity. Kumikiling ako kay Zialcita na ang diskurso ng pilosopiyang Pilipino bilang 
pagsusuri sa Filipino worldview at identity ay hindi lubusang masasabing pilosopikal na 
diskurso. Sang-ayon din ako sa sinabi ni Zialcita na ang ganitong pagsusuri ay dapat 
sundan ng pagsisid sa mga presuposition ng ganito o ganoong worldview at identidad, at 
pagtingin sa implikasyon ng ganito o ganoong worldview at identidad. 
 
Abenes 39: Ibig po bang sabihin nito malinaw na hamon ito sa mga Pilipinong pilosopo na 
tingnan at suriin natin ang mga epistemological at metaphysical presupositions ng mga ito 
upang mas mapatibay natin ang kairalan nito? Ngayon po bigla kong naiisip na maaaring 
mapagtibay ito ng metaphysical at epistemological views ni Ceniza.  
 
Demeterio 39: Iba si Ceniza, Rod. Wala siyang paki-alam masyado sa pilosopiyang Pilipino. 
Namimilosopiya siya bilang isang universal/cosmopolitan philosopher. Kaya wala 
masyadong pumapansin sa kanya. Hindi siya pinapansin ng mga universal/cosmopolitan 
peers niya dahil isolated siya dito sa Pilipinas. Hindi rin siya pinapansin ng mga pilosopong 
Pilipino dahil wala nga siya masayadong paki-alam sa usapin sa pilosopiyang Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 40: Yun nga po ang isa sa mga naging obserbasyon ko kay Ceniza at isa pa po 
mahirap siyang intindihin at basahin. Kaya po naisip ko lang siyang bigla dahil kung 
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sumang-ayon kayo kay Zialcita na dapat sundan ng pagsisid sa mga pagpapalagay ang 
identidad at worldview sa pamamagitan ng epistemology at metaphysics, maaari sigurong 
magamit natin ang mga pananaw ni Ceniza upang hindi na tayo humiram ng banyagang 
teorya? 
 
Demeterio 40: Sa palagay ko, hindi epistemology at metaphysics ang gusto tukuyin ni 
Zialcita noong sinabi niyang dapat pag-aralan na lamang ng pilosopiyang Pilipino ang mga 
presupposition at implication ng Filipino worldview at identity. Gusto lamang niya na 
suriin dapat ng pilosopiyang Pilipino kumbakit ganito o ganyan ang Filipino 
worldview/identity, at kung saan pupunta dapat ang Pilipino kapag ganito o ganyan ang 
Filipino worldview at identity. Mahirap ipilit ang epistemology at metaphysics sa mga 
Pilipinong hindi mahilig sa abstract thinking. Mas tatanggapin ng mga Pilipino ang 
pilosopiya kapag naka-angla ito sa mga kongretong usapin mula sa sariling mundo ng mga 
Pilipino.  
 
Abenes 41: Ano po ang suhestyon ninyo na maaaring magawa ng bagong sisibol na mga 
pilosopo na maaari nilang tahaking upang mahanap ang mungkahi ni Zialcita?  
 
Demeterio 42: Batay sa mga naisulat ko, Rod, magagamit ang cognitive anthropology para 
mamapa ng mga pilosopong Pilipino ang Filipino worldview at identity. Kapag nagawa nila 
ito ay maaari nang umpisahan ang halos wala pang lamang diskurso ng pilosopiyang 
Pilipino na sumusuri sa mga presuposisyon at implikasyon ng nasabing worldview at 
identity. Hindi ako sigurado kung may iisa bang Filipino worldview at identity. Hindi rin 
ako sigurado kung ang nasabing worldview at identity ay i ba. Minsan naiisip ko na baka 
itong Filipino worldview at identity na ito ay isang holy grail lamang, o isang El Dorado 
lamang, na hindi naman talaga makakamtan pero nagtulak sa isang henerasyon ng mga 
pilosopong Pilipino na umpisahan ang pamimilosopiya.  
 

IV. Humboldtianismong Radikalisasyon (2015- Kasalukuyan) 
 

Abenes 43: Oo nga po. At ito po ang masasabi kong napakalaking naitulong ninyo upang 
mapalawak at mapalakas ang Pilosopiyang Pilipino. Sumagi nga po sa isip ko nitong mga 
nakaraan araw na dati-rati po kung baga sa pagkain hindi appealing ang pilosopiyang 
Pilipino ngunit binigyan niyo ito ng lasa. Sa sukdulan po masasabi ko na ang mga akda 
ninyo tungkol sa katayuan ng pilosopiyang Pilipino ang nagsilbing 'asin' para sa aming mga 
bagong iskolar. Bukod pa dun nakita rin po namin ang inyong pagpursige sa mga bagong 
iskolar na magsulat. Sa ngayon po nakita namin na abala pa rin kayo sa inyong proyekto 
pero simula po 2015 nakita namin na mas engaging ito dahil sa kolaborasyon sa mga bagong 
sumisibol na mga iskolar tulad namin. Ano po ang nagtulak sa inyo para sa ganitong 
pananaw?  
 
Demeterio 43: Mula 2009, o matapos 1 year mula sa aking paglipat sa DLSU, ay naging 
research administrator na ko. Hanggang ngayon ay pinuproblema pa rin ng DLSU and 
katayuan nito bilang research university. Hindi pa rin malinaw para sa DLSU kung ano ang 
ibig sabihin ng pagiging research university nito. Natuklasan ko na ang pundasyon ng 
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research university ay ang pilosopiya/praxis ng edukasyon isinulong ni Humboldt. Nasa 
puso ng pilosopiya/praxis ng edukasyon ni Humboldt ang kolaborasyon sa pagitan ng 
propesor at mag-aaral. Isinabuhay ko ang pilosopikal/praxiolohikal na prinsipyong ito. 
Isang paraan ito para lalo pang dumami ang mga pilosopong Pilipino o mananaliksik na 
pilipino. Kung ang ibang pilosopong Pilipino ay nag-iwan ng mga teksto, pangarap ko na 
mag-iwan ng hindi lamang mga teksto, kundi mga Pilipinong kaya gumawa ng mas marami 
pang teksto at buhay na diskurso. Sa mga kolaborasyon ko sana nabungkal ko ang utak ng 
aking mga mag-aaral para mas madali itong sakahan. Pero sa mga kolaborasyon ko, 
pinunlaan din ng aking mga mag-aaral ang aking utak ng mga bagong ideya na relevant 
palagi para sa mga kabataan. Hindi ako mauubusan ng mga ideya at proyekto dahil 
palaging dinadalhan ako ng aking mga kolaborador ng bago mula sa kani-kanilang 
konseptuwal at eksistensiyal na mundo. 
 
Abenes 44: Ano po ang maaari niyong suhestyon at payo sa mga pilosopong Pilipino at mga 
bagong sumisibol na mga iskolar para mas mapalakas pa po ang mga pananaliksik sa ating 
bansa?  
 
Demeterio 44: Patuloy na manaliksik. Unahin ang mga paksa sa pilosopiyang may 
pakinabang sa kasalukuyan. Saka na muna iyong epistemolohiya at metapisika, dadating 
din ang pilosopiyang Pilipino sa mga diskursong iyan kapag malakas na ito. Dalhin ang 
pilosopiya sa antas na maiintindihan ng mas maraming Pilipino. Low altitude 
philosophizing ang tawag ko dito. Maglikha ng mga espasyo kung saan maaaring mabuhay 
ang pilosopikal na diskurso. Ang pamimilosopiya ay ginagawa hindi para magyabang. 
Naglilikha dapat ito ng mga bagong landas para sa pag-iisip at pagkilos ng iba. Humugot 
ng lakas at karagdagang kaalaman mula sa kapwa pilosopong Pilipino at kapwa mag-aaral 
ng pilosopiya. Huwag mahiyang punahin ang kahinaan at pagkululang ng ibang 
pilosopong pilipino. Gamiltin ang kalakasan ng ibang pilosopong Pilipino bilang materyal 
sa sariling pamimilosopiya.  
 
Abenes 45: Sa ngayon po ay sinusundan at ginagawang niyong modelo si Humboldt sa 
inyong pananaliksik, may pagnanais din po ba kayong i-synthesize lahat ng inyong mga 
pinagkuhanang batis, inyong mga sinulat, at mga ideya dulot ng kolaborasyon na naging 
pundasyon ninyo para sa pagbabago?  
 
Demeterio 46: Siguro, uumpisahan ko ang pag-synthesize ng aking mga naisusulat 
pagdating ko ng 55 years old. Maaari ko ring hayaan na lamang ang aking mga kolaborador 
na gumawa ng synthesis. Maaari ring hindi naman talaga kailangang i-synthesize ang ating 
mga naisulat na. Sa ngayon ay demanding sa oras ang ginawa kong mga kolaboratibong 
proyekto kasama ang aking mga mag-aaral.  
 
Abenes 47: Positibo po ako sapagkat marami po kayong mag-aaral na gusto nang magsulat 
tungkol sa inyo dahil po sa inspirasyon ninyong naibigay sa amin kaya kahit siguro hindi 
niyo na magawang mai-synthesize ang mga akda niyo ay may mga gagawa po niyan sa mga 
susunod na taon. Huli na po munang katanungan sa paksain ito dahil medyo mahaba-haba 
na rin po ang naging email exchanges natin. Naging malinaw po sa amin ang inyong mga 
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pinaghuhugatan na naging dahilan kung bakit isa kayo sa tagatanglaw sa amin tinatahak sa 
ngayon. Marami pong salamat sa paunlak at pagbibigay ng oras sa amin. Para po tapusin sa 
ngayon ano pong direksyon sa tingin niyo ang tinatahak ngayon ng pilosopiyang Pilipino? 
At ano po pinapangarap ninyong estado nito sa hinaharap? 
 
Demeterio 47: Palagay ko malaking porsiyento pa rin sa pilosopiyang Pilipino ang naaksaya 
sa mababaw na pagtatalakay ng mga banyagang pilosopiya at iskolastisismo, pasalita ma o 
pasulat. Sana umpisahan at paigtingin ng mga pilosopong pilipino ang sama-samang 
pagdidiskurso. Sana may ibang journal pang magbubukas rin ng espasyo para dito.  
 
Paglalagom 
 
 “Ang pamimilosopiya ay ginagawa hindi para magyabang.” Ito ang napakalinaw na 
winika ni Demeterio sa nasa itaas na palitan sa ika-44 niyang sagot. Marahil ito ang dahilan 
kung bakit hindi natin namalayan na napakarami na pala niyang nasulat at napakatayog na 
pala ng kaniyang naabot. Subalit, hindi masyadong naririnig ang kaniyang boses sa mga 
kwentuhan lalo na sa mga pampilosopiyang pagtitipon. Hindi siya nagyayabang, manapa’y 
isinasatitik niya ang mga nais niyang sabihin. Mas kilala siya ng mga nagbabasa, ng 
kaniyang mga nakakasama sa pananaliksik at ng mga tulad niyang nagsusulat. Ito ang 
kaniyang kalakasan; patuloy siyang nagsusulat at kasabay na humuhubog ng mga bagong 
sibol ng mananaliksik.  
 
 Samantala, napakagandang puntos ang binubuksan niya sa pagyakap niya sa 
pilosopiya/praxis ng edukasyon ni Humboldt--ang kolaborasyon sa pagitan ng propesor at 
mag-aaral. Mas pinapalawak nito ang posibilidad sa pilosopikong diskurso sa bansa. Una, 
magkakaroon ng ugnayan ang kadalubhasaan ng guro at pagiging mapangahas ng mga 
mag-aaral. Sa ganitong punto ay nabibigyan ng posibilidad ang paglalaro sa mga lumang 
kaisipan na nakikita ng mga mag-aaral sa bagong paningin. Pangalawa, sa pamamagitan ng 
kolaborasyon ay napupunan ang kahinaan ng sinumang nakikibahagi. Halimbawa, may 
mga magagaling ngunit kapos sa kasanayan ng pagsulat, at may mga mahuhusay sa 
pagsulat ngunit kulang naman sa kaalaman sa teorya at sa paglalapat nito. Sa pamamagitan 
ng kolaborasyon, natutugunan ang kahinaan ng isang mananaliksik ng kalakasan ng 
katuwang niyang mananaliksik. At ang pangatlo, napapabilis ang pagbuo ng papel dahil sa 
pamamagitan ng kolaborasyon ay nagiging tagapuna at tagatuwid ang magkatuwang na 
mananaliksik.  
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